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On February 7
th

, 2010, at 6:28pm EST, the 44
th

 NFL Super Bowl will kick off in Miami, Florida.  

It appears that there is a rather substantial possibility that a rogue network of individuals 

located within the CIA, FBI, and U.S. Government, will attempt to set off a nuclear device in a 

false-flag terror attack that will ultimately be blamed on Al Qaeda, Pakistan and potentially 

other State actors, including but not limited to: Russia, China, Iran, and multiple countries in 

Africa.  

The warnings of an impending terror attack are numerous, and the references to stadiums, 

nuclear terror, and Al Qaeda are exhaustive. They have all been included and detailed.  

The U.S. Congress recently gave the NFL immunity from lawsuits that may result from a terror 

attack against a stadium. Subsequently, the NFL has moved all its NFL Offices, sponsors and a 

majority of media out of Miami, 27 miles north to Fort Lauderdale. These moves by the NFL 

come on the heels of the unexpected and unexplainable death of the NFL Union head, Gene 

Upshaw, who died in 2008 of pancreatic cancer in a three day period.  

Should this event take place, it would surely set the pretext for martial law in America, and 

consequently set the stage for World War III. The goal of world government has been the quest 

of tyrants and despots for millennia, and this event, should it transpire, would be the catalyst for 

world domination.   

The premise here is based on pertinent and relative information, and should be regarded as a 

reference and guide should these events come to pass. Should you the reader find this false-flag 

terror warning credible, it is your duty as a citizen of this Earth to forward this document to all 

known media outlets and governmental officials worldwide.  

 

99.9% of us want Peace, but there is a cancer at the very top of the Pyramid that continually 

uses the Hegelian Dialectic of Problem, Reaction, Solution, in an attempt to manipulate, divide 

and conquer us. 

 Nuclear Terrorism is the Elite‘s last card; let‘s make sure that they never get to play it.  

Peace, Love, and Truth be with you all… 

 

David 
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                                                    Terror Warnings 

 

  The following warnings regarding an impending terrorist attack, whether false-flag or 

real, are impressive and quite substantial. Just prior to 9/11, there were multiple warnings from 

multiple sources and governmental agencies that were ignored by the Bush administration. This 

time, the Obama administration, governments worldwide, as well as countless media outlets will 

receive this document prior to a nuclear false-flag attack. Everyone, including the Obama 

administration, will have been briefed that the nuclear terrorism game plane has been exposed. 

There will never be any doubt as to who the perpetrators are, should this type of attack occur. 

 Prior to understanding the premise and the reasoning behind this paper, one must 

understand one simple vocabulary term: False-flag terrorism. This terms understanding by the 

public is imperative should society progress beyond endless wars and bloodshed.  

 

False-Flag Terrorism: Covert Operations, generally carried out by the State, which are 

designed to deceive the public in such a way that the operations appear as though they are being 

carried out by real or perceived enemy entities. The name is derived from the military concept of 

flying false colors; that is, flying the flag of a country other than one's own.  

 

Example: Reichstag Fire (1933), Operation Ajax (1953), Gulf of Tonkin (1964), U.S.S. Liberty 

Attack (1967), Oklahoma City Bombing (1995), Worth Trade Center Bombing (1993), 9/11 

(2001), London Bombings (2007), Mumbai Attacks (2008), Christmas Day Bomber (2009) 

Al Qaeda Expected to Attack the United States in the Next Three to Six Months 

  On February 2
nd

, 2010, the Associated Press reported that senior U.S. intelligence 

officials told Congress that Al Qaeda can be expected to attempt an attack on the United 

States in the next three to six months, and that the terrorist organization is deploying 

operatives to the United States to carry out new attacks from inside the country, including 

"clean" recruits with a negligible trail of terrorist contacts, CIA Director Leon Panetta said. Al 

Qaeda is also inspiring homegrown extremists to trigger violence on their own, Panetta 

added. "The biggest threat is not so much that we face an attack like 9/11. It is that Al Qaeda is 

adapting its methods in ways that oftentimes make it difficult to detect." Panetta also warned of 

the danger of extremists acting alone: "It's the lone-wolf strategy that I think we have to pay 

attention to as the main threat to this country," he said. Panetta went on to say that Al Qaeda 

can be expected to continue and try to attack the United States until Osama bin Laden and 

his No. 2, Ayman al-Zawahri, are dead (Associated Press, 2010).  

 

Xmas Bomb Attempt Prods Super Bowl Security Change 

  On January 31
st
, 2010, the Associated Press reported that dozens of federal agencies, 

including the FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, local police 

and two private security firms were handling security for the Super Bowl, and that Al Qaeda 

training manual lists "blasting and destroying the places of amusement, immorality, and sin" 

as one of the terrorist group's missions. That assessment also says a jihadist message board 

carried a posting in 2006 with information about how to conduct an attack on a sporting event 

using more than one suicide bomber, inside the venue and near exits. The FBI and Miami-Dade 
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Police Department are running separate centers to collect and disseminate intelligence, but that 

might not uncover a person acting alone — the kind of threat that most worries the FBI's 

Gillies and James Loftus, interim director of the Miami-Dade Police Department. "I'm not an 

alarmist, but we worry about the lone guy with the rifle. That's where our attention is," Loftus 

said. "That's the guy who is not e-mailing, who is not networking." Loftus said another concern 

is someone who might try to use a false police or firefighter uniform to gain unauthorized 

access (Fendrich, 2010). 

 

F-16s & Bomb-Sniffing Dogs among Security Measurers at the Super Bowl 

 On January 31
st
, 2010, the Canadian Free Press reported that the security operation 

protecting the Super Bowl consisted of Air Force F-16s patrolling the skies above Miami on 

game day to a buffer zone extending at least 100 meters out from the stadium. "We collect 

intelligence from all over the world and then we disseminate it, so that everyone knows what's 

going on," said William Maddalena, a top Miami FBI official in charge of special events. "We'll 

have daily briefings to put out the latest information we have." But all that intelligence-gathering 

may not uncover a single person acting alone who wants to attack or disrupt the game or 

surrounding events. James Loftus, interim director of the Miami-Dade Police Department, said 

that's what keeps Super Bowl security planners awake at night. "The biggest problem that we 

have is the lone wolf. They operate by themselves. They operate in seclusion. They don't discuss 

their plans or potential threats to anyone else," John Gillies, special agent in charge of the FBI's 

Miami field office, said in an interview (Anderson, 2010). 

 

Arrest on Colo. Amtrak Train over Alleged Al Qaeda Threat 

  On January 29
th
, 2010, police arrested a 64-year-old New Jersey man in Colorado for 

allegedly threatening to blow up an Amtrak passenger train. Ojore Nuru Lutalo of Elizabeth, 

N.J., was taken into custody at the La Junta train station. Amtrak officials called police to report 

a suspicious passenger making terrorist threats on the train. An affidavit signed by two 

passengers stated that they allegedly overheard Lutalo talking on a cell phone saying, "Haven't 

killed anyone yet." They also allegedly heard him say, "Are you willing to go to jail with me? 

This Homeland Security thing is serious. They are going to do to you what they did to me. We 

have to work in small groups. They can hold you for 18 months. Do they have security on these 

trains? Are you with me or not?" The passenger also stated that Lutalo allegedly mentioned 

Al Qaeda and said, "17th century tactics won't work, we have 21st century tactics." The 

conductor said Lutalo had a tan blanket over his entire body so she could not see what he was 

doing. Police said they found what they called a large amount of propaganda recruiting materials 

from the Afrikan Liberation Army, including photos of President Barack Obama and other 

items that raised suspicions.  

  A background check showed that Lutalo has ties to the Afrikan Liberation Army and 

that he had a violent criminal past. There are several sources on Google that claim Lutalo was a 

"political prisoner," and that he is an anarchist. According to several sites, Lutalo was held in 

Trenton State Prison in Trenton, N.J., for "actions carried out in the fight for black 

liberation.‖According to Copwatchla.org, Lutalo is a New Afrikan Anarchist/Black 

Liberation Army member who was released from prison Aug. 28 after serving 28 years. 
Another site, Denver Anarchist Black Cross, said in December 1975 that Lutalo and BLA 

member Kojo Bomani Sababu were arrested after they attempted to rob a bank to fund 

http://copwatchla.org/
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revolutionary projects, which ended in a shootout with the police (Mestas, 2010). According to 

USA Today, Lutalo, was freed on $30,000 bond and now in Denver, and denies mentioning Al 

Qaeda or making any threats. Bonnie Kerness, a member of the American Friends Service 

Committee Prison Watch Program, said that Lutalo was returning to New Jersey from a speaking 

engagement at a book fair in Los Angeles and had spoken with him by phone several times while 

he was on the train. "It seems like so much ado about nothing," she said from the group's 

offices in Newark, N.J. (Associated Press, 2010).  

 

What‘s the Next U.S. Terror Threat 

   On January 26
th
, 2010, USA Today posted an article entitled ―What‘s the Next U.S. Terror 

Threat. Janes Jones, the White House national security adviser stated that ―Thirty years ago, one 

of my predecessors would have said nuclear war with Russia. Today, as I'm in this chair, I can 

tell you it's proliferation, the acquisition of a weapon of mass destruction by a terrorist 

organization. The difference between a nation-state doing so and a rogue group of a terrorist 

organization is that nation-states can be controlled. They know if they're going to use one what's 

going to happen. But terrorist groups will have no such limitation. That's one aspect of the 

next decade that we're going to have to focus on…It's very clear that radical terrorist 

organizations, the most prominent of which of course is Al Qaeda will continue to try to obtain 

weapons of mass destruction - which I think is their singular goal, which would be a huge game 

changer." When asked what would qualify as a ―game changer,‖ Jones replied "The threat of a 

weapon of mass destruction, whether it's nuclear or chemical or biological, is a 

fundamentally different order of threat, magnitude of threat, to our societies. And probably the 

reaction to our knowing that's out there would foster changes in the way we live that are 

probably very hard to imagine."  

  In the same article, Dianne Feinstein, a California Democrat in the U.S. Congress, and 

the Senate Intelligence Committee chair, stated that ―In this new decade, we must pay attention 

to (radical Islamic) madrassas, and madrassas exist by the thousands all over Pakistan, all 

over most Muslim countries.‖ She went on to state that ―What we're going to see is the 

emergence of the lone wolf rather than the planning of large numbers of people to carry out 

large attacks…Explosives are getting more sophisticated. And we've seen new areas which 

have become safe havens as well as operational theaters for these groups, namely Yemen, 

Somalia and as a matter of fact virtually the entire Maghreb (North Africa) (Page, Frank, & 

Johnson, 2010). 

 

Former WMD Chief: Al Qaeda Awaiting Nukes 

  On January 26
th
, 2010, former CIA officer Rolf Mowatt-Larssen, who served as chief of 

the CIA‘s Weapons of Mass Destruction Department, accused the U.S. government of 

seriously misreading Al Qaeda‘s operational objectives.―Al Qaeda‘s reasoning,‖ according to 

Mowatt-Larssen's new report from Harvard‘s Kennedy School, ―runs counter to analytic 

convention that equates the ease of acquisition of chemical, biological or radiological weapons 

with an increasing likelihood of terrorist use — i.e., a terrorist attack employing crude weapons 

is therefore more likely than an attack using a nuclear or large scale biological weapon. In fact, it 

is the opposite‖ of that conventional wisdom, according to the analysis, entitled ―Al Qaeda 

Weapons of Mass Destruction Threat: Hype or Reality.‖ Al Qaeda‘s motivations suggest ―the 

greatest threat is posed by the most effective and simple means of mass destruction, 
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whether these means consist of nuclear, biological, or other forms of asymmetric weapons.‖ 

The details he provides of Al Qaeda‘s scheming in this report are nothing short of chilling. 

―Considering the potential that such weapons hold in fulfilling Al Qaeda‘s aspirations,‖ it says, 

―their WMD procurement efforts have been managed at the most senior levels, under rules 

of strict compartmentalization from lower levels of the organization, and with central control 

over possible targets and timing of prospective attacks.‖ He noted that ―Al Qaeda‘s patient, 

decade-long effort to steal or construct an improvised nuclear device (IND) flows from their 

perception of the benefits of producing the image of a mushroom cloud rising over a U.S. city, 

just as the 9/11 attacks have altered the course of history.‖ Mowatt-Larssen concludes that 

―This lofty aim helps explains why Al Qaeda has consistently sought a bomb capable of 

producing a nuclear yield, as opposed to settling for the more expedient and realistic course of 

devising a ‗dirty bomb,‘ or a radiological dispersal device.‖   

  In 1996, Ayman al-Zawahiri, emir of the Egyptian Islamic Jihad, which eventually 

merged into Al Qaeda, was detained in Russia where he may have been seeking nuclear weapons 

or material. Al-Zawahiri later stated that Al Qaeda obtained nuclear weapons from the 

former Soviet Union. According to Mowatt-Larssen, ―There is no indication that the 

fundamental objectives that lie behind their WMD intent have changed over time.‖ According to 

the Kennedy School analysis, ―Osama bin Laden‘s morality-based argument on the nature of the 

struggle between militant Islamists and the U.S.-led coalition of secular forces focuses the 

group‘s planning on the acquisition of strategic weapons that can be used in mass casualty 

attacks, rather than on the production of tactical, more readily available weapons such as ‗dirty 

bombs,‘ chemical agents, crude toxins and poisons.‖ If this former WMD chief for the CIA is to 

be believed, a big reason we have not suffered a repeat of 9/11 more than eight years later may 

be that Osama bin Laden and Al Qaeda are patiently working toward the day when they 

can successfully hit us with something a lot bigger (Kettle, 2010). 

 

British Police Arrest Suspected Terrorist with Unidentified Terrorist Material 

  On January 26
th
, 2010, British police arrested a man under the Terrorism Act, a move 

which came days after the U.K. raised its terror alert from "substantial" to "severe." 

Officers from the West Midlands Counter Terrorism Unit arrested a 30-year-old man from the 

Sparkhill area of Birmingham, Britain's second largest city. The man was arrested on suspicion 

of possessing material likely to be of use to a terrorist, although the material was never 

identified, and of "distributing terrorist publications," the police said in a statement. The U.K.'s 

Home Office said Friday it had increased the terror alert because of a pick-up in "intelligence 

chatter" about a possible threat to the U.K. (MacDonald, 2010).  

 

Non-Arab Female Terrorist Actors may Attack Western Targets 

  On January 23
rd

, 2010, the Telegraph reported that that the Yemen-based Al Qaeda group 

had formed a women's brigade of "non Arab" suicide bombers as part of its new tactic to 

attack western targets, and that it was "inevitable" that Al Qaeda would eventually turn to 

using women with a western appearance to carry out suicide attacks. Airliners and all forms of 

transport could be targeted as well as sports stadium, ports and power stations. Richard Clarke, 

a former chief White House counter-terrorism adviser, stated that, "They have trained women. 

There are others who are still out there who have been trained and who are clean skins - 

that means people who we do not have a record of, people who may not look like Al Qaeda 
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terrorists, who may not be Arabs, and may not be men." The report when on state that two male 

Arab nationals were refused permission to board planes from Heathrow Airport to the United 

States after their names appeared on a US "no fly list". The first incident happened when 

British officials refused to allow an Egyptian man permission to fly on American Airlines flight 

113 from Heathrow to Miami (The Indian Times, 2010). 

 

Al Qaeda has Trained Female Suicide Bombers to Attack West, US Officials Warn 

  The following day a Saudi Arabian passenger was stopped from boarding United Airlines 

flight 929 to Chicago. Both men were denied permission to board the US-bound flights after 

their names were "flagged" as being linked to potential Islamist terror groups. In two other 

cases involving people on the no-fly list, a man in Nairobi, Kenya was kept off a flight last 

Sunday that would have connected in Amsterdam to Dallas, and a passenger attempting to fly on 

an American Airlines flight to Los Angeles was stopped in Saint Maarten, in the Caribbean, 

before he could board a connecting flight to San Juan, Puerto Rico. American officials say there 

were two additional incidents, in Minneapolis and in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, in which people 

on the no-fly list were denied boarding, questioned and then allowed to leave the airport without 

being detained. Mr. Clarke, went on to state that, ―…the terrorists are attempting to probe our 

security." The threat is believed to come from Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula. Whitehall 

sources said that the group had demonstrated that it had both the "intent and capability" to 

mount an attack against a western target (Sherwell & Rayment, 2010).  

 

Britain Raises International Terrorism Threat Level to Severe 

  On January 22, 2010, Britain raised its international terrorism threat level to 'severe' 

-- its second-highest level of terror alert -- from 'substantial. ‘Home Secretary (interior minister) 

Alan Johnson stated that, "The Joint Terrorism Analysis Centre has today raised the threat to the 

UK from international terrorism from substantial to severe. This means that a terrorist attack is 

highly likely, but I should stress that there is no intelligence to suggest than an attack is 

imminent." Johnson went on to state that, "JTAC keeps the threat level under constant review 

and makes its judgments based on a broad range of factors, including the intent and capabilities 

of international terrorist groups in the UK and overseas" (Reuters, 2010). Also on January 22, 

2010, India issued a terror-alert and sky marshals were placed on flights as the government put 

its airports on high alert amid reports that the Al Qaeda and the Pakistan-based Lashkar-e-

Taiba group planned to hijack a plane (Associated Press, 2010).  

 

India Issues Terror Alert over Al Qaeda Hijack Plot 

  On January 22
nd

, 2010, Indian media stated that a hijack threat was uncovered during 

the interrogation of Amjad Khwaja, a militant leader belonging to Harkat-ul-Jihad-al-Islami, a 

terrorist involved in numerous terrorist attacks in India. Harakat-ul-Jihad-al-Islami is said to 

be based in Pakistan and to have similar motivation and goals as both Al Qaeda and 

Lashkar, but it is unclear whether they have direct links. A hijacking, especially one launched 

by Pakistan-based militants, would send tensions soaring between the two nuclear-armed rivals 

and be a huge distraction for U.S. efforts to crush the Taliban and Al Qaeda along the 

Afghanistan-Pakistan border (Associated Press, 2010).   
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Ron Paul Warns Of Coming ―Social And Political Chaos‖  

  On January 22
nd

, 2010, former 2008 Presidential candidate and current Texas 

Congressman, Ron Paul, made the following statement in his State of the Republic address: ―We 

are rapidly moving toward a dangerous time in our history. Society as we know it is 

vulnerable to political and social unrest. This impending crisis comes as a consequence of our 

flawed foreign and domestic economic policies, a silly notion of money, ignorance about 

central banking, ignoring the onerous power and mischief of out of control intelligence 

agencies (CIA), our unsustainable welfare state and a willingness to sacrifice privacy and civil 

liberties in an attempt to achieve safety and security from an inept government. The only way 

that we can prevent blood from running in the streets is to offer a better idea of the proper role 

of government in a society that desires, first and foremost, liberty. The social unrest will illicit 

cries for the government to exert unusual force to head off a complete breakdown of law and 

order. The ultimate trap will be set for a system of government claiming to protect a free 

society. If more power and police authority are not given to the Federal government, it will be 

argued that only anarchy will result. If more government policing power is given, it will mean a 

lethal threat to civil liberties.‖ Paul went on refer to the 9/11 aftermath when American freely 

gave up their liberties for alleged government security, ―Our civil leaders will not be hesitant 

to use these powers to maintain order, tragically, the people may even demand it‖ (Watson, 

2010). 

 

FBI Chief – Terrorist Threat Grows More Worrisome 

  On January 21
st
, 2010, Robert Mueller, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

stated that the threat of a terrorist attack against the U.S. is becoming more worrisome ―with 

each passing day,‖ and told the Senate Judiciary Committee that law enforcement agencies have 

disrupted several plots in the past year as terrorists ―…remain determined to strike the United 

States.‖  Mueller testified that, ―As the Christmas Day attempted bombing illustrates, the threats 

we face are becoming more diverse and more dangerous with each passing day. We not only 

face threats from Al-Qaeda, but also from self-directed groups not part of Al-Qaeda‘s 

formal structure‖ (Woellert, 2010).  

FBI Director: Al Qaeda spreading, rebuilding 

  On February 2
nd

, 2009, FBI Chief Mueller stated that Al Qaeda and its offshoots are 

spreading and rebuilding, and although the U.S. has dismantled much of Al Qaeda's 

infrastructure in Afghanistan, the terror network and its associated groups are rebuilding in 

Pakistan, Yemen, and the Horn of Africa (Associated Press, 2010). 

 

Christmas Plot Suspect says 20 others Training for Similar Attacks 

  On January 9
th
, 2010, it was reported that the young Nigerian man charged with trying to 

blow up a U.S. airliner on Christmas Day 2009, boasted during his interrogation that some 20 

others were being trained to carry out similar attacks. The British intelligence officials said 

Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, 23, had "boasted that close to 20 other young Muslim men were 

being prepared in Yemen to use the same technique to blow up airliners," Abdulmutallab 

Friday pleaded not guilty to six charges arising out of the botched bombing of Northwest Flight 

253 from Detroit to Amsterdam (AFP, 2010). On January 9
th
, 2009, the man believed to be the 

suicide bomber who killed seven CIA employees and contractors appeared in a newly released 

http://www.prisonplanet.com/ron-paul-warns-of-coming-social-and-political-chaos.html
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video, in which he vows revenge for the killing of a Taliban leader. The video shows Humam 

Khalil Abu-Mulal al-Balawi, whom a former U.S. intelligence official identified as the suicide 

bomber. Al-Balawi mentions Baitullah Mehsud, the leader of the Taliban in Pakistan who was 

killed in a missile strike last August. "We will never forget the blood of our leader Baitullah 

Mehsud, may God have mercy on his soul," he says in Arabic, according to a CNN translation. 

"It will remain that we take revenge (for his death) in America and outside America. It is a 

trust on every person who left everything for the sake of God, whom Baitullah Mehsud 

supported." Al Qaeda's commander of operations in Afghanistan, Mustafa Abu Yazid, said this 

week that the attack avenged Mehsud's death. Mehsud was the leader of Tehrik-i Taliban 

Pakistan (TTP). The Yemen-based group Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula has claimed 

responsibility for the Christmas Day plot. It is impossible to know whether the date on the video 

is accurate, or whether al-Balawi was aware of AbdulMutallab's alleged plans. If al-Balawi did 

know about the plot, it could indicate a greater degree of communication between TTP and 

Al Qaeda than previously thought. In an analysis of the video, IntelCenter said there is a 

connection between the two groups. But IntelCenter also pointed out al-Balawi appears in the 

video next to TTP leader Hakimullah Mehsud, and that it was TTP that released the video. "The 

TTP and Al Qaeda have a close relationship, and in all likelihood Al Qaeda was involved at 

some level in the operation‖ (Robertson & Ahmed, 2010). 

 

Michael ―Savage‖ Weiner Predicts a ―Reichstag Fire-Like Event 

  On March 4, 2009, American radio host Michael ―Weiner‖ Savage stated, ―Right now 

what we have is a dictatorship run by a gang…It‘s a gang under Obama…Savage predicts: a 

Reichstag fire-like event, sometime in the next year or two, in America, that will have been 

conducted by the government and blamed upon subversive elements in order to permit a 

dictatorship, a naked dictatorship, to emerge in this county [United States]‖ (Nimmo, 2009). 

 

9/11 Redux: ‗Thousands of Aliens‘ in U.S. Flight School Illegally 

  In February 2008, a report by ABC News quoted Richard A. Horn, a regional security 

official from the Transportation Security Administration as saying that, ―Some of the very same 

conditions that allowed the 9-11 tragedy to happen in the first place are still very much in 

existence today," and that, "Thousands of aliens, some of whom may very well pose a threat to 

this country, are taking flight lessons, being granted FAA certifications and are flying planes." 

Former FAA inspector Bill McNease validated Horn‘s concern and stated that, "TSA's 

enforcement is basically nonexistent." McNease, said that in one year alone, 2005, he found 

some 8,000 foreign students in the FAA database that got their pilot licenses without ever being 

approved by the TSA (Ross, Walter, & Longabardi, 2008). 

 

Joe Biden at Seattle Fund Raiser Transcript Says Obama Will Be Tested 

  On October 21
st
, 2008, Joe Biden, [Obama‘s current Vice President] made the following 

statement in which he made a direct reference to the nuclear crisis known as The Bay of Pigs, 

that John F. Kennedy was successful in defusing, ―Let me tell ya something, Pakistan already is 

bristling with nuclear weapons, all of which can hit Israel right now, all of which can strike the 

Mediterranean and well into the Indian Ocean"…"And here's the point I want to make. Mark my 

words. Mark my words. It will not be six months before the world tests Barack Obama like 

they did John Kennedy. The world is looking. We're about to elect a brilliant 47-year old 

http://topics.cnn.com/topics/Afghanistan
http://topics.cnn.com/topics/Al_Qaeda
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senator president of the United States of America. Remember I said it standing here if you don't 

remember anything else I said. Watch, we're gonna have an international crisis, a generated 

crisis, to test the mettle of this guy. And he's gonna have to make some really tough - I don't 

know what the decision's gonna be, but I promise you it will occur. As a student of history and 

having served with seven presidents, I guarantee you it's gonna happen. I can give you at least 

four or five scenarios from where it might originate. And he's gonna need help. And the kind of 

help he's gonna need is, he's gonna need you, not financially to help him, we're gonna need you 

to use your influence, your influence within the community, to stand with him. Because it's not 

gonna be apparent initially, it's not gonna be apparent that we're right. Because all these 

decisions, all these decisions, once they're made if they work, then they weren't viewed as a 

crisis. If they don't work, it's viewed as you didn't make the right decision, a little bit like how we 

hesitated so long dealing with Bosnia and dealing with Kosovo, and consequently 200,000 

people lost their lives that maybe didn't have to lose lives. It's how we made a mistake in Iraq. 

We made a mistake in Somalia. So there's gonna be some tough decisions. They may emanate 

from the Middle East. They may emanate from the sub-continent. They may emanate from 

Russia's newly-emboldened position because they're floating in a sea of oil" (Sweet, 2008). 

 

Albright says ―Expect the Unexpected‖ 

  Former Secretary of State, Madeline Albright, confirmed Joe Biden notion that Obama 

would be tested by a generated international crisis. When talking to CNN‘s John Roberts she 

stated, ―It‘s just a statement of fact. In my book, I talk about the fact that there are a lot of big 

issues out there, but also something unexpected. You always have to be prepared for that‖ 

(Pedraza, 2008). Albright went on to tell NPR, ―I think that the big issues are still how to fight 

terrorism without creating more terrorists, how to deal with the broken nuclear non-

proliferation system, how to restore the good name of democracy, how to deal with the negative 

aspects of globalization, the growing gap between the rich and the poor. And all those issues - 

energy, environment, food prices - they have not gone away. And then, as I said in my book, you 

have to expect the unexpected. So, there's - I'm so glad we have Barack Obama to deal with the 

issues because this is going to be a very hard presidency (NPR, 2008). On November 2nd, 

2008, Albright stated on GPS with Fareed Zakaria, that, ―And then, there are other issues. 

Obviously, Pakistan, which I think has everything that gives you an international migraine‖ 

(CNN, 2008). 

 

Celente Predicts: Terror 2010 

   Lastly, according to Gerald Celente, the world‘s top trends forecaster, there will be terror 

in 2010. ―While we can‘t predict precise dates or the magnitude of terror attacks, we can be 

fairly certain they are on the way. Years of war in Afghanistan and Iraq – and now 

Pakistan – have intensified anti-American sentiment and increased the number of individuals 

seeking revenge.  NATO allies contributing troops to the wars will also be targeted‖ (Celente, 

2010). 
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                                          Osama bin Laden & Al Qaeda 

 

Osama bin Laden 

  In December 1998, Osama bin Laden allegedly told Time magazine that acquiring 

weapons for the defense of Muslims is a religious duty. ‗If I have indeed acquired these 

weapons, then I thank God for enabling me to do so. And if I seek to acquire these weapons, I 

am carrying out a duty,‘ he is reported as saying (Puri, 2010).  A report from 2001 claimed that 

Osama bin Laden approached a senior Pakistani scientist but had been rebuffed (Gauhar, 

2003). According to the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI), Al Qaeda's belief system seeks to 

justify resorting to any level of violence to attack the West, and specifically the United 

States, as a means toward its ultimate goal of establishing Islamic law throughout the Muslim 

world under Al Qaeda‘s guidance. The NTI quotes Osama bin Laden as saying ―It would be a sin 

for Muslims not to try to possess the weapons that would prevent the infidels from inflicting 

harm on Muslims.‖ This terror network has demonstrated that it is not worried about 

crossing the nuclear threshold and causing unprecedented levels of destruction and is 

unconcerned with retaliation or its followers' reactions. If Al Qaeda can develop the 

capabilities required to acquire and use nuclear weapons, there is little doubt that it will 

resort to nuclear terrorism (NTI, 2010). 

Al Qaeda in America 

  FBI head Robert Muller has stated that U.S. faces threats from ―homegrown 

terrorists‖ who live in the communities they attack and train on their own (Woellert, 2010). He 

said law enforcement agencies have disrupted terrorist plots in Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, 

Minnesota, Colorado, Texas and elsewhere in the past year. ―We cannot discount the lone 

offender threat here at home -- the individual who may take up arms and strike without 

notice‖ Mueller said (Woellert, 2010). According to a report in Diplomat, there are other means 

of groups such as Al Qaeda engaging in nuclear terrorism. Radioactive dispersal devices, for 

example, are particularly suited to non-state actors as they are portable and can be used to meet 

one of the common aims of terrorism, which is to cause significant economic damage. Combined 

with an explosive device, RDDs can be used to create dirty bombs, which can cause both 

immediate casualties from their explosions and long-term health and psychological damages 

from radiation (Puri, 2010). 

 

Al Qaeda Seeking To Provoke New India-Pakistan War – Gates 

  According to the Dow Jones, Al Qaeda is seeking to destabilize the entire South Asia 

region and could trigger a new war between Pakistan and India, U.S. Defense Secretary 

Robert Gates told reporters Wednesday. Groups under Al Qaeda's "syndicate" in Afghanistan 

and Pakistan are trying "to destabilize not just Afghanistan, not just Pakistan, but potentially 

the whole region by provoking a conflict perhaps between India and Pakistan through some 

provocative act," Gates said during a visit to New Delhi (Dow Jones, 2010). 
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Gates in Pakistan to Discuss New Strikes on Taliban 

   On January 21, 2010 Secretary Gates stated that that Islamists working under ―the 

umbrella of Al Qaeda‖ want to destabilize the entire South Asian region by provoking a 

conflict between India and Pakistan. That law requires a cutoff of aid if Pakistan fails to 

provide civilian control of its military, cooperate with the U.S. on counter-terrorism, 
protect its nuclear arsenal and enforce international nuclear non-proliferation rules. Those 

conditions triggered accusations from opposition politicians and Pakistan‘s military of 

interference in the country‘s internal affairs. Such conditions on U.S. aid evoke bitter memories 

in Pakistan of the 1990s, when the so-called Pressler amendment forced a halt to most U.S. aid 

because of evidence that Pakistan was developing nuclear weapons. The cutoff in U.S. 

military aid hampered American efforts to influence Pakistan‘s powerful armed forces, and led 

many Pakistani leaders to call the U.S. an unreliable ally. Al Qaeda leaders are believed to 

have holed up in ungoverned tribal areas along the Pakistan-Afghanistan border since the 

U.S. toppled the group‘s Taliban protectors in the wake of the September 11th attacks. 

Obama last year ordered 30,000 more U.S. troops to Afghanistan to battle the Taliban 

insurgency. The U.S. is trying to balance its rapidly expanding ties with India, the world‘s largest 

democracy and the fastest- growing economy after China, even as the Obama administration 

strengthens links with Pakistan (Geinger, 2010). A report from 2003 by the Brookings 

Institution, the independent policy analysts, warned that Pakistan had taken more risks than 

other nations in the war on terror, yet remained insecure about its relations with Washington. 

―Insecurity can lead nations to monumental irrationality,‖ the report said. ―Pakistanis have 

been made to feel their nation is being bullied into working against its own interests‖ (Gauhar, 

2003). 

India and Pakistan are Nuclear States—Time to Accept It 

  India and Pakistan should be officially recognized as nuclear states, argues South 

Asia analyst Luv Puri, who says doing so will ease tensions and reduce the risk of nuclear 

material falling into terrorist hands. According to Taylor Branch, writing in The Clinton 

Tapes: Wrestling History with the President, Indian officials who spoke with Bill Clinton were 

fully aware of the potential devastation a clash between the two nations could lead to, calculating 

that a doomsday nuclear volley would kill 300 to 500 million Indians while annihilating all 

120 million Pakistanis. It seems clear then that granting both countries de-facto nuclear 

weapons state status through suitable amendments to the NPT would be the best way of 

curbing the on-going arms race and reducing the threat of nuclear terrorism by making it 

easier for the International Atomic Energy Agency to hold the nuclear infrastructures of both 

countries to the highest scrutiny (Puri, 2010). 

 

                                                 Pakistan & Terrorism  
 

  Should there actually be a nuclear attack on February 7
th

, 2010, or in the near future, 

Pakistan will most assuredly be blamed. When analyzing the top terror attacks of the last 30 

years, individuals from Pakistan have ultimately been fingered as the perpetrator, financial 

source, brainpower, accomplice, or haven for terrorists operating throughout the world. An a 

brief analysis of the following terror attacks shows that Pakistan is set up to take the fall for a 

nuclear terrorist act, despite the fact that the majority of the terror attacks they are accused of 
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were funded and directed by Western intelligence agencies such as Mossad, the CIA, the FBI, 

MI5, and MI6. It should be noted that Pakistan is continually being tied to Al-Qaeda, and will 

consequently be blamed for their actions, whether they like it or not. So called terror analysts say 

the Pakistani government's reluctance to target the Afghan Taliban as requested by the U.S. is 

due to Pakistan‘s deep historical ties with the group, and many analysts believe some officials 

within the government and the military see the militants as an important proxy once 

coalition troops leave Afghanistan. U.S. Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates, cautioned 

Pakistan against trying to distinguish between the different militant groups in an essay published 

in The News, an English-language Pakistani newspaper. "It is important to remember that the 

Pakistani Taliban operates in collusion with both the Taliban in Afghanistan and Al 

Qaeda, so it is impossible to separate these groups," Gates wrote (AP, 2010).  

 

The Pakistan Terror Timeline  

 

Terror Event   Date  Pakistan‘s Alleged Role in Terror 
Hijacking in Pakistan  09/05/1986  Arrested/Released/Killed by CIA in Pakistan 

Manila Air Bombing  12/11/1994  Pakistani Mastermind Yousef Arrested in Pakistan 

1993 WTC Attack in NY 02/23/1996 Pakistani Mastermind Yousef Arrested in Pakistan 

9/11 Terror Attacks  09/11/2001 Financed with $100,000 from the Pakistani ISI  

Bhutto says Osama is dead 12/27.2008 Pakistani President tells truth about bin Laden 

Bhutto Assassinated   11/07/2007  Al Qaeda in Pakistan blamed, most suspect CIA 

Mumbai Terror Attack 11/26/2008  Executed by terrorists Lashkar-e-Taiba of Pakistan 

Sri Lanka Cricket Attack     03/03/2009 Ordered by Pakistani Taliban leader Mehsud 

NY Terror Plot Busted  05/20/2009 Suspects were from Jaish-e-Muhammad in Pakistan 

Pakistan Pearl Hotel Bombed 06/09/2009 Ordered by Pakistani Taliban leader Mehsud  

Pakistan Army HQ Attacked 10/10/2009 Pakistan terrorists were dressed as Pakistani soldiers  

US Homegrown Terrorists  12/11/2009 FBI Arrests 5 US/Pakistani Citizens on ―Jihad‖ 

CIA Attack in Pakistan 12/20/2009 Executed by a member of the Pakistani Taliban  

Christmas Day Bomber  12/25/2009 Ordered by Osama bin Laden (OBL) from Pakistan 

Nuclear Scientist Sought  01/22/2010  Pakistan‘s Lashkar-e-Taiba targets nuclear scientists 

Aafia Siddiqui Convicted 02/03/2010 Pakistani scientist & Al Qaeda sympathizer  

Hakimullah Mehsud Killed  02/04/2010 Pakistani Taliban leader killed in CIA airstrike 

Super Bowl XLIV in Miami 02/07/2010 ? 

 

Pakistani Taliban Leader Hakimullah Mehsud Killed 

  On February 4, 2010, the Associated Press reported that the Pakistani Taliban leader 

Hakimullah Mehsud was allegedly killed in a U.S. airstrike. Neither Pakistan nor the U.S. has 

officially confirmed the death of Mehsud, who commands an Al Qaeda-allied movement that is 

blamed for scores of suicide bombings and is suspected in a deadly attack on a CIA base in 

Afghanistan late last year. The statement came after days of posturing by Pakistani Taliban 

officials, who first said they would prove their leader was alive and well, then reversed 

course and said they saw no need to prove it. The attack by a U.S. drone came after Mehsud 

appeared in a video alongside the Jordanian suicide bomber who Baitullah Mehsud's death gave 

leadership of the Pakistani Taliban to his deputy, Hakimullah Mehsud, a 28-year-old with a 

reputation as a particularly ruthless militant.  
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He has taken responsibility for a wave of brazen strikes inside Pakistan, including the 

bombing of the Pearl Continental hotel in the northwestern city of Peshawar last June and 

the attack on the Sri Lankan cricket team in Lahore earlier that year (Associated Press, 

2010). 

Pakistani Scientist Convicted of Trying to Kill Americans 

  On February 3, 2010, according to the Associated Press, a U.S.-trained Pakistani scientist 

was convicted of charges that she tried to kill Americans while detained in Afghanistan in 

2008, shouting with a raised arm as jurors left the courtroom: "This is a verdict coming from 

Israel, not America." A jury deliberated three days in federal court in Manhattan before finding 

Aafia Siddiqui guilty in the third week of her attempted murder trial, which she often interrupted 

with rambling courtroom outbursts. Siddiqui, 37, was convicted of two counts of attempted 

murder, though the crime was not found by the jury to be premeditated. She was also convicted 

of armed assault, using and carrying a firearm, and assault of U.S. officers and employees. 

Before her arrest, U.S. authorities had called Siddiqui an Al Qaeda sympathizer. She was 

never charged with terrorism, but prosecutors called her a grave threat who was carrying 

bomb-making instructions and a list of New York City landmarks including the Statue of 

Liberty when she was captured. The defendant — a spindly neuroscience specialist who trained 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Brandeis University — "is no shrinking violet," 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Christopher La Vigne said in closing arguments. "She does what she 

wants when she wants it," he said. "These charges are no joke. People almost died." Testifying 

in her own defense, Siddiqui claimed she had been tortured and held in a "secret prison" 

before her detention. Charges that she attacked U.S. personnel who wanted to interrogate her 

were "crazy," she said. "It's just ridiculous" (Associated Press, 2010).  

  In court, Siddiqui veiled her head and face with a white scarf and often sat slumped in her 

chair. She openly sparred with the judge and her own lawyers, insisted she could single-

handedly bring peace to the Middle East and lashed out at witnesses in tirades that got her 

kicked out of the courtroom. "I was never planning a bombing! You're lying!" she yelled 

while an Army captain testified. During the two-week trial, FBI agents and U.S. soldiers testified 

that when they went to interrogate Siddiqui at an Afghan police station, she snatched up an 

unattended assault rifle and shot at them while yelling, "Death to Americans." She was 

wounded by return fire but recovered and was brought to the United States to face charges 

attempted murder, assault and gun charges. A chief warrant officer, who testified in uniform but 

did not give his name, told jurors he had set down his M4 rifle after being told Siddiqui had been 

restrained. He testified he was shocked when she suddenly appeared from behind a curtain 

wielding his M4 rifle and yelling, "Allah akbar," Arabic for "God is great." The defense told 

jurors there was no ballistic, fingerprint or other physical evidence proving the weapon was 

"touched by Dr. Siddiqui, let alone fired by her‖ (Associated Press, 2010).  

Pakistani Terrorists Determined to Attack India 

  On January 16
th
 2010, an article in the Times of  India stated that the threat of another 

Mumbai-type attack is undeniable; numerous Pakistan-based groups remain motivated 

and able to strike Indian targets," said Daniel Markey of the prestigious Council on Foreign 

Relations (CFR) in his latest paper 'Terrorism and Indo-Pakistani Escalation.' Many of these 
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Pakistan-based terror groups have incentives to act as spoilers, whether to disrupt efforts to 

improve Indo-Pak ties or to distract Islamabad from counter-terror crackdown at home, said 

Markey, a known South Asia expert. "Thus the immediate risk of terrorism may actually 

increase if New Delhi and Islamabad make progress on resolving their differences or if 

Pakistan-based terrorists are effectively backed into a corner," he said in his 11-page 

contingency planning memorandum of the CFR. While traditionally Pakistan-based Lashkar-

e-Taiba and Jaish-e-Mohammed are the two terror groups that have proven themselves the 

most capable and motivated to carry out attacks in India, this time Al Qaeda could don the 

mantle, he said. "Al Qaeda has historically focused its efforts outside India, but if the group's 

leadership feels threatened in the Pakistan/Afghanistan border areas, it might direct and assist 

regional proxies to attack India as a way to ignite a distracting Indo-Pakistani confrontation." He 

said the more clearly a terrorist attack can be identified as having originated in Pakistan, the 

more likely India is to retaliate militarily. Should multiple attacks occur in quick 

succession, the cumulative effect would further diminish India's inclination for restraint, he 

said. Markey said the more egregious the terrorist attack and the more India's leadership is 

convinced that members of the Pakistani state sponsored it, the more it will be treated as an act 

of war. "Under these conditions, New Delhi would consider a wider range of options, including, 

for instance, a large ground-force mobilization of the sort India conducted in 2001-2002 in the 

wake of the terrorist attack on the Indian parliament or a naval blockade." "Unless the initial 

terrorist attack is nuclear -- which is implausible for now because Pakistani terrorists do not 

appear to have access to nuclear materials or the capacity to utilize them -- India would 

refrain from using its nuclear weapons in retaliation," Markey said (The Times of India, 2010).  

 

Pakistan Linked to CIA Bombing in Afghanistan 

  On December 20
th
, 2009, a Jordanian suicide bomber killed seven CIA employees in 

the worst attack in U.S. intelligence agency's history. In a video released a few days later, the 

suspect sits cross-legged on the floor next to the new chief of the Pakistani Taliban, 

confirming the group was behind the brazen attack in eastern Afghanistan. The suicide attack 

inside the CIA base — which the bomber said was meant to avenge the death of the former 

Pakistani Taliban leader in a CIA missile strike — could prompt the U.S. to further pressure 

the government of Pakistan to crack down on militants who operate on both sides of the Afghan-

Pakistani border. U.S. missile strikes against targets on the Pakistan side already are on the rise. 

Seven CIA employees and a Jordanian intelligence officer were killed Dec. 30 when the suicide 

bomber detonated his cache of explosives at Camp Chapman, a tightly secured CIA base in 

Khost province, a dangerous region southeast of the Afghan capital Kabul. The CIA had 

cultivated the bomber — a Jordanian doctor identified as Humam Khalil Abu-Mulal al-Balawi 

— in hopes of obtaining information about Al Qaeda's second in command, Ayman al-Zawahri. 

Al-Balawi turned out to be a double-agent — perhaps even a triple-agent.  

  In the 1 1/2 minute video, the bomber said he attacked the CIA to avenge the death of 

Baitullah Mehsud, the longtime leader of the Pakistani Taliban who was killed in 

August."This jihadi attack will be the first revenge operation against the Americans and their 

drone teams outside the Pakistan border," the bomber said on the video. Al-Balawi — wearing 

an Afghan hat and camouflaged jacket — said the Pakistani Taliban, now under the leadership of 

its new chief Hakimullah Mehsud, would fight till victory. "We will never forget the blood of 

our emir Baitullah Mehsud," said al-Balawi. "We will always demand revenge for him inside 
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America and outside." A senior militant with the Pakistani Taliban told AP the suicide bomber 

received training from Qari Hussain, a leading commander of the Pakistani Taliban believed to 

have run suicide bombing camps. The militant, who spoke on condition of anonymity because of 

security reasons, said Al Qaeda and the Haqqani network, a highly independent Afghan 

Taliban faction, also were involved. Hussain's Lashkar-e-Janghvi group, a violent anti-Shiite 

Muslim organization, is believed to provide a reservoir of suicide bombers and has been linked 

to some of the more spectacular bombings in Pakistan and the death of former Pakistani 

Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. Arsala Rahmani — a former minister in the Taliban 

government that was toppled in the U.S.-led invasion of Afghanistan following the September 

11
th
  terrorist attacks – said the Pakistani and Afghan Taliban and Al Qaeda often work in unison 

against Western forces."Most of the time, the Afghan Taliban, Pakistani Taliban and Al 

Qaeda ... they are fighting together," said Rahmani. The release of the al-Balawi footage gives 

the U.S. proof that Pakistani elements are involved in attacks on its security apparatus in 

Afghanistan, observers said (Reichmann, 2010). IntelCenter also pointed out al-Balawi appears 

in the video next to TTP leader Hakimullah Mehsud, and that it was TTP that released the video. 

"The TTP and Al Qaeda have a close relationship, and in all likelihood Al Qaeda was 

involved at some level in the operation," IntelCenter said in an analysis of the video. 

"However, the release of the video with TTP Emir Hakimullah Mehsud firmly places the attack 

under the TTP banner" (Robertson & Ahmed, 2010). 

 

Five American Muslims Arrested in Pakistan on Suspicion of ‗Jihad‘ 

  On December 11
th
, 2009, five American Muslims were arrested in Pakistan on 

suspicion of ‗Jihad.‘ The United States was confronting the renewed specter of violent Islamic 

extremism among its own citizens last night after the arrest of five young American Muslims in 

Pakistan on suspicion of trying to join militant groups in its lawless tribal areas.  ―We 

watched them for one and a half days and then arrested them,‖ Usman Anwar, the chief of police 

in Sargodha, told reporters. ―We seized laptops and other things from their possession. Later we 

came to know that they have come here with the intention of jihad.‖ A senior security official 

told The Times that interrogation of the suspects and information on their computers showed 

that they had contacts with local Al Qaeda operatives.  He said they had met representatives 

of Jamat-ud-Dawa, a banned militant group, and of JeM, which has links to Al Qaeda and is 

blamed for the murder in 2002 of Daniel Pearl, a Wall Street Journal reporter. ―They were 

asking to be recruited, trained and sent on jihad,‖ he said.  The case is the latest in a series this 

year that has raised fears that American Muslim citizens and residents are being radicalized and 

recruited by militant groups on US soil and could be used to strike targets there. ―Home-based 

terrorism is here,‖ declared Janet Napolitano, the US Secretary of Homeland Security, The 

five men‘s arrest coincided with the first appearance in a Chicago court of David Headley, an 

American citizen of Pakistani origin accused of plotting terrorist attacks in Denmark and 

India. It came just a month after Nidal Hasan, a major in the US Army of Palestinian origin with 

links to an extremist Muslim cleric, shot dead 13 comrades at Fort Hood military base in Texas. 

In 2009, US authorities charged a group of men with helping to recruit at least 20 young 

American Somalis to go back to Somalia to fight with the al-Shabaab militant group.  That 

followed the arrest in September of Najibullah Zazi, an Afghan citizen with US residency, on 

suspicion of plotting to attack the New York subway and receiving training from Al Qaeda 

in Pakistan (The Times, 2009).  

http://topics.cnn.com/topics/Al_Qaeda
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Terrorists Dressed as Pakistani Soldiers Attack Pakistani Army Headquarters  

  On October 10, 2009, terrorists dressed as Pakistani soldiers entered the Pakistani 

Army‘s headquarters at Rawalpindi and killed six soldiers, including a brigadier. A recent 

article from the Diplomat magazine stated that many analysts see Pakistan, and specifically 

Punjab province, as the most likely source of materials for extremists to undertake such attacks, 

and the precision of the recent terrorist attacks in Punjab on several Pakistani military 

facilities suggest there has been some inside help for [Pakistani] militants. The article went 

on to state that on Subsequent investigations pointed to Illyas Kashmiri, who once served in the 

Army, as a potential suspect. Back in 2003, meanwhile, there was a suicide assassination 

attempt on then-Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf‘s convoy, from which he narrowly 

escaped. The investigation, as recorded in a book authored by Musharraf, led to the arrest of 

low-level army officers who had conspired with Islamists, and who were angry over his co-

operation with the United States in cracking down on extremists in the tribal areas. The link 

between the Pakistani military and Islamic extremist terrorists it being blurred, and as the 

article concludes, ―one thing is clear—the threat of nuclear terrorism looms large over 

both‖ (Puri, 2010).  

 

Pakistani Militants Strike Pear Hotel 

  On June 9
th

, 2009, Militants opened fire on security guards and rushed a small truck 

packed with explosives through the gates of a five-star hotel in this northwestern city on 

Tuesday, detonating the payload in the parking lot and killing at least 11 people and wounding 

55, Pakistani officials said. The blast, powerful enough to leave a crater 6 feet deep and 15 feet 

wide, collapsed the western wing of the hotel, the Pearl Continental, one of the few in the city 

that cater to Western visitors. The attack followed threats on May 27 by Taliban leaders, who 

warned Pakistanis that they were preparing ―major attacks‖ in large cities in retaliation 

for the military‘s ongoing campaign against the insurgents in parts of Pakistan‘s North-

West Frontier Province. It was by far the largest — using an estimated 1,000 pounds of 

explosives, making it the most spectacular against a Western target in Pakistan since the 

bombing of the Marriott Hotel in the capital, Islamabad, last September, which left more than 50 

dead. ―We are the front line,‖ said Farahnaz Ispahani, the media advisor to President Asif Ali 

Zardari. ―This is really a fight for our way of life. This is a fight for Pakistan‖ (Kahn & 

Masood, 2009).  

Four Arrested in New York Terror Plot 

  On May 20
th

, 2009, the New York Times reported that Federal and New York City 

authorities arrested four men on charges of plotting to bomb two synagogues in the 

Riverdale section of the Bronx and to use antiaircraft missiles to shoot down planes at a 

military base in Newburgh, N.Y., 60 miles north of New York City. The charges, which 

include conspiracy to use weapons of mass destruction in the United States and conspiracy 

to acquire and use antiaircraft missiles, represent some of the most significant allegations of 

domestic terrorism in some time. The four defendants — whom federal authorities identified as 

James Cromitie, David Williams, Onta Williams and Laguerre Payen, all of Newburgh, in 

Orange County — are to appear in Federal District Court in White Plains, in Westchester 

County, on Thursday morning. Three of the suspects are American citizens, and one suspect is of 

Haitian descent, according to the office of Gov. David A. Paterson. Mr. Cromitie, who is 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/29/world/asia/29pstan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/21/world/asia/21islamabad.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/21/world/asia/21islamabad.html
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/z/asif_ali_zardari/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/z/asif_ali_zardari/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.dmna.state.ny.us/ang/105/105.php
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/t/terrorism/index.html
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described as the lead defendant, is said to have told an F.B.I. informer that he had ties with 

Jaish-e-Muhammad, a jihadist group based in Pakistan. None of the defendants actually 

obtained weapons of mass destruction, according to the authorities. The men were, however, 

given an antiaircraft missile system that was incapable of being fired, as well as homemade 

bombs containing inert plastic explosives, as part of the undercover investigation, the authorities 

said (Sewell, 2009). 

 

Next Terrorist Attack Against the United States is Likely to Originate from Pakistan 

  On December 3
rd

, 2008, a top U.S. Congressional panel described Pakistan as ―the 

intersection of nuclear weapons and terrorism,‖ the next terror attack on America is likely to 

originate in its ally‘s tribal areas. While observing that Pakistan is a U.S. ally, the commission on 

weapon of mass destruction (WMD) and terrorism said ―the next terrorist attack against the 

United States is likely to originate from within the Federally Administered Tribal Areas‖ in 

Pakistan. The U.S. says the tribal areas in northwest Pakistan, where the government exerts little 

control, are a haven for militants from both Pakistan and neighboring Afghanistan. It warned that 

there is a threat of nuclear terrorism, both because more countries are developing nuclear 

weapons and because some existing nuclear powers are expanding their arsenals. ―Terrorist 

organizations are intent on acquiring nuclear weapons,‖ said the report. It cited testimony 

before the commission from former Senator Sam Nunn, who said that the ―risk of a nuclear 

weapon being used today is growing, not receding.‖ The commission was created in line with 

a recommendation from the 9/11 Commission on the September 11th, 2001, terrorist attacks on 

the US. But terrorists are likely to use a weapon of mass destruction somewhere in the 

world in the next five years, former Senator Bob Graham, chairman of the commission stated to 

CNN (Tha Indian, 2008). 

 

Sri Lanka Criket Team Attacked by Pakistani Militants 

   On March 3
rd

, 2009, Gunmen have attacked a bus carrying the Sri Lankan cricket 

team on its way to play in the Pakistani city of Lahore. At least six policemen escorting the 

team bus were killed, along with a driver, and seven cricketers and an assistant coach were 

injured. Pakistani officials said about 12 gunmen were involved and grenades and rocket 

launchers have been recovered. Officials said the incident bore similarities to deadly attacks in 

Mumbai in India. The Mumbai attacks were blamed on Pakistan-based Islamic militants. 

Pakistani cricket was already suffering from serious security concerns. The Pakistani politician 

Imran Khan, a former captain of the country's cricket team, said the Sri Lankan visitors had been 

given inadequate protection. "This was one of the worst security failures in Pakistan," he 

said. "The Pakistan government guaranteed the Sri Lankan cricket team that they would provide 

them security." None of the attackers was killed or apprehended at the scene. Grenades and 

rocket launchers were found there, police said, and a manhunt is under way.  But a Pakistani 

minister, Sardar Nabil Ahmed Gabol, reportedly told privately owned Geo TV that evidence 

suggested the attackers came across the border from India. He said the assault came in 

reaction to the Mumbai attacks, and was a "declaration of open war on Pakistan by India" 

(BBC, 2009).  
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Mumbai Terror Conducted Attack by Pakistani Terrorists  

  On November 26, 2008, the AP reported that heavily armed militants affiliated with a 

Pakistan-based militant group rampaged through the commercial capital Mumbai for 

three days in November 2008, killing 166 people (Associated Press, 2010). Despite the horrific 

attacks, the US has refused to share details about the past records of a key terror suspect of the 

2008 Mumbai attack, Indian intelligence sources say. The Indian team tasked with probing the 

Mumbai bombing is desperately looking for information regarding the role David Headley 

played in the deadly attack, but Washington has denied them access to the details. Indian 

intelligence sources claim that the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has continued to 

withhold information on the suspect. Despite the fact that the CIA and Pakistan's Inter-

Service Intelligence have denied any links with Headley, the report said, he was hired by the 

US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA). Headley came to the attention of the US security services 

in 1997 when he was arrested in New York for heroin smuggling. He earned a reduced sentence 

of 15 months in jail in exchange for working as an agent for the DEA. Headley reportedly 

worked for the DEA since then until an American court convicted him in December 2009 of 

having played a role in the Mumbai attack. The report said that the CIA was in possession of 

Headley's records as he was earlier sent by the DEA to Pakistan on a secret mission. Indian 

officials suspect that the US agencies declined to share intelligence in order to be able to 

deny any link with Headley (Press TV, 2010). 

 

White House Fears Nuclear Terrorist Attack from Pakistan 

   On February 28, 2008, Sky News reported that there are real fears in White House 

circles that Al Qaeda could get hold of a nuclear bomb from Pakistan. Former US 

Ambassador to the UN, John Bolton, a confidante of the Administration declared: "I think there 

is a very real threat that if Musharraf falls or is assassinated, that a radical Islamic government 

will take control."Then you would have a very grave threat of Pakistan's nuclear arsenal 

being used for international terrorist purposes." The report went on to state that Osama bin 

Laden has always said he hopes to detonate a nuclear device in Western cities. Pakistan has 

enough material for 70 nuclear weapons, an unstable military regime, strong Islamic 

fundamentalism in military and government circles and groups like Al Qaeda on its 

territory (Wallace, 2008).  

 

Bhutto says bin Laden Murdered in 2007; Then She is Assassinated Days Later 

  On December 27
th
, 2007, President of Pakistan, Benazir Bhutto asserted to David 

Frost less than two months ago that Osama bin Laden had been murdered by Omar 

Sheikh, whom was once described as "no ordinary terrorist but a man who has connections 

that reach high into Pakistan's military and intelligence elite and into the innermost circles" 

of bin Laden and al-Qaeda (Prison Planet, 2007). Only days after the bin Laden is dead 

comment, the assassination and murder of Bhutto rocked Pakistan. The death of Bhutto, one of 

Pakistan's most famous and enduring politicians, sparked violence that killed at least nine people 

and plunged efforts to restore democracy to this nuclear-armed U.S. ally into turmoil (MSNBC, 

2007). It is widely suspected that the CIA was responsible for the hit.  
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9/11Attack Financed by Member of Pakistani Government 

  On September 11
th
, 2001, the deadliest acts of terrorism on U.S. soil destroyed the World 

Trade Center, heavily damaged the Pentagon and left thousands of Americans dead. A man 

captured with an alleged Al Qaeda mastermind in Pakistan helped to fund the 9/11 

hijackers, US officials said (BBC, 2003). Federal authorities have told ABC News they've now 

tracked more than $100,000 from banks in Pakistan to two banks in Florida to accounts held 

by suspected hijack ringleader Mohamed Atta. Time magazine is reporting that some of that 

money came in the days just before the attack and can be traced directly to people connected 

to Osama bin Laden (Washington Post, 2001). A senior level U.S. government source told 

CNN in October 2001 that U.S. investigators believed Ahmed Omar Saeed Sheikh (Ahmed 

Umar Syed Sheikh), a long time [Pakistani] ISI asset, using the alias Mustafa Muhammad 

Ahmad, sent more than $100,000 from Pakistan to Mohammed Atta, the suspected hijack 

ringleader of the September 11, 2001 attacks (Wikipedia, 2009).  

 

Mastermind of Manila Bomb Attack from Pakistan  

  On December 11, 1994, Philippine Airlines Flight 434 (PAL434, PR434) was the route 

designator of a flight from Ninoy Aquino International Airport, Metro Manila, Philippines, to 

New Tokyo International Airport (now Narita International Airport), Narita near Tokyo, Japan, 

with one stop at Mactan-Cebu International Airport, Cebu. The Boeing 747-283B was on the 

route from Cebu to Tokyo, when a bomb, planted by Pakistani terrorist Ramzi Yousef, 

exploded, killing one passenger. Luckily, the captain of the flight, an experienced veteran pilot, 

landed the aircraft, saving the plane and all the passengers and crew (Wikipedia, 2010).  

 

Mastermind of 1993 World Trade Center Attack from Pakistan 

  On February 7, 1995, Ramzi Yousef, mastermind of the 1993 bombing of the World 

Trade Center and other plots, was located and arrested in Islamabad, Pakistan. According 

to the FBI, Yousef, who was born in Kuwait of Pakistani decent, was immediately flown back 

to New York City, escorted by an FBI arrest team, and arraigned on charges relating to the 

World Trade Center bombing. Several months later, Yousef was charged in the "Manila Air" 

bombing case. In January 1998, he was sentenced to serve 240 years, plus another life sentence, 

in an American jail for his crimes. Ultimately, a sighting on a street in Pakistan was linked to 

bits of evidence in dozens of other cities and countries. Pakistani police identified and arrested 

Yousef, then arranged for FBI Agents to take custody and leave the country with the 

prisoner (FBI, 2004). 

 

1986 Hijacker Killed in Pakistan  

  On January 15
th
, 2010, a U.S. missile strike in Pakistan killed one of the FBI's most-

wanted terrorists, a man suspected in a deadly 1986 plane hijacking with a $5 million bounty 

on his head. The intelligence officials said a January 9
th
 missile strike in the Pakistan‘s North 

Waziristan tribal region killed Jamal Saeed Abdul Rahim. The FBI's Web site lists him as a 

Palestinian with possible Lebanese citizenship. The Pakistani officials called him an Al Qaeda 

member, but the FBI site says he was a member of the Abu Nidal Palestinian terrorist 

group and is wanted for his alleged role in the Sept. 5, 1986, hijacking of Pan American 

World Airways Flight 73 during a stop in the southern Pakistani city of Karachi. According to 

the FBI, the hijackers demanded that 1,500 prisoners in Cyprus and Israel be released and 
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that they be flown out of Pakistan. At one point, the hijackers shot and threw hand grenades at 

passengers and crew in one part of the plane. Some 20 people, including two Americans, died 

during the hijacking. Rahim had been tried and convicted by Pakistan, but he and three 

suspected accomplices were apparently released in January 2008. Pakistani government 

officials criticize the missile strikes and say the United States is violating their country's 

sovereignty, but there is little doubt Islamabad agrees to at least some of the attacks and provides 

targeting information for them (Associated Press, 2010). 

 

                                       Pakistan & Nuclear Proliferation  

 

The Pakistani Nuclear Timeline  

 

Date   Nuclear Event  

1982   China shares nuclear technology and weapons with Pakistan 

1989-1991 Pakistani A.Q. Khan sells nuclear secrets to Iran 

1991-1997 Pakistani A.Q. Khan sells nuclear secrets to Libya  

1991-2000 Pakistani A.Q. Khan sells nuclear secrets to North Korea 

1987-2003   Pakistani A.Q. Khan directs international nuclear smuggling operation  

Unknown  Al Qaeda operatives meet with Pakistani nuclear scientists 

02/05/2009 Pakistan‘s nuclear scientist Abdul Qadeer Khan freed from house arrest 

12/01/2009 Obama declares war on Pakistan, a fully nuclear state 

01/22/2010 Pakistan rejects U.S. and U.N. attempts for nuclear disarmament 

01/22/2010  Pakistani based Lashkar-e-Taiba terror group plans to target nuclear scientists  

 

Pakistani Based Lashkar-e-Taiba Terror Group Plans to Target Nuclear Scientists 

  On January 22, 2010, it was reported by the Diplomat, that the Lashkar-e-Taiba of 

Pakistan, an extremist terrorist group, is planning to target nuclear scientists while there 

have also been reports of plans to strike the country‘s nuclear infrastructure (Puri, 2010).   

 

Pakistan Rules Out Nuclear Fissile Talks  

  On January 22, 2010, Pakistan informed world powers that it cannot accept the start 

of global negotiations to halt production of nuclear bomb-making fissile material in the 

near future, diplomats told Reuters. The move represents a potential setback for efforts by both 

the Obama administration and United Nations to forge ahead with what is widely seen as the 

next step in multilateral nuclear disarmament. Zamir Akram, Pakistan's ambassador to the U.N. 

in Geneva, disclosed Islamabad's position during a diplomatic lunch hosted by Chinese 

ambassador Wang Qun. "We are not in a position to accept the beginning of negotiations on 

a cut-off treaty in the foreseeable future," Akram was quoted as saying. The U.N.-sponsored 

Conference on Disarmament (CD) is trying to launch negotiations to halt production of fissile 

material (highly-enriched uranium and plutonium) and clinch what is known in the jargon as 

a fissile material "cut-off" treaty or FMCT. Pakistan is resisting U.S. pressure to dismantle 

militant groups, including Afghan Taliban based on its soil, because it sees them as potential 

allies in its rivalry with India."Clearly they have very strong concerns," a diplomat said, referring 

to the fissile issue. "This is a very fundamental and sensitive issue back in Pakistan." Pakistan 

blocked adoption of the conference's agenda for 2010, calling for the inclusion of additional 
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items, after holding up negotiations last year because of national security concerns about the 

focus of the talks. U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates sought to build bridges with the next 

generation of military leaders in Islamabad on Friday and end a "trust deficit" he said has 

hampered cooperation against Islamist militancy (Reuters, 2010). 

Obama Declares War on Pakistan 

  On December 1
st
, 2009, Barack Obama gave a speech at West Point, which acording to 

noted historian Webster Tarpley, was a ―A declaration of all-out war by the United States 

against Pakistan‖ The following paragraphs are from Tarpley‘s brilliant expose entitled 

―Obama Declares War on Pakistan‖ which is available on Tarpley‘s website www.tarpley.net.    

  Tarpley: This is a brand-new war, a much wider war now targeting Pakistan, a 

country of 160 million people armed with nuclear weapons. In the process, Afghanistan is 

scheduled to be broken up. This is no longer the Bush Cheney Afghan war we have known in the 

past. This is something immensely bigger: the attempt to destroy the Pakistani central 

government in Islamabad and to sink that country into a chaos of civil war, Balkanization, 

subdivision and general mayhem. The chosen strategy is to massively export the Afghan civil 

war into Pakistan and beyond, fracturing Pakistan along ethnic lines. It is an oblique war using 

fourth-generation or guerrilla warfare techniques to assail a country which the United States and 

its associates in aggression are far too weak to attack directly. In this war, the Taliban are 

employed as US proxies. This aggression against Pakistan is Obama‘s attempt to wage the 

Great Game against the hub of Central Asia and Eurasia or more generally. 

  The ongoing civil war in Afghanistan is merely a pretext, a cover story designed to 

provide the United States with a springboard for a geopolitical destabilization campaign in the 

entire region which cannot be publicly avowed. In the blunt cynical world of imperialist 

aggression à la Bush and Cheney, a pretext might have been manufactured to attack 

Pakistan directly. But Pakistan is far too large and the United States is far too weak and too 

bankrupt for such an undertaking. In addition, Pakistan is a nuclear power, possessing atomic 

bombs and medium range missiles needed to deliver them. What we are seeing is a novel 

case of nuclear deterrence in action. The US cannot send an invasion fleet or set up airbases 

nearby because Pakistani nuclear weapons might destroy them. To this extent, the efforts of 

Ali Bhutto and A.Q. Khan to provide Pakistan a deterrent capability have been vindicated. But 

the US answer is to find ways to attack Pakistan below the nuclear threshold, and even 

below the conventional threshold. This is where the tactic of exporting the Afghan civil war to 

Pakistan comes in.‖ 

  The architect of the new Pakistani civil war is US Special Forces General Stanley 

McChrystal, who organized the infamous network of US torture chambers in Iraq. McChrystal‘s 

specific credential for the Pakistani civil war is his role in unleashing the Iraqi civil war of 

Sunnis versus Shiites by creating ―Al Qaeda in Iraq‖ under the infamous and now departed 

double agent Zarkawi. If Iraqi society as a whole had lined up against the US invaders, the 

occupiers would have soon been driven out. The counter-gang known as ―Al Qaeda in Iraq‖ 

avoided that possibility by killing Shiites, and thus calling forth massive retaliation in the form of 

a civil war. These tactics are drawn from the work of British General Frank Kitson, who wrote 

about them in his book Low Intensity Warfare. If the United States possesses a modern analog to 

Heinrich Himmler of the SS, it is surely General McChrystal, Obama‘s hand-picked choice. 

McChrystal‘s superior, Gen Petraeus, wants to be the new Field Marshal von Hindenburg – in 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/president-obama-way-forward-afghanistan-and-pakistan
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other words, he wants to be the next US president. Even Chris Matthews of MSNBC, normally a 

devoted acolyte of Obama, pointed out that the US strategy as announced at West Point very 

much resembles a Rube Goldberg contraption. (In the real world, ―Al Qaeda‖ is of course the 

CIA‘s own Arab and terrorist legion.) In the world of official US myth, the enemy is supposed 

to be ―Al Qaeda.‖ But, even according to the US government, there are precious few ―Al Qaeda‖ 

fighters left in Afghanistan. Why then, asked Matthews, concentrate US forces in Afghanistan 

where ―Al Qaeda‖ is not, rather than in Pakistan where ―Al Qaeda‖ is now alleged to be?   

  One elected official who has criticized this incongruous mismatch is Democratic Senator 

Russ Feingold of Wisconsin, who said in a television interview that ‗Pakistan, in the border 

region near Afghanistan, is perhaps the epicenter [of global terrorism], although Al Qaeda is 

operating all over the world, in Yemen, in Somalia, in northern Africa, affiliates in Southeast 

Asia. Why would we build up 100,000 or more troops in parts of Afghanistan included that 

are not even near the border? You know, this buildup is in Helmand Province. That‘s not next 

door to Waziristan. So I‘m wondering, what exactly is this strategy, given the fact that we have 

seen that there is a minimal presence of Al Qaeda in Afghanistan, but a significant presence in 

Pakistan? It just defies common sense that a huge boots on the ground presence in a place where 

these people are not is the right strategy. It doesn‘t make any sense to me.‘ Indeed. ‗The 

Wisconsin Democrat also warned that U.S. policy in Afghanistan could actually push 

terrorists and extremists into Pakistan and, as a consequence, further destabilize the region: 

―You know, I asked the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mullen, and Mr. 

Holbrooke, our envoy over there, a while ago, you know, is there a risk that if we build up troops 

in Afghanistan, that will push more extremists into Pakistan?‖ he told ABC. ―They couldn‘t deny 

it, and this week, Prime Minister Gilani of Pakistan specifically said that his concern about the 

buildup is that it will drive more extremists into Pakistan, so I think it‘s just the opposite, that 

this boots-on-the-ground approach alienates the Afghan population and specifically encourages 

the Taliban to further coalesce with Al Qaeda, which is the complete opposite of our national 

security interest.‖‘ Of course, this is all intentional and motivated by US imperialist raison d‘état.  

  Obama‘s speech did everything possible to blur the distinction between Afghanistan 

and Pakistan, which are after all two sovereign states and both members of the United Nations 

in their own right. Ibrahim Sajid Malick, US correspondent for Samaa TV, one of the largest 

Pakistan television networks, called attention to this ploy: ‗Speaking to a hall full of cadets at the 

US Military Academy of West Point, President Barack Obama almost seemed like he might be 

declaring war on Pakistan. Every time he mentioned Afghanistan, Pakistan preceded 

mention. Sitting at the back benches of the hall at one point I almost jumped out of my chair 

when he said: ―the stakes are even higher within a nuclear-armed Pakistan, because we know that 

Al Qaeda and other extremists seek nuclear weapons, and we have every reason to believe 

that they would use them.‖ I was shocked because a succession of American officials recently 

confirmed that the Pakistani arsenal is secure.‘ This article is entitled ―Did Obama Declare War 

On Pakistan?‖, and we can chalk the question mark up to diplomatic discretion. During 

congressional hearings involving General McChrystal and US Ambassador Eikenberry, 

Afghanistan and Pakistan were simply fused into one sinister entity known as ―Afpak‖ or 

even ―Afpakia.‖ 
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  In the summer of 2007, Obama, coached by Zbigniew Brzezinski and other controllers, 

was the originator of the unilateral US policy of using Predator drones for political 

assassinations inside Pakistan. This assassination policy is now being massively escalated 

along with the troop strength: ―Two weeks ago in Pakistan, Central Intelligence Agency 

sharpshooters killed eight people suspected of being militants of the Taliban and Al Qaeda, 

and wounded two others in a compound that was said to be used for terrorist training. The White 

House has authorized an expansion of the C.I.A.‘s drone program in Pakistan‘s lawless tribal 

areas, officials said this week, to parallel the president‘s decision to send 30,000 more troops to 

Afghanistan. American officials are talking with Pakistan about the possibility of striking in 

Baluchistan for the first time — a controversial move since it is outside the tribal areas — 

because that is where Afghan Taliban leaders are believed to hide.‖ The US is now training more 

Predator operators than combat pilots. 

Blackwater Accused In Peshawar Massacre Of Women And Children 

  The CIA, the Pentagon, and their various contractors among the private military 

firms are now on a murder spree across Pakistan , attacking peaceful villages and wedding 

parties, among other targets. Blackwater, now calling itself Xe Services and Total Intelligence 

Solutions, is heavily involved: ‗At a covert forward operating base run by the US Joint Special 

Operations Command (JSOC) in the Pakistani port city of Karachi, members of an elite division 

of Blackwater are at the center of a secret program in which they plan targeted assassinations of 

suspected Taliban and Al Qaeda operatives, ―snatch and grabs‖ of high-value targets and 

other sensitive action inside and outside Pakistan, an investigation by The Nation has found. 

The Blackwater operatives also assist in gathering intelligence and help direct a secret US 

military drone bombing campaign that runs parallel to the well-documented CIA predator strikes, 

according to a well-placed source within the US military intelligence apparatus.‘ As shocking as 

Scahill‘s report is, it must nevertheless be viewed as a limited hangout, since there is no mention 

of the persistent charges that a large part of the deadly bombings in Peshawar and other Pakistani 

cities are being carried out by Blackwater, as this news item suggests: ―ISLAMABAD Oct. 29 

(Xinhua) — Chief of Taliban movement in Pakistan Hakimullah Mehsud has blamed the 

controversial American private firm Blackwater for the bomb blast in Peshawar which 

killed 108 people, local news agency NNI reported Thursday.‖ This was blind terrorism 

designed for maximum slaughter, especially among women and children. 

US Goal: Cut the Pakistan Energy Corridor between Iran, China 

  Why would the United States be so obsessed with the breakup of Pakistan? One reason is 

that Pakistan is traditionally a strategic ally and economic partner of China, a country which 

the US and British are determined to oppose and contain on the world stage. Specifically, 

Pakistan could function as an energy corridor linking the oil fields of Iran and possibly 

even Iraq with the Chinese market by means of a pipeline that would cross the Himalayas 

above Kashmir. This is the so-called ―Pipelinestan‖ issue. This would give China a guaranteed 

land-based oil supply not subject to Anglo-American naval superiority, while also cutting 

out the 12,000 mile tanker route around the southern rim of Asia. As a recent news report points 

out: ‗Beijing has been pressuring Tehran for China‘s participation in the pipeline project and 

Islamabad, while willing to sign a bilateral agreement with Iran, has also welcomed China‘s 

participation. According to an estimate, such a pipeline would result in Pakistan getting $200 
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million to $500 million annually in transit fees alone. China and Pakistan are already working 

on a proposal for laying a trans-Himalayan pipeline to carry Middle Eastern crude oil to 

western China. Pakistan provides China the shortest possible route to import oil from the Gulf 

countries. The pipeline, which would run from the southern Pakistan port of Gwadar and follow 

the Karakoram highway, would be partly financed by Beijing. The Chinese are also building a 

refinery at Gwadar. Imports using the pipeline would allow Beijing to reduce the portion of its 

oil shipped through the narrow and unsafe Strait of Malacca, which at present carries up to 80% 

of its oil imports. Islamabad also plans to extend a railway track to China to connect it to 

Gwadar. The port is also considered the likely terminus of proposed multibillion-dollar gas 

pipelines reaching from the South Pars fields in Iran or from Qatar, and from the Daulatabad 

fields in Turkmenistan for export to world markets. Syed Fazl-e-Haider, ―Pakistan, Iran sign gas 

pipeline deal,‖ Asia Times, 27 May 2009. This is the normal, peaceful economic progress and 

cooperation which the Anglo-Americans are hell-bent on stopping. Oil and natural gas pipelines 

from Iran across Pakistan and into China would carry energy resources into the Middle 

Kingdom, and would also serve as conveyor belts for Chinese economic influence into the 

Middle East. This would make Anglo-American dominion increasingly tenuous in a part of the 

world which London and Washington have traditionally sought to control as part of their 

overall strategy of world domination. 

  US domestic propaganda is already portraying Pakistan as the new home base of 

terrorism. The four pathetic patsies going on trial for an alleged plot to bomb a synagogue in the 

Riverdale neighborhood of the Bronx in New York City had been carefully sheep-dipped to 

associate them with the shadowy and suspicious Jaish-e-Mohammad, allegedly a Pakistani 

terrorist group. The same goes for the five Moslems from Northern Virginia who has just been 

arrested near Lahore in Pakistan (Tarpley, 2009).  

 

Pakistani Nuclear Scientist A.Q. Khan Is Freed From House Arrest 

  On February 5
th
, 2009, the Washington Post reported that the Pakistani scientist at the 

center of one of history's worst nuclear scandals walked out of his Islamabad villa to declare 

his vindication after five years of house arrest. "The judgment, by the grace of God, is good," a 

smiling Abdul Qadeer Khan told a throng of reporters and TV crews. Moments earlier, a 

Pakistani court had ordered the release of the metallurgist who had famously admitted selling 

nuclear secrets to Iran, Libya and North Korea. Through years of legal limbo, Khan, 72, had 

never been charged, and now he never will be. "The so-called A.Q. Khan affair is a closed 

chapter," a Pakistani government spokesman said. Worst of all, the recent discovery of 

nuclear weapons blueprints on computers found in Switzerland and Dubai has prompted 

questions about whether the damage inflicted by the network was truly contained -- or even 

understood. It is possible, U.S. officials concede, that Khan and his allies shared nuclear 

secrets with still-unknown countries and, perhaps, terrorist groups, as well. Khan himself 

remains a hero in his homeland, immune from further prosecution and free now to travel abroad 

as he wishes.  

  That discovery was the culmination of more than a decade of secret investigation by the 

CIA and other agencies of the business dealings of Khan, one of Pakistan's best-known scientists 

and the father of the country's nuclear weapons program. At the State Department, spokesman 

Gordon K. Duguid said yesterday that Khan remains a "serious proliferation risk," and the 

White House asked for assurances from Pakistan that the scientist will never be allowed to 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/iran.html?nav=el
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/korea.html?nav=el
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/world/countries/pakistan.html?nav=el
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resume his former work. Jeffrey G. Lewis, director of the Nuclear Strategy and Nonproliferation 

Initiative at the New America Foundation, said Khan's ability to essentially walk away from 

nuclear-smuggling charges "makes a mockery of our efforts to stop the spread" of nuclear 

weapons. While the investigation has yielded few arrests, it has provided disturbing insight into 

the sophistication of 21st-century smuggling networks and their ability to move the most 

sensitive weapons technology across international borders, weapons experts said. David 

Albright, the former nuclear inspector, said it is likely that other smugglers will eventually seek 

to take Khan's place, and some may already have done so. If fact, he said, it would be unwise 

even to count Khan out. "He likely still has or can access sensitive nuclear technology. He 

certainly knows how to organize nuclear smuggling internationally," Albright said. "Khan 

remains a serious proliferation risk‖ (Warrick, 2009). 

 

Pakistani Nuclear Scientists Meet with Osama bin Laden 

  In August 2001, two Pakistani scientists, Sultan Bashiruddin Mahmood and 

Chaudary Abdul Majeed, met Bin Laden and Mullah Omar in Afghanistan. The two 

scientists were detained on October 23, 2001, ‗for questioning.‘ Majid was a retired nuclear fuel 

expert from the Pakistan Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, while Mahmood worked 

on the secret Pakistani gas centrifuge program that ultimately produced the highly enriched 

uranium used in Pakistan's nuclear weapons (Puri, 2010).  

 

Pakistan‘s Rogue Nuclear Scientists  

  According to the Washington Post, A.Q. Kahn asserted that China gave Pakistan 

enough enriched uranium in '82 to make nuclear 2 bombs (Washington Post, 2009). The 

article stated that: Worst of all, the recent discovery of nuclear weapons blueprints on computers 

found in Switzerland and Dubai has prompted questions about whether the damage inflicted by 

the network was truly contained -- or even understood. It is possible, U.S. officials concede, that 

Khan and his allies shared nuclear secrets with still-unknown countries and, perhaps, 

terrorist groups, as well (Washington Post, 2009). 

  In the late 1980‘s, rogue scientists from Pakistan‘s nuclear weapons program used 

German go- betweens to sell their secrets to Iran, a high-level government source in 

Islamabad claimed last week. The scientists, motivated entirely by money, were also helped by 

two Sri Lankan businessmen based in Dubai when they passed on details of Pakistani nuclear 

technology. The disclosure follows reports that four scientists have been questioned over 

suspected links with Iran and lends credence to claims in Washington that Pakistan poses some 

of the biggest international security problems of the year ahead. Pakistan has long been 

suspected of responsibility for the proliferation of nuclear know-how, not only to Iran but also to 

North Korea. The illegal sale of nuclear secrets came to light when Musharraf visited 

Tehran after the Iranian government‘s decision to allow inspectors from the International 

Atomic Energy Agency to see its facilities. ―It is only Musharraf‘s personal credibility with the 

US and the world that has prevented a horrible backlash,‖ said one source in the Pakistani 

government. The embarrassment was compounded when a former army chief suggested that 

Pakistan sell its nuclear technology to Iran for a sum in the region of $20 billion. The 

Pakistani scientists who were subsequently questioned included two men regarded as being close 
to Dr Abdul Qadeer Khan, the so-called father of Pakistan‘s nuclear bomb (Gauhar, 2003). 
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China‘s Act of Nuclear Proliferation to Pakistan 

  In 1982, a Pakistani military C-130 left the western Chinese city of Urumqi with a 

highly unusual cargo: enough weapons-grade uranium for two atomic bombs, according to 

accounts written by the father of Pakistan's nuclear weapons program, Abdul Qadeer Khan, and 

provided to The Washington Post. The uranium transfer in five stainless-steel boxes was part 

of a broad-ranging, secret nuclear deal approved years earlier by Mao Zedong and Prime 

Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto that culminated in an exceptional, deliberate act of proliferation 

by a nuclear power, according to the accounts by Khan. According to Khan, the uranium cargo 

came with a blueprint for a simple weapon that China had already tested, supplying a 

virtual do-it-yourself kit that significantly speeded Pakistan's bomb effort. The transfer also 

started a chain of proliferation: U.S. officials worry that Khan later shared related Chinese 

design information with Iran; in 2003, Libya confirmed obtaining it from Khan's clandestine 

network. U.S. officials say they have known about the transfer for decades and once privately 

confronted the Chinese -- who denied it -- but have never raised the issue in public or sought to 

impose direct sanctions on China for it. "Upon my personal request, the Chinese Minister had 

gifted us 50 kg [kilograms] of weapon-grade enriched uranium, enough for two weapons," 

Khan wrote in a previously undisclosed 11-page narrative of the Pakistani bomb program that he 

prepared after his January 2004 detention for unauthorized nuclear commerce. "The Chinese 

gave us drawings of the nuclear weapon, gave us kg50 enriched uranium," he said in a 

separate account sent to his wife several months earlier.  

  Pakistan has never allowed the U.S. government to question Khan or other top 

Pakistani officials directly, prompting Congress to demand in legislation approved in 

September that future aid be withheld until Obama certifies that Pakistan has provided 

"relevant information from or direct access to Pakistani nationals" involved in past 

nuclear commerce. "The speed of our work and our achievements surprised our worst enemies 

and adversaries and the West stood helplessly by to see a Third World nation, unable even to 

produce bicycle chains or sewing needles, mastering the most advanced nuclear technology in 

the shortest possible span of time," Khan boasts in the 11-page narrative he wrote for 

Pakistani intelligence officials about his dealings with foreigners while head of a key 

nuclear research laboratory.  According to one of the documents, a five-page summary by 

Khan of his government's dealmaking with China, the terms of the nuclear exchange were set in 

a mid-1976 conversation between Mao and Bhutto. Two years earlier, neighboring India had 

tested its first nuclear bomb, provoking Khan -- a metallurgist working at a Dutch centrifuge 

manufacturer -- to offer his services to Bhutto. Mohammed Zia ul-Haq, the nation's military 

ruler, "was worried," Khan said, and so he and a Pakistani general who helped oversee the 

nation's nuclear laboratories were dispatched to Beijing with a request in mid-1982 to 

borrow enough bomb-grade uranium for a few weapons.  After winning Chinese leader Deng 

Xiaoping's approval, Khan, the general and two others flew aboard a Pakistani C-130 to Urumqi. 

Khan says they enjoyed barbecued lamb while waiting for the Chinese military to pack the 

small uranium bricks into lead-lined boxes, 10 single-kilogram ingots to a box, for the flight 

to Islamabad, Pakistan's capital (Smith & Warrick, 2009). 
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Tick, Tick, Tick 

  The following was article Tick, Tick, Tick was written in October of 2004, by Graham 

Allison, Director of the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at the Harvard 

Kennedy School. The implications and conclusions drawn by Allison are frightening, especially 

since nuclear terrorism and Pakistan are repeatedly linked. The article has been edited for 

brevities sake. Allison: Not since the Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962 have I been as 

frightened by a single news story as I was by the revelation late last year that Abdul Qadeer 

Khan, the founder of Pakistan's nuclear-weapons program, had been selling nuclear 

technology and services on the black market. The story began to break last summer, after U.S. 

and British intelligence operatives intercepted a shipment of parts for centrifuges (which are used 

to enrich uranium for nuclear bombs as well as fuel) on its way from Dubai to Libya. The 

centrifuges turned out to have been designed by Khan, and before long investigators had 

uncovered what the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency has called a "Wal-Mart of 

private-sector proliferation"—a decades-old illicit market in nuclear materials, designs, 

technologies, and consulting services, all run out of Pakistan.  

  The Pakistani government's response to the scandal was not reassuring. Khan made a 

four-minute televised speech on February 4 asserting that "there was never any kind of 

authorization for these activities by the government." He took full responsibility for his actions 

and asked for a pardon, which was immediately granted by President Pervez Musharraf, 

who essentially buried the affair. Today Pakistan's official position remains that no member of 

Musharraf's government had any concrete knowledge of the illicit transfer—an assertion that 

U.S. intelligence officials in Pakistan and elsewhere dismiss as absurd. Meanwhile, Pakistani 

investigators have reportedly questioned a grand total of eleven people from among the 

country's 6,000 nuclear scientists and 45,000 nuclear workers, and have refused to allow 

either the United States or the IAEA access to Khan for questioning. Pakistan's nuclear complex 

poses two main threats. The first—highlighted by Khan's black-market network—is that 

nuclear weapons, know-how, or materials will find their way into the hands of terrorists.  

  For instance, we have learned that in August of 2001, even as the final planning for 9/11 

was under way, Osama bin Laden received two former officials of Pakistan's atomic-energy 

program—Sultan Bashiruddin Mahmood and Abdul Majid—at a secret compound near Kabul. 

Over the course of three days of intense conversation bin Laden and his second-in-command, 

Ayman al-Zawahiri, grilled Mahmood and Majid about how to make weapons of mass 

destruction. After Mahmood and Majid were arrested, on October 23, 2001, Mahmood told 

Pakistani interrogation teams, working in concert with the CIA, that Osama bin Laden had 

expressed a keen interest in nuclear weapons and had sought the scientists' help in 

recruiting other Pakistani nuclear experts who could provide expertise in the mechanics of 

bomb-making. CIA Director George Tenet found the report of Mahmood and Majid's meeting 

with bin Laden so disturbing that he flew directly to Islamabad to confront President Musharraf. 

This was not the first time that Pakistani agents had rendered nuclear assistance to 

dangerous actors: in 1997 Pakistani nuclear scientists made secret trips to North Korea, 

providing technical support for that country's nuclear-weapons program in exchange for 

Pyongyang's help in developing long-range missiles. According to American intelligence, 

another Pakistani nuclear scientist negotiated with Libyan agents over the price of nuclear-bomb 

designs. Pakistan's nuclear program has long been a leaky vessel; the Carnegie Endowment 

for International Peace has deemed the country "the world's No. 1 nuclear proliferator."  

http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/experts/199/graham_allison.html?back_url=%2Fpublication%2F918%2Ftick_tick_tick.html&back_text=Back%20to%20publication
http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/experts/199/graham_allison.html?back_url=%2Fpublication%2F918%2Ftick_tick_tick.html&back_text=Back%20to%20publication
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  Clearly, there is a significant danger that the black market will put Pakistani nukes (or 

nuclear material and technical knowledge) in terrorist hands—if it hasn't already. But there is 

a second, equally significant danger: that a coup might topple Musharraf and leave all or some of 

Pakistan's nuclear weapons under the control of al-Qaeda, the Taliban, or some other 

militant Islamic group (or, indeed, under the control of more than one). Part of the problem is 

that in order to keep its focal enemy, India, from destroying its arsenal in a pre-emptive strike, 

Pakistan has hidden its nuclear weapons throughout the country; some of them may be in 

regions that are effectively under fundamentalist Muslim control. Moreover, Pakistan's 

official alliance with the United States in the war on terror has only increased the danger posed 

by Al Qaeda sympathizers within its nuclear establishment. Although Musharraf has pledged his 

"unstinting cooperation in the fight against terrorism," not all the thousands of officers in 

Pakistan's military and intelligence agencies have signed on. After all, until 9/11 some of 

them were working closely with members of Al Qaeda and the Taliban. Nor, for that matter, 

does Pakistan's general population support Musharraf's alliance with the United States. A poll 

this past March asked Pakistani citizens which leaders in international affairs they viewed 

favorably. Only seven percent said George W. Bush—and 65 percent said Osama bin Laden.  

The uneasy contradiction between Musharraf's pro-American foreign policy and the widespread 

anti-Americanism within Pakistan has forced Pakistani policymakers to walk a razor's edge. 

Musharraf faces the clear and present threat of assassination: twice in the past year he has 

narrowly escaped attempts on his life. When I spoke to him not long after the second of those 

attempts, he said he thought he had used up many of his nine lives. 

  It may not take a bullet to wrest control over Pakistan's nuclear arsenal from Musharraf. 

In local elections held in October of 2002 a coalition of fundamentalist parties won command of 

the government in the North West Frontier Province. The group, known as Muttahida Majlis-

e-Amal (MMA), offered a simple platform: pro-Taliban, anti-American, and against all 

Pakistani involvement in the war on terror. MMA is now the third largest party in Pakistan's 

parliament; from its new position of strength it has spoken vigorously about the need to regain 

the honor Pakistan has lost through its subservience to the United States and its struggle with 

India, with which it has been engaged in a harrowing game of nuclear brinkmanship. The region 

the MMA controls happens to be the very one where Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-

Zawahiri are currently believed to be hiding. Under these conditions the emergence of a 

nuclear-equipped splinter group from within the Pakistani establishment looks disturbingly 

plausible. The actions required to neutralize the threat of Pakistani proliferation are 

ambitious; a measure of realism is necessary. But realism need not mean defeatism. The 

challenge now is to achieve similar success in blocking the seemingly inexorable path to a 

nuclear 9/11 (Allison, 2004).  

  Aside from painting Pakistan as the world leading exporter of terrorism and nuclear 

technology, the U.S, and NATO have been doing everything in their power to provoke the 

Pakistani civilian and military personal. CIA-operated assaults have resulted in mostly civilian 

deaths and have failed to target top militant leaders. More than 70 US drone missile strikes 

have killed at least 662 people in Pakistan since August, 2008 (Press TV, 2010). US Secretary 

of Defense Robert Gates admitted that Xe Services and DynCorp have been operating in 

Pakistan. (Press TV, 2010). It is widely rumored that a majority of the ―terrorist‖ attacks in 

Pakistan are being committed by CIA and Blackwater/Xe Services. Should a Pakistani 

nuclear weapon disappear, the CIA and Xe Services should be the top suspects.  

http://www.presstv.com/detail.aspx?id=116754&sectionid=351020401
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                                                            Nuclear Terrorism  
 

Obama Presses Review of Nuclear Strategy. 

  According to ABC News, days after Barack Obama won the 2008 election, a new report 

from the Belfer Center at Harvard's Kennedy School was delivered to his national security team 

which urged immediate action on closing the gaps in nuclear security programs. "The next U.S. 

president will take office still facing a very real danger that terrorists might get and use a 

nuclear bomb. ... Preventing such an attack must be a top international security priority -- for 

the next U.S. president and for leaders around the world," the report, titled "Securing the Bomb 

2008," noted (ABC, 2008). On November 11
th
, 2008, President –elect Obama stated that nuclear 

terrorism is ―the gravest danger we face‖ (CNN, 2008). Just prior to taking office on January 

3
rd

, 2008, the Obama administration, while reviewing current nuclear threats to the United States 

over the next decade decided on ―seeking to match the arsenal and strategy to emerging dangers 

like North Korea, a rising China, and nuclear terrorism.‖ Clark Murdock, a former strategic 

planner at the Pentagon who is now a senior adviser at the nonpartisan Center for Strategic and 

International Studies in Washington stated that, ―There is no broad-based consensus in the policy 

community on how important US nuclear weapons are to US security in the post-9/11 era‖ 

(Bender, 2010). 

 

The Likelihood of Nuclear Terror 

  In 2007, The San Francisco Chronicle published an article entitled ―The Likelihood of 

Nuclear Terror,‖ in which it stated that the threat of nuclear terrorism is having an upsurge. 

Terrorist expert Brian Jenkins, in an op-ed piece in the conservative Washington Times was 

cautious but saw the possibility of a nuclear terrorist attack as real. Another essay in that 

paper speculated that the A.Q. Khan nuclear network in Pakistan could easily be activated. 

All these sources emphasized foreign terrorists and rogue states, presumably because domestic 

terrorists are not inclined to radiological suicide. The threat is, of course, real, and the 

recommendation of sensible and well-informed people such as Michael May in the paper he 

circulated at the closed conference should be published and taken seriously. For one thing, May 

argues that, in contrast to what many of us believe, most residents will survive a nuclear attack 

upon a major city. The real danger is that terrorists may realize the potential for massive kills 

by releasing the Weapons of Mass Destruction we have in or adjacent to our large cities, 

such as the concentration of hazardous materials in our chemical plants, nuclear power plants, on 

our rail tracks, or the concentrations in our food industry. We have almost no defense against 

these (Perrow, 2007).  

  The report also noted that Pakistan, which has been unstable recently, had also made 

some progress. "Today, security upgrades in Russia are nearing completion, and there is 

significant progress in Pakistan." The report cited an alarming incident last year when armed 

men broke into the Pelindaba nuclear research facility, which houses a high-quality 

stockpile of highly enriched uranium, in South Africa. Intruders breached a 10,000-volt 

electric security fence, shot a guard in the chest and spent nearly 45 minutes in the facility's 

emergency control center before escaping, according to the report. Although three suspects were 

arrested in the breach of the facility they were later released with no charges brought.  The report 

also cited a 2006 interdiction of a Russian national stopped in Georgia who was carrying 100 

grams of radioactive cesium, which he sought to sell for $1 million. According to U.S. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/charles-perrow/the-likelihood-of-nuclear_b_48700.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/charles-perrow/the-likelihood-of-nuclear_b_48700.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/charles-perrow/the-likelihood-of-nuclear_b_48700.html
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intelligence and counterterrorism officials, the greatest threat of radiological attack comes 

from Al Qaeda or another like-minded terrorist group. In testimony in February before the 

House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Director of National Intelligence Michael 

McConnell said, "Al Qaeda and other terrorist groups are attempting to acquire chemical, 

biological, radiological and nuclear weapons and materials. McConnel assess Al Qaeda will 

continue to try to acquire and employ these weapons and materials." Osama bin Laden has said 

that obtaining a weapon of mass destruction is a "religious duty." In 1993, according to the 

FBI, he sought to purchase uranium from a source in Sudan. In 2003, Saudi cleric Nasir bin 

Hamad al Fahd issued a fatwa titled "A Treatise on the Legal Status of Using Weapons of Mass 

Destruction against Infidels." The Harvard report noted that the incoming administration needed 

to bolster counterterrorism and intelligence efforts to develop an international focus on 

preventing a nuclear plot by disrupting terrorist groups and their fundraising while addressing 

anti-American sentiment. "The next U.S. president has an historic opportunity ... to reduce 

the danger of nuclear terrorism to a fraction of its current level during his first term in office," 

according to the report (Ryan, 2008). 

 

How the U.S. Seeks to Avert Nuclear Terrorism 

  The following expose from 2008 is entitled ―How the U.S. Seeks to Avert Nuclear 

Terrorism‖ and has been edited for brevities sake. Vartabedian: About every three days, 

unknown to most Americans, an elite team of federal scientists hits the streets in the fight 

against nuclear terrorism. The deployments are part of an effort since 2001 to ratchet up the 

nation's defenses. More than two dozen specialized teams have been positioned across the nation 

to respond to threats of nuclear terrorism, and as many 2,000 scientists and bomb experts 

participate in the effort. Spending on the program has more than doubled since it was launched. 

And an evolving national policy aims to create a system of nuclear forensics, in which scientific 

analysis could quickly identify the source of a nuclear attack or attempted attack. The 

counter-terrorism efforts are becoming routine. Scientists in specially equipped helicopters and 

airplanes use radiation detectors to scan cities for signs of weapons. They blend into crowds at 

major sporting events, wearing backpacks containing instruments that can identify plutonium 

or highly enriched uranium. "After everything else fails, we come in," said Deborah A. Wilber, 

the scientist who directs the Office of Emergency Response at the Energy Department's National 

Nuclear Security Administration. "I don't believe it is a question of if it will happen. It is a 

question of when." The scientists are also experts in the rapidly evolving field of nuclear 

forensics, which aims to track nuclear materials to their country of origin. Even if a bomb 

detonates, fallout can be analyzed to identify the terrorists and their state sponsors. A 

retaliatory strike could be the response. The idea is to force other nations to take better care of 

their own nuclear fuels or else find themselves in the cross hairs of the U.S. nuclear arsenal.  

  A successful terrorist nuclear attack would trigger the so-called national response 

plan. Many federal agencies would swing into action, including the Environmental Protection 

Agency, the Defense Department, the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of 

Justice, as would myriad obscure offices unknown to the vast majority of Americans. For 

example, the National Atmospheric Release Advisory Center, based at the Livermore lab, would 

run advanced computation models of fallout patterns to provide evacuation plans for potentially 

millions of people. Whether so many federal agencies could work together in the chaos of a 

nuclear attack, all while coordinating with state and local officials, is a matter of grave 
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concern in Congress. "If you tell 100 million people to go east, 25 million will go west because 

they don't trust the government," said Jay C. Davis, a retired weapons scientist who is working 

on the forensics study. The forensics study is trying to assess how authoritative the U.S. could be 

in attributing a nuclear device to a particular source and in making its case to the 

American public and the rest of the world. Davis said it was hoped that nuclear forensics 

could determine the size of a detonation within one hour; the sophistication of the bomb design 

within six hours; how the fuel was enriched within 72 hours; and the peculiar details of national 

design -- "Does this look like a Russian, a Chinese or a Pakistani device, or something we 

have never seen before?" -- within a week. What next? That part of the strategy is still evolving. 

Retaliation is one option that counter-terrorism officials have suggested in congressional 

testimony. Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Pasadena), who has sponsored legislation to increase funding 

for nuclear forensics, suggested that any policy had to be flexible. "It would be left to the 

administration in office to determine what the repercussions would be," he said. Deterrence 

might depend simply on the perception that the U.S. could respond with a counterstrike. But if 

nuclear fuel were traced back to Russia, would the U.S. start a nuclear exchange? And what if 

the nuclear materials came from the U.S.? (Vartabedian, 2008).  

Nuclear Threat Initiative  

  According to the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI), the possibility that terrorists might 

acquire and use nuclear weapons is an urgent and potentially catastrophic challenge to 

global security. The NTI has made it concerns regarding nuclear terrorism clear and open to the 

public. For the sake of brevity, only the most import and relevant information is listed. NTI: In 

the final years of the 20th century and in the early years of the 21st, international terrorist 

organizations have repeatedly demonstrated their willingness to kill large numbers of innocent 

civilians to achieve their objectives. They have also made efforts to gain access to WMD, 

including nuclear weapons, by contacting nuclear weapon scientists and casing nuclear 

facilities. However, one cannot exclude the possibility that terrorists might obtain an 

operational thermonuclear weapon, with a yield well in excess of 100 kt, from the nuclear 

arsenal of a state possessing thermonuclear or boosted fission weapons.  It is extremely unlikely 

that terrorists would be able to build them without active assistance from a nuclear capable state.  

It is widely believed that TNW are a particularly attractive target for terrorists because they are 

generally smaller and more portable than warheads for strategic delivery vehicles and might be 

more vulnerable to theft (NTI, 2010). 

Terrorists Obtaining Nuclear Explosives Not Impossible  

  There are two basic paths that terrorists might pursue. The first route involves the 

acquisition of an intact nuclear weapon from the arsenal of an existing nuclear weapon 

state. The second path entails the acquisition of fissile material and the fabrication of a crude, 

improvised nuclear explosive device. For this reason, a terrorist organization can acquire a 

nuclear explosive only (1) by obtaining an intact nuclear weapon from a national stockpile 

or (2) by obtaining fissile material from stocks that were produced in highly advanced industrial 

facilities and then making the fissile material into a nuclear explosive (NTI, 2010). 
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Terrorists might seek to acquire nuclear weapons or nuclear materials by a number of means:  

 Such nuclear commodities might be provided directly by a sympathetic national 

government, but this carries risks since the government would lose control over these 

extremely important assets and might place itself at risk if its involvement in a nuclear 

terror act were subsequently discovered.  

 A senior official operating independently from his government or a lower ranking 

insider, for financial or ideological reasons, might secretly divert a nuclear weapon 

or fissile material to a terrorist organization or assist the organization in the theft of 

such items.  

 A terrorist organization might seize a poorly protected nuclear weapon or fissile 

material by stealth or force or illicit purchase on the black market.  

Each of these options would involve formidable challenges and serious risks for the terrorist 

group. Each would also require a great deal of money and organizational and technical resources, 

which would be beyond the means of all but a few known terrorist organizations. Nevertheless, 

because the consequences of a nuclear detonation by a terrorist group would be so 

catastrophic, the possibility that terrorists might acquire nuclear weapons must be given 

the most serious and urgent attention (NTI, 2010).  

Vulnerability of Nuclear Weapons 

  Many experts believe the large stockpile of Russian TNW and the much smaller arsenal 

of Pakistan nuclear arms are at particular risk, albeit for very different reasons. Pakistan's 

small nuclear arsenal, perhaps numbering up to 60 weapons, poses very different security 

problems. They pertain not only to political instability, but to the continuing pressure within 

Pakistan and the surrounding region of Islamic militant terrorist groups and the sympathy 

for such groups by segments of the Pakistani military, nuclear, and intelligence 

establishment. These concerns have been accentuated by news of the clandestine sales of 

Pakistani nuclear technology-including designs for nuclear weapons by A.Q. Khan and 

uncertainties about the loyalty of personnel in the Pakistani nuclear command structure. Two 

senior Pakistani nuclear scientists met with Osama bin Laden in 2000 and 2001. In 2007 and 

2008, terrorists carried out attacks near three of Pakistan‘s nuclear facilities, including a multiple 

suicide bombing at the Pakistan Ordnance Factory in Wah. 

  One of the most frightening scenarios regarding nuclear weapons security involves a 

"failed state." If the government of a country such as North Korea or Pakistan collapsed because 

of war, a coup d‘état, or other disaster, the resulting chaos might create conditions in which 

terrorists could more easily obtain a nuclear weapon. Many experts believe that the most 

likely way for terrorists to acquire a nuclear explosive would be to obtain HEU and use this 

material to make a crude nuclear bomb, known more formally as an improvised nuclear 

device (IND). According to the 9/11 Commission Report, a trained nuclear engineer with an 

amount of fissile material about the size of a grapefruit or a large orange, together with 

commercially available material, could build an IND that would fit in a van or SUV. Such a 

bomb would level much of Lower Manhattan. Although an IND generally is associated with the 

simplest design for a nuclear explosive, it could be more sophisticated if the terrorist 

organization had access to individuals with expertise in nuclear engineering, nuclear physics, 

http://www.nti.org/h_learnmore/nuctutorial/glossary.html#highlyenricheduranium
http://www.9-11commission.gov/
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electronics, metallurgy, chemical processing, and explosives (probably the equivalent of an 

advanced degree in each of these disciplines but not necessarily actual weapons design or 

manufacturing experience, though such experience would be helpful). Assembling such a team 

would in itself be a significant challenge, and small and poorly-funded terrorist groups are not 

likely to have access to all these skills. A large, well-funded organization, however, might be 

able to recruit individuals with the required capabilities. A number of terrorist groups, 

including some affiliated with al-Qaeda, are known to recruit scientists, engineers, and 

other specialists with the skills needed to improvise nuclear, chemical, or biological 

weapons (NTI, 2010). 

 

 

 

                                                                                                             

 

 

  

 

Why Would Terrorists Use Nuclear Weapons? 

   The greatest danger to the public, however, emerges from the increased potential 

for terrorists to pursue terrorism with nuclear explosives. The assistance that Pakistani 

nuclear scientists reportedly offered to Al Qaeda is an important case in point, as such 

assistance could provide the terrorists with the technical skills needed to construct a nuclear 

weapon or IND with stolen or illegally purchased nuclear materials. This point was reiterated by 

a U.S. government official from DOE‘s Global Threat Reduction Initiative who said that HEU 

fuel at research reactors is the ―most attractive material‖ for theft by terrorists and is often 

at ―the most vulnerable facilities.‖ HEU is ―much easier for terrorists to use‖ than plutonium, 

according to the official. Although little definitive information is available about the operational 

security of Pakistan's relatively small nuclear arsenal, many analysts worry that political 

instability, the presence within the country of Islamic militant groups, and the uncertain 

loyalties of senior officials in the nuclear chain of command increase the risk that 

Pakistan's nuclear arms could fall into the hands of terrorists. Although Pakistan has 

declared publicly that its nuclear arsenal is secure, it is apparently ready to accept U.S. support 

for enhancing security over its nuclear armory. However, it is important to acknowledge a 

growing Pakistani fear that the United States has plans to seize or take control of its 

nuclear weapons.  

 
Al Qaeda nuclear bomb design (NTI, 2010).  
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The Next Line of Defense: Blocking Terrorist Use of Nuclear Weapons or Fissile Materials   

  According to the NTI, Protecting nuclear weapons and fissile materials "at the 

source" is the most effective and certain means for preventing nuclear terrorism. But even 

if a nuclear weapon or fissile material were diverted or seized, opportunities would remain to 

thwart their actual use.  

 If terrorists relied on middlemen to acquire nuclear contraband, for example, it might be 

possible to disrupt the illicit nuclear trafficking network before the goods were 

transferred to the terrorist organization.  

 Terrorists might require a long time to ready a weapon or IND for use and to transport it 

to their desired target. They would also require a team of experts and specialized 

equipment and components subject to international controls, the acquisition of which 

might be blocked.  

 If the loss of a nuclear weapon or fissile material were detected, authorities in the 

country that owned the weapon or material would launch a massive hunt to find 

and regain control over it, receiving assistance from other states, as appropriate.  

 Border security in the owning country, in potential target countries, and in transit 

states would be greatly intensified, as would collaboration among the intelligence, 

law enforcement, and militaries of all countries concerned.  

  From 1987 until 2003, Dr. A.Q. Khan, the father of the Pakistani uranium 

enrichment program, directed an international nuclear smuggling operation that provided 

gas centrifuge enrichment technology and equipment to Iran, Libya, and North Korea. The Khan 

network also marketed nuclear weapon design information to Libya and possibly to other 

states. The network was eventually broken up as the result of intelligence and law enforcement 

efforts, the details of which have yet to be disclosed. One major operation was the October 2003 

seizure of cargo on a vessel named the BBC China, which carried a cargo of fissile material 

production equipment for Libya. It is not known if the Khan network sought to sell its nuclear 

wares to non-state actors. One cannot rule out that possibility or the prospect that remnants of the 

Khan network or other nuclear trafficking operations might in the future seek to market 

sensitive nuclear commodities to terrorist organizations. In light of these risks, continuing 

intelligence and law enforcement efforts will remain a crucial part of a layered approach to 

combating nuclear terrorism (NTI, 2010). 

  Pakistan has a nuclear arsenal, also officially non-transparent, estimated at 

approximately 60 weapons. They can be delivered to target by ballistic missiles and by U.S., 

French and Chinese-manufactured fighter aircraft. Pakistan has two types of SRBMs (400–

450 km range), and one type of MRBM (2,000 km). Another type of MRBM is in the testing 

stage, while a third is being developed. All of these systems are ground-mobile. A ground-based 

cruise missile, apparently similar to a Chinese model, is undergoing testing and will be 

developed in both air-based and sea-based versions. The latter is to be deployed on diesel 

submarines built locally under French supervision. It is assumed that Pakistan‘s missile 

program was developed with the active cooperation at various times of North Korea and 

China. Following initial disclosures in 2003 and intense international investigation, including by 

the IAEA, the former head of Pakistan‘s enrichment program, A.Q. Khan, confessed in 2004 to 

having been at the centre of a clandestine international network transferring technology 

http://www.nti.org/e_research/profiles/Iran/index.html
http://www.nti.org/e_research/profiles/Libya/index.html
http://www.nti.org/e_research/profiles/NK/index.html
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and information to Iran between 1989 and 1991, to North Korea and Libya between 1991 

and 1997, and additional technology to North Korea up until 2000. Centrifuge components 

were apparently manufactured in Malaysia with the aid of South Asian and German middlemen, 

using a Dubai computer company as a false front. The Khan investigation also revealed how 

many European companies were defying export restrictions and aiding the Khan network 

as well as the production of the Pakistani bomb. Dutch companies exported thousands of 

centrifuge components to Pakistan as early as 1976, and a German company exported facilities 

for the production of tritium. As disconcerting as these black market revelations were, even more 

so has been the absence of accountability and exemplary action since, which has not helped in 

setting an example to potential violators: domestic political pressures inhibited any harsh 

punishment of Khan himself in Pakistan, most of his foreign accomplices remain free, and 

there are still gaps in the international framework of export controls. 

  There is a significant and continuing fear internationally of nuclear terrorism – 

shared by the public and decision-makers alike. The UN Secretary-General has labeled nuclear 

terrorism ―one of the most serious threats of our time‖. U.S. President Obama has been 

equally blunt: ―There is no graver danger to global security than the threat of nuclear 

terrorism, and no more immediate task for the international community than to address that 

threat.‖ That fear is justified. There are terrorist actors in existence – as the whole world 

has known since Al Qaeda‘s orchestration of 9/11 – who would, if they could, cause massive 

and indiscriminate havoc in almost any one of the world‘s major cities. And there is every reason 

to fear that they can match that intent with capability. There is quite a high risk that they could 

produce a ―dirty bomb‖, combining conventional explosives with radioactive material, to 

devastating psychological effect. The risk is very much smaller that they could produce a far 

more physically destructive nuclear explosion, given the scale of the technical and logistical 

problems that would have to be overcome. But it is not negligible. And the possibility of cyber 

attacks on nuclear command and control centers is growing ever more significant. 

  Possible terrorist actors might either be acting independently of state backing, or 

have state sponsors. Since 1995, there have been several cases that confirm the danger that 

either group of actors can have access to – and no scruples about using – devices or substances 

with the potential for mass killings. The Aum Shinrikyo attacks in Tokyo in 1995 and the 

unsolved anthrax attacks in the United States in 2001 were the first two. Another was the 

poisoning of Alexander Litvinenko in London in 2006 with Polonium-210, which reminded the 

world that individuals can obtain a key material for detonating nuclear weapons and smuggle 

it undetected through the airports of countries on high alert against terrorist threats. In the 

case of a nuclear weapon, it would require a large, well organized and well funded group to 

build, let alone buy, such a weapon, maintain security at all stages, and successfully transport it 

to the intended site for detonation. It is now known that Al Qaeda some years ago attempted 

to obtain enriched uranium, and that senior members of the group had at least one meeting 

with two Pakistani nuclear experts. The apparently dispersed and diffuse nature of its current 

organization and funding, after being under siege for most of the last decade, make the central 

organization, such as it is, a less likely candidate now than in the past for such a role. But it has 

offshoots and imitators in many countries. 

  The danger posed by any such group would be much enhanced by state backing, 

whether for nuclear materials or know-how, or simply for the necessary funding. The 

number of states likely to give deliberate support of this kind would be very small. Even regimes 
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with a long history of, if not irrationality, at least playing by different rules to everyone else, 

would be unlikely to lend such assistance without first making an assessment of the likely 

consequences should they be identified – including the possibility of nuclear retaliation (the 

chances of which would be significantly higher if those states were already nuclear-armed 

themselves). A more substantial concern is that states with weak or fragile institutions, multiple 

internal power centers, and imperfect arrangements for securing weapons and dangerous 

materials, might end up providing such support even in the absence of any explicit government 

intent or direction to do so. It is harder to make a judgment about the military nuclear stockpiles 

of the nuclear-armed states outside the NPT. Most probably they are quite safe in India and 

Israel, but some doubts exist about the situation in Pakistan. As for civilian nuclear materials, 

their safety differs greatly from state to state, the most secure being non-nuclear-armed states of 

NATO and the EU, and Japan. 

  Access to know-how is clearly no less indispensable than the ability to acquire the 

necessary material. There have clearly been those willing to trade in nuclear knowledge, such 

as the A.Q. Khan network in Pakistan and the associated Swiss Tinner family. Given the 

enormous range of variables involved, it is virtually impossible to make any reliable estimate 

of how likely it is that a terrorist group may acquire and use a nuclear weapon, or even a 

much more readily put together and delivered radiological one, or the timeframe in which this 

might happen. The most pessimistic, and often cited, estimates have been those by Harvard‘s 

Graham Allison, who has been arguing since the mid-1990s that a major terrorist nuclear 

incident is more likely than not, or at least significantly likely, within a foreseeable short time 

frame, ―by end of the decade‖ or ―within the next ten years‖ as the case may be. He is 

supported by many influential and knowledgeable figures like the former head of the Los 

Alamos National Laboratory, Siegfried Hecker, who says that ―the general consensus of nuclear 

weapons experts is that terrorists would face significant but not insurmountable challenges 

to build a primitive but devastating nuclear device and that it would most likely be 

delivered to the intended target by truck, boat, or light airplane.‖ Cass Sunstein, who notes 

that if there is a yearly probability of one in 100,000 that terrorists could launch a nuclear or 

massive biological attack, the risk would cumulate to one in 10,000 over ten years and to one in 

5,000 over twenty, suggesting that these odds are ―not the most comforting.‖ 

  Michael Levi, that ―It has often been said that defense against terrorism must 

succeed every time, but that terrorists must succeed only once. This is true from plot to plot, 

but within each plot, the logic is reversed. Terrorists must succeed at every stage, but the defense 

needs to succeed only once.‖ The military challenge in such cases would be to locate the 

terrorist threat with enough precision and certainty to justify attacks on it. If intelligence 

were not perfect and a nuclear strike conducted on a wrong target, the backlash would be 

enormous; and even if high-confidence intelligence did exist, then it is difficult to imagine that 

non-nuclear means could not be utilized for the target in question. To conduct nuclear strikes 

on another state, even one demonstrably complicit in a terrorist attack, would raise 

exceptionally difficult political, strategic and moral issues. 

  The problem of ―loose nukes‖ – securing weapons and material that, by virtue of the 

way in which it is manufactured, transported or stored, may be vulnerable to apprehension 

by terrorist groups – requires a variety of solutions. Many of the general non-proliferation 

measures discussed elsewhere in this report are squarely relevant in this respect, including the 

Nuclear Suppliers Group and Proliferation Security Initiative (Section 10), the proposed Fissile 
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Material Cut-off Treaty (Section 12), and the development of proliferation-resistant technology 

(Section 14). To the extent, also, that some classes of small nuclear weapons might be capable 

of misuse by terrorist groups if they could ever get their hands on them, the implementation 

of the disarmament strategy discussed in other sections of this report would be another important 

contributor to nuclear security. Terrorist groups exist with the intent, and capacity, to create 

massive nuclear destruction. With manageable technology long in the public domain, and black 

market sourcing, a Hiroshima-sized nuclear device could possibly be detonated from a truck 

or small boat inside any major city. A ―dirty bomb‖, combining conventional explosives with 

radioactive materials like medical isotopes, would be a much easier option: while not generating 

anything like the casualties of a fission or fusion bomb, it would have a psychological impact at 

least equal to 9/11. Effectively countering terrorism of any kind involves a complex mix of 

nationally and internationally coordinated protection and policing strategies (most 

immediately important in dealing with the threat of nuclear terrorism), and also political, 

peacebuilding and psychological strategies (necessary to address the underlying causes of 

terrorist behavior) (ICNND, 2010). 

 

Islam, Terror and the Second Nuclear Age 

  A report from 2006, entitled Islam, Terror and the Second Nuclear Age, concluded that 

as nuclear technology spreads, terrorists will enjoy increasing odds of getting their hands 

on nuclear weapons. If an Islamic state or Islamic terrorists used nuclear weapons against Israel, 

the United States or other Western targets, like London or Madrid, the guaranteed retaliation 

would cost the lives of thousands and maybe millions of Muslims. But after 9/11, we can no 

longer treat the possibility as fanciful. The Islamic discussion of nuclear weapons is 

profoundly intertwined with a parallel discussion of suicide bombing that is also taking 

place in the Muslim world. When it came to the killing of civilians, bin Laden‘s thought 

developed more gradually. In early pronouncements, before 9/11, he spoke as if the killing of 

women and children was inherently an atrocity. ―Nor should one forget,‖ he admonished an 

interviewer in 1996, ―the deliberate, premeditated dropping of the H bombs [sic] on cities with 

their entire populations of children, elderly and women, as was the case with Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki.‖ After 9/11, however, the argument changed. Now bin Laden began to suggest that 

American civilians were fair game. In a document titled ―A Treatise on the Law of the Use of 

Weapons of Mass Destruction Against the Unbelievers,‖ written in 2003 by a brilliant Saudi 

dissident named Sheik Nasir bin Hamad al-Fahd, he states that ―If the unbelievers can be 

repelled . . . only by using‖ weapons of mass destruction, then ―their use is permissible, 

even if you kill them without exception. Some Brothers have added up the number of Muslims 

killed directly or indirectly by [American] weapons and come up with a figure of nearly ten 

million,‖ the treatise states. This total, Fahd concludes, would authorize the use of weapons of 

mass destruction to kill 10 million Americans: indeed, ―it would be permissible with no need for 

further [legal] argument.‖ The report went on to state that Bin Laden has called for Muslims to 

acquire nuclear weapons, and in the 1990‘s reportedly tried to acquire them himself 

(Feldman, 2006). 
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Hundreds of Kilograms of HEU stolen in South Africa 

  An incident of particular concern took place in South Africa in November 2007, when a  

team of armed men was able to penetrate the secure perimeter of the Pelindaba nuclear 

facility where hundreds of kilograms of HEU are stored. The attackers entered the emergency 

control center where they shot an off-duty worker in the chest as he triggered an alarm. They 

disappeared unharmed through the same hole in the fence through which they entered. The 

South African government has not released details of its investigation of the attack and had 

refused earlier U.S. offers to help implement security upgrades. The incident shows that 

inadequate security of weapons-usable material is truly a global problem (NTI, 2010).  

 

                           Combating Nuclear Terrorism & Proliferation 

International Commission on Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament (ICCNRD)(1992) 

  The International Commission on Nuclear Non-Proliferation and Disarmament 

(ICCNRD) has released the following information, most of which deals with Pakistan and 

nuclear terrorism. Irrelevant sections have been eliminated for brevities sake. ICCNRD: U.S. 

Congress endorsed in 1992 the imaginative and forward-looking cooperative threat reduction 

programs sponsored by Senators Sam Nunn and Richard Lugar, designed to lock down 

dangerous weapons and materials – and in particular to reduce the chance of their falling into 

the hands of terrorist groups, or nations that sanction terrorism – in the former Soviet Union 

(and subsequently expanded to a number of countries since, notably Pakistan). Add to all that 

now the risk of terrorist actors getting their hands on the makings of a nuclear weapon. We 

can no longer be under any illusions about the intent of certain messianic groups to cause 

destruction on a massive scale. And – although the probability is small, and probably lower than 

some alarmist accounts have suggested – their capacity should not be underestimated to put 

together and detonate a Hiroshima-sized nuclear device. Using manageable technology long in 

the public domain and back-channel sourcing of the kind the A.Q. Khan network taught us to 

be alarmed about, such a device exploded from the inside of a large delivery truck in 

Trafalgar Square or Times Square, or in the centre of any other major city, would cause in 

each case hundreds of thousands of deaths and injuries. A much easier option for terrorist groups 

would be to make a ―dirty bomb‖, combining conventional explosives with radioactive materials 

like medical isotopes, which would generate nothing like the casualties of a fission or fusion 

bomb but have a psychological impact at least equal to 9/11 (NTI, 2010).  

 

NSSA (2000) 

  The NSSA was established by Congress in 2000, NNSA is a semi-autonomous agency 

within the U.S. Department of Energy responsible for enhancing national security through the 

military application of nuclear science in the nation‘s national security enterprise. NNSA 

maintains and enhances the safety, security, reliability, and performance of the U.S. nuclear 

weapons stockpile without nuclear testing; reduces the global danger from weapons of mass 

destruction; provides the U.S. Navy with safe and effective nuclear propulsion; and responds to 

nuclear and radiological emergencies in the U.S. and abroad. (NSSA, 2010). 
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UN Security Council Resolution 1540 (2004) 

  UN Security Council Resolution 1540 was aimed at preventing WMD and related 

material from entering black market networks and falling into the hands of terrorists, and 

followed an earlier resolution (UNSCR 1373 of 2001) adopted in the immediate wake of the 

9/11 terrorist attacks and relating to information-sharing in the suppression of acts of 

terrorism generally. UNSCR 1540 (and renewing resolutions 1673 (2006) and 1810 (2008)) 

expressly requires that all states prevent non-state actors obtaining access to nuclear, chemical or 

biological weapons and their delivery systems; adopt laws prohibiting such access; and establish 

other related domestic controls. It imposes strict reporting requirements on states, but few have 

fully met them. Technical assistance by developed states should be encouraged in this regard, 

and channeled through not only individual countries but also regional and sub-regional 

organizations. Consideration should be given to making the Committee set up by UNSCR 1540 

permanent, with expanded staffing and funding, to enable it to more effectively consolidate and 

promote the physical protection of nuclear facilities around the world (NTI, 2010).  

 

International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (2005)  

  This was adopted by the UN in 2005, with Russia and the United States the first to sign. 

It followed Resolution 1540 and provides for broad areas of cooperation between states for the 

purpose of detecting, preventing, suppressing, and investigating acts of nuclear terrorism. 

It has been signed by 115 states, and 60 have ratified it to date. Under the programs nuclear 

weapons and their means of delivery continue to be dismantled under agreed procedures; bomb-

making materials have been transported to central storage sites and blended down to generate 

electricity (including in the U.S.); security perimeters around sensitive sites have been upgraded, 

and personnel reliability screening for personnel at such sites improved; and monitoring devices 

placed at border crossings and ports (NTI, 2010).  

International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism  

  On April 13, 2005, the UN General Assembly adopted the International Convention 

for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism, which criminalizes unauthorized 

possession or destructive use of nuclear or radioactive materials (including sabotage of 

nuclear facilities) by non-state actors. The convention, which entered into force on July 7, 2007, 

is intended to strengthen the commitment of UN member states to work together to prevent 

nuclear terrorism. However, the convention does not apply to acts committed within a single 

state or when the offender or victims are citizens of the same state (NTI, 2010).  

Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism 

  In July 2006, the United States and Russia launched the Global Initiative to Combat 

Nuclear Terrorism. These two countries invited partner countries to join the initiative by 

endorsing a statement of principles. The principles include developing and improving physical 

protection systems safeguarding nuclear and radioactive materials, strengthening security of 

civilian nuclear facilities, enhancing the capability to detect nuclear and other radioactive 

materials to stop illicit trafficking of these materials, preventing the establishment of terrorist 

safe havens, enacting appropriate national legislation to implement criminal and civil 

penalties for those who commit or facilitate acts of nuclear terrorism, enhancing response, 

mitigation, and investigation tools for terrorist attacks, and encouraging information sharing 

http://www.nti.org/e_research/official_docs/inventory/pdfs/nucterr.pdf
http://www.nti.org/e_research/official_docs/inventory/pdfs/nucterr.pdf
http://www.state.gov/t/isn/c18406.htm
http://www.state.gov/t/isn/c18406.htm
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between and among partner countries. In November 2006, thirteen nations convened in Rabat, 

Morocco, for the first official meeting of the Global Initiative. As of August 2009, there are 76 

partner nations to the Global Initiative, while the IAEA, EU, INTERPOL, and UNODC all carry 

observer status (NTI, 2010). 

 

UNSC Meeting September 24, 2009 

  On September 24, 2009, President Obama chaired an historic meeting of the United 

Nations Security Council (UNSC), during which the UNSC unanimously cosponsored and 

adopted a resolution committing to work toward a world without nuclear weapons and 

endorsing a broad framework of actions to reduce global nuclear dangers. The National 

Nuclear Security Administration will play a key role in implementing many elements of the 

unprecedented nuclear security agenda enshrined in that resolution (NSSA, 2010). 

 

UNSC Resolution 1887(2009) 

  The United Nations Security Council Summit on Nuclear Nonproliferation and Nuclear 

Disarmament, UNSC Resolution 1887, expresses the Council's grave concern about the threat 

of nuclear proliferation and the need for international action to prevent it. It reaffirms that 

the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and their means of delivery are threats to 

international peace and security and shows agreement on a broad range of actions to address 

nuclear proliferation and disarmament and the threat of nuclear terrorism. Broadly, the 

resolution supports: Better security for nuclear weapons materials to prevent terrorists from 

acquiring materials essential to make a bomb, including through the convening of a 

Nuclear Security Summit in 2010, locking down vulnerable nuclear weapons materials in four 

years, a goal originally proposed by President Obama, minimizing the civil use of highly 

enriched uranium to the extent feasible, and encouraging the sharing of best practices as a 

practical way to strengthen nuclear security and the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear 

Terrorism and the G-8 Global Partnership. The Security Council's authority and vital role in 

addressing the threat to international peace and security posed by the spread of nuclear weapons 

and underscoring the Council's intent to take action if nuclear weapons or related material 

are provided to terrorists (NSSA, 2010). 

 

The Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism (2010)  

  In June 2010, United Arab Emirates (UAE) will host the annual conference of The 

Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism in Abu Dhabi. The announcement was made 

by the permanent representative of the UAE at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

Hamad Ali al-Kaabi at the meeting of the Global Initiative in Budapest. He said in his speech 

that UAE had exerted great efforts in combating nuclear terrorism and is now fully 

prepared to counter any expected terrorist actions. Al-Kaabi added that UAE was supporting 

the international efforts in facing the menace through presenting an innovative model to develop 

nuclear energy for peaceful purposes (IANS, 2010).       

Global Summit on Nuclear Security – April 2010 

  According to the ICNND, the Global Summit on Nuclear Security is a major opportunity 

to take stock of progress under this initiative, and the many other international treaties and 

arrangements relating to nuclear security to be hosted by U.S. President Barack Obama in 

http://calcuttatube.com/annual-conference-of-the-global-initiative-to-combat-nuclear-terrorism-in-abu-dhabi/52220/
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April 2010. The new agreement will take steps towards securing all vulnerable nuclear 

materials worldwide within four years, breaking up black markets in atomic goods, 

detecting and intercepting materials in transit, using financial tools to disrupt illicit trade in 

nuclear materials, minimizing the civil use of high enriched uranium to the extent feasible, and 

encouraging the sharing of best practices as a practical way to strengthen nuclear security 

(ICNND, 2010). 

Short Term Action Agenda to 2012   

  This action plan includes many things like an early U.S.-Russian agreement on a START 

follow-on treaty making big cuts in deployed strategic weapons; efforts to bring the North 

Korean and Iran situations closer to resolution; a serious start to negotiations in Geneva on fissile 

material production cut-off; but ultimately fails to mention Pakistan in any capacity (ICNND, 

2010).  

                               The Nuclear Presidency of Barack Obama 

Obama Rules Out the Use of Nuclear Weapons Against Terrorists  

  During the 2008 Democratic Presidential election, Barack Obama ruled out the use of 

nuclear weapons to go after Al Qaeda or Taliban targets in Afghanistan or Pakistan 

Obama, a first-term senator from Illinois, told a reporter after a Capitol Hill event that he would 

not use nuclear weapons in those countries, an aide said "His position could not be more 

clear," said Obama spokeswoman Jen Psaki. "He would not consider using nuclear weapons 

to fight terror targets in Afghanistan and Pakistan." That position came a day after Obama 

vowed he would be willing to strike Al Qaeda targets inside Pakistan with or without the 

approval of the government of Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf. 2008 Democratic 

presidential candidate Chris Dodd, a senator from Connecticut, also criticized Obama, saying 

that over the last several days, "Senator Obama's assertions about foreign and military affairs 

have been, frankly, confusing and confused. He has made threats he should not make and made 

unwise categorical statements about military options." "We are facing a dangerous and 

complicated world. The next president will require a level of understanding and judgment 

unprecedented in American history to address these challenges" Dodd said (Holland, 2007).  

 

President Barack Obama, the New World Order‘s Closer 

  On June 4, 2008, Barack Obama made history by beating Hillary Clinton for the 

Democratic presidential nomination and became the first African-American with a viable chance 

of winning the White House (MacAskill & Goldberg, 2008) A few months later, ―Barack 

Hussein Obama became the 44th president of the United States beating John McCain in the 

general election (Hulse, 2008). After winning the U.S. Presidency, Obama stated that ―It's time 

to send a clear message to the world: America seeks a world with no nuclear weapons. As 

long as nuclear weapons exist, we'll retain a strong deterrent. But we'll make the goal of 

eliminating all nuclear weapons a central element in our nuclear policy." "Instead of taking 

aggressive steps to secure the world's most dangerous technology, we have spent almost a trillion 

dollars to occupy a country in the heart of the Middle East that no longer had any weapons of 

mass destruction," he said.  "It's time to update our national security strategy to stay one 

step ahead of the terrorists -- to see clearly the emerging threats of our young century and to 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/ewenmacaskill
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.cnn.com/topics/Terrorism
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take action to make the American people more safe and secure.‖It's time to look ahead -- at the 

dangers of today and tomorrow rather than those of yesterday. America cannot afford 

another president who doesn't understand the threats that confront us now and in the future," he 

said. The campaign also said Obama will seek to secure all nuclear weapons materials in four 

years and to increase funding by $1 billion a year to make sure nuclear weapons are removed 

from vulnerable sites around the world" (Mooney, 2008). 

  On September 24, 2009, Obama stated ―Just one nuclear weapon exploded in a city -- 

be it New York or Moscow; Tokyo or Beijing; London or Paris -- could kill hundreds of 

thousands of people. And it would badly destabilize our security, our economies, and our very 

way of life….We harbor no illusions about the difficulty of bringing about a world without 

nuclear weapons. We know there are plenty of cynics, and that there will be setbacks to prove 

their point…Today, the Security Council endorsed a global effort to lock down all vulnerable 

nuclear materials within four years. The United States will host a summit in April of 2010 to 

advance this goal and help all nations achieve it. And it calls for stronger safeguards to reduce 

the likelihood that peaceful nuclear weapons programs can be diverted to a weapons program‖ 

(NSSA, 2010). 

 

Obama Weak on Terror  

  Since coming into Office, Obama administration, either wittingly or unwittingly, has 

looked extremely weak on terrorism, The case of the Christmas Day bomber has so far been the 

highlight, but the concept that he is not doing enough to fight terrorism has been echoed 

throughout the media, and by former Bush administration officials. According to a recent report, 

the Obama administration admitted mistakes in failing to stop an alleged bomber before he 

boarded a Christmas Day flight to Detroit. ―We acknowledge that errors were made and that 

processes need to be improved,‖ Patrick Kennedy, a State Department undersecretary, told the 

Judiciary Committee. At one point, a U.S. embassy employee misspelled the Abdulmutallab‘s 

name, helping him avoid detection. ―We slipped up,‖ Kennedy said. A White House report 

released January 7th said ―there was not a comprehensive or functioning process for tracking 

terrorist threat reporting and actions taken‖ that would hold agencies accountable for running 

down leads. ―It can be tempting to forget that it is always easier to connect the dots in hindsight,‖ 

said Senate Judiciary Chairman Patrick Leahy, a Democrat from Vermont. ―It was not our 

intelligence agencies who first raised the alarm about the suspect who tried to blow up the 

Northwest Airlines flight. It was the suspect‘s own father, a Nigerian, who turned him in‖ 

(Woellert, 2010). 

Giuliani: No domestic Terror Attacks Under Bush 

  Former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani set off a tempest with his claim that the United 

States "had no domestic attacks" under President George W. Bush. Giuliani somehow 

neglected to mention the September 11th, 2001, terrorist attacks as he was contrasting President 

Barack Obama's handling of terrorism with that of Bush in light of the failed Christmas Day 

attempt to blow up a Detroit-bound flight. The Republican said of Obama on ABC's "Good 

Morning America" that "what he should be doing is following the right things that Bush 

did." While saying he believes Obama "turned the corner" on understanding the nature of 

terrorism when he publicly declared the U.S. at war, Giuliani added that Obama has plenty of 
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room to improve on terrorism. "We had no domestic attacks under Bush," Giuliani said. 

"We've had one under Obama‖ (Lester, 2010).  

Democrats Vulnerable on Terrorism, Republicans Say 

  According to Bloomberg, Republicans say they see weakness in President Barack 

Obama‘s approach to fighting terrorism -- and a winning issue for themselves in the 

November congressional elections. While Republicans have criticized Obama‘s national-

security policies since he took office, the intensity has picked up in recent weeks. They have 

focused on the administration‘s handling of the attempted Christmas bombing of a Northwest 

Airlines flight and the government‘s plans to try terrorism suspects in civilian courts. The top 

Republican on the Senate Judiciary Committee, Jeff Sessions of Alabama, issued at least 15 

statements assailing Obama‘s policies for combating terrorism. Representative Lamar Smith 

of Texas, the top Republican on the House Judiciary Committee, said in an interview. Americans 

―will vote for people who are strong on protecting American lives.‖ Obama administration 

officials in recent days have sought to blunt the Republicans‘ attacks by appearing on television 

talk shows and briefing reporters. U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder sent letters to 

lawmakers today defending the administration‘s handling of the attempted Christmas day 

bombing. Obama devoted part of his Jan. 27 State of the Union speech to showing he is focused 

on terrorist threats. ―Let‘s put aside the schoolyard taunts about who‘s tough,‖ Obama said. The 

administration has been ―filling unacceptable gaps‖ uncovered by the failed Christmas 

attack with better airline security, he said, adding that hundreds of Al Qaeda fighters have 

been killed or captured in the last year.  Former Vice President Dick Cheney has repeatedly 

faulted Obama‘s plans to close the Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, prison for suspected terrorists 

and his rejection of waterboarding, or simulated drowning, in interrogations 

  Republicans said the Massachusetts vote, along with a nationwide poll by National Public 

Radio, indicate the issue is resonating. Respondents were almost evenly split on the question of 

whether Obama‘s policies have made the U.S. less safe. The poll of 800 likely voters 

conducted Jan. 20-23 had a margin of error of plus or minus 3.46 percentage points.  ―It‘s a good 

potential issue to use in our fall campaigns,‖ said Newhouse. Republicans have focused on the 

administration‘s handling of Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, accused of carrying explosives 

on the Dec. 25 Detroit-bound flight.  Sessions and 21 other Republican senators sent a letter to 

Obama saying Abdulmutallab shouldn‘t be tried in civilian court. They criticized authorities for 

reading him his rights and pursuing a criminal case, saying it may have ―resulted in a missed 

opportunity to collect timely intelligence.‖ Obama said there was a ―systemic failure‖ that 

allowed a suspect linked to an Al Qaeda group to board the plane. Still, the administration 

said there‘s no indication any additional information would have been extracted in the military-

justice system. The administration has a ―blind spot when it comes to prosecuting‖ the war 

on terror, said Mitch McConnell of Kentucky, the Senate Republican leader, at a speech in 

Washington today. The attempted plane bombing was ―the most egregious example, but it 

was no isolated case.‖ Ken Gude, associate director of the international rights and responsibility 

program at the Center for American Progress, cited a fundraising letter sent by Representative 

Pete Hoekstra of Michigan, the top Republican on the intelligence committee. It described the 

Obama administration as ―weak-kneed liberals who have recently tried to bring 

Guantanamo Bay terrorists right here to Michigan!‖ The administration needs to do more to 

sell its record to the public, Gude said (Blum, 2010).   

http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Barack+Obama%3Fs&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Barack+Obama%3Fs&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Jeff+Sessions&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://sessions.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressShop.NewsReleases
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Lamar+Smith&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://judiciary.house.gov/
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Eric%0AHolder&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Dick+Cheney&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=122993036
http://www.pos.org/latestnumbers/nprjan2010.pdf
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Umar+Farouk+Abdulmutallab&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://sessions.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressShop.NewsReleases&ContentRecord_id=1de2b80e-a75a-9287-e898-1d07b9dd3f72&Region_id=&Issue_id=
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Mitch+McConnell&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://www.americanprogress.org/experts/GudeKen.html
http://www.americanprogress.org/aboutus/staff/GudeKen.html
http://www.americanprogress.org/
http://search.bloomberg.com/search?q=Pete%0AHoekstra&site=wnews&client=wnews&proxystylesheet=wnews&output=xml_no_dtd&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&filter=p&getfields=wnnis&sort=date:D:S:d1
http://intelligence.house.gov/
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  What is even more disturbing than the failed terror attacks is the chain of events that have 

occurred and are continuing to occur within the Obama administration prior to the Super Bowl 

on February 7, 2010. The following incidents are unprecedented for a U.S. President, and 

potentially show that there may be some inside negotiating, coercion, and potentially 

threatening of Barack Obama personally by members of the CIA, and other governmental 

officials.  

 

White House Crashers Get Access to Obama  

  On November 27, 2009, a couple who allegedly crashed this week's state dinner at the 

White House met President Obama in a reception line at the event. An investigation into Tareq 

and Michaele Salahi has found that Secret Service agents did not follow protocol at a 

security checkpoint, the Secret Service said. "The Secret Service is deeply concerned and 

embarrassed by the circumstances surrounding the State Dinner on Tuesday," the agency said in 

a statement Friday. "The preliminary findings of our internal investigation have determined 

established protocols were not followed at an initial checkpoint, verifying that two 

individuals were on the guest list."  The Secret Service's statement says that although the Salahis 

went through magnetometers and other levels of screening, "they should have been prohibited 

from entering the event entirely." "That failing is ours," the statement said. The investigation 

continues and "appropriate measures have been taken to ensure this is not repeated," the agency 

said (CNN, 2009). This incident clearly shows that those in control of Obama‘s handlers and 

puppet masters, who are ultimately in control of the Presidents security detail, are letting Obama 

know that ―We can get you anytime; you better play by our rules and do what we tell you.‖  

 

President Obama Signs Executive Order Establishing Council of Governor 

  On January 11th, 2010, Barack Obama signed an Executive Order establishing a Council 

of Governors to strengthen further the partnership between the Federal Government and 

State Governments to protect our Nation against all types of hazards.  When appointed, the 

Council will be reviewing such matters as involving the National Guard of the various States; 

homeland defense; civil support; synchronization and integration of State and Federal 

military activities in the United States; and other matters of mutual interest pertaining to 

National Guard, homeland defense, and civil support activities. The bipartisan Council will be 

composed of Ten State Governors who will be selected by the President to serve two year 

terms.  In selecting the Governors to the Council, the White House will solicit input from 

Governors and Governors‘ associations.  Once chosen, the Council will have no more than five 

members from the same party and represent the Nation as a whole. Federal members of the 

Council include the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Homeland Security, the Assistant 

to the President for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, the Assistant to the President 

for Intergovernmental Affairs and Public Engagement, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 

Homeland Defense and Americas‘ Security Affairs, the U.S. Northern Command Commander, 

the Commandant of the Coast Guard, and the Chief of the National Guard Bureau.  The 

Secretary of Defense will designate an Executive Director for the Council. The Council of 

Governors will provide an invaluable Senior Administration forum for exchanging views with 

State and local officials on strengthening our National resilience and the homeland defense and 

civil support challenges facing our Nation today and in the future. The formation of the Council 

of Governors was required by the Fiscal Year 2008 National Defense Authorization Act which 
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stated, ―The President shall establish a bipartisan Council of Governors to advise the 

Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and the White House Homeland 

Security Council on matters related to the National Guard and civil support missions‖ (NDAA 

FY2008, Sec 1822) (Whitehouse, 2010). Should a nuclear terrorist attack occur on February 

7, 2010, this Executive Order would be enacted if and when Obama declare martial law. 

 

Obama Suspends State of the Union till after Super Bowl – Then Changes Mind 

  In a turnabout never seen before by a sitting U.S. President, Barack Obama was not only 

the latest in giving a standard State of the Union speech, but flip-flopped on the date more 

than once. According to the Associated Press, President Obama's first State of the Union 

address should be coming soon -- but exactly how soon is still anyone's guess."It can be 

delivered as late as the president chooses to deliver it," Brookings Institution presidential expert 

Stephen Hess said with a laugh, noting that there is no constitutional deadline. A senior 

congressional leadership aide told Fox News that Obama is planning to speak in the week after 

the Super Bowl, February 7
th

, 2010 (Clark, 2010). This plan was later scrapped, and Obama 

gave his speech on January 27, 2009, rather than after the February 7
th

, 2010, Super Bowl 

date. Apparent disagreement in the Whitehouse as to the date of the speech is obvious, although 

the reasons are not yet clear. 

 

Obama Making Public Appearances at Sporting Events  

  As the date of the Super Bowl approaches, Obama has made multiple public 

appearances at sporting events, and un-presidential venues. According to Yahoo Sports, On 

January 29
th

, 2010, Obama showed up at a Duke-Georgetown basketball game as a fan, and 

provided about seven minutes of nationally televised hoops commentary in the second half 

of Saturday's matchup of two top 10 teams at the Verizon Center near the White House. The 

president shook hands with several fans as he entered the arena, and enjoyed the game from 

a front-row seat, not the luxury suites that top government officials sometimes prefer. Those 

with him included Vice President Joe Biden, White House senior adviser David Axelrod and 

White House spokesman Robert Gibbs. Shortly after the second half began, the president was 

seated between CBS announcers Verne Lundquist and Clark Kellogg. CBS aired tape of a 

pickup game Obama played during the 2008 presidential campaign, including a missed 

left-handed layup (Babington, 2010). It is clear that Obama is a sports guy, and should a Super 

Bowl attack occur, The President will appear to take it very personally along with the American 

people, and will undoubtedly understand its implications to the sporting community, thus 

demanding revenge.  

 

Mysterious Bush-Bush-Obama Meeting at the Oval Office this Morning 

  On January 30
th
, 2010, President Barack Obama hosted President George H.W. Bush 

(Former Head of the CIA) and his son, former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush. Two weeks ago, Jeb's 

brother, former President George W. Bush, was at the White House talking about Haiti relief 

with Obama and ex-President Bill Clinton. The White House described it as a social call, but 

feel free to speculate. Jeb Bush's presence was unexpected -- the White House hadn't said 

anything about him being invited. It's all very... bipartisan. The Bushes were at the White House 

for just over a half-hour, emerging in a driving snow that over the next few hours will blanket the 

capital with several inches of fluff.  "Good meeting, good meeting," the elder Bush, 85 and 
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walking with a cane, said in response to a question called out by a reporter. Bush the elder hosted 

Obama at Texas A&M a few months back, at an event celebrating community 

service/volunteerism and marking the 20th anniversary of his Points of Light project (Gillman, 

2010). What was this meeting all about, and is Obama being prepped for what is yet to come? 

While we can only speculate, the so called ―Change‖ that Obama ran his 2008 campaign on 

is starting to look like more of the same. Should the February Superbowl attack take place, it 

will occur in during Black History Month, and Barack Obama will be poised to make a little 
history himself.  

 Media Foreshadowing of Nuclear Terrorism in America and at the Super Bowl  

  Should a horrific nuclear attack on the Super Bowl or America come to pass, it will have 

been predicted and foreshadowed in the media multiple times and in various forms. The 

following paragraphs reflect the seeding of the American public‘s mind to the upcoming 

nuclear terrorism that surely awaits them. Unconsciously, American has been preprogrammed 

and preconditioned for this inevitable attack, and the subsequent aftermath that will follow.  

 

24 (2001-Present) 

  According to Wikipedia, 24 is an American serial action/drama television series 

broadcast on FOX and syndicated worldwide. 24 premiered November 6, 2001, roughly three 

weeks after the 9/11 terror attacks. The story of 24 is presented in the semblance of real time. 

Each season depicts a 24-hour period in the life of Jack Bauer, who works with the United States 

government as it fights fictitious terrorist threats to the United States. Bauer is often in the field 

for the Los Angeles Counter Terrorist Unit (CTU) as it tries to safeguard the nation from terrorist 

threats.  Season 2 was solely based on Jack‘s attempt to stop a nuclear bomb from detonating 

in Los Angeles, and assists President David Palmer, an African-American, and an obvious 

Barack Obama protégé in the national crisis. Later in the series during season 6, Jack is 

released after being detained in a Chinese prison for twenty months, and is determined to stop 

terrorists who plot to set off suitcase nuclear devices in the United States (Wikipedia, 2010).  

 

Last Best Chance (2005) 

  According to Wikipedia, the Last Best Chance is an educational DVD that dramatizes 

the modern nuclear threat of international terrorist organizations, produced by the Nuclear 

Threat Initiative (NTI). The DVD is freely available through the NTI-supported website. The 

film stars Fred Thompson as President Charles Ross (Wikipedia, 2010). A review posted in The 

New Yorker stated that the plot is set in the near future, it takes the form of a slick international 

suspense thriller, which is only forty-five minutes long, but it lays out a frighteningly plausible 

narrative of how terrorists might buy or steal the makings of a nuclear bomb, assemble 

one, smuggle it halfway around the world, and send it on its way to an American city in an 

S.U.V.  Its alleged purpose was to raise public support and political pressure on the Bush 

Administration and Congress to do something serious about the terrifying danger of nuclear 

terrorism. Graham Allison, the founding dean of Harvard‘s Kennedy School of Government and 

the director of its Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, who held high Pentagon 

posts under Reagan and Clinton. Allison‘s ―Nuclear Terrorism: The Ultimate Preventable 

Catastrophe,‖ which has just been published in an expanded paperback edition, is the 
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indispensable text on the subject. ―Americans are no safer from a nuclear terrorist attack 

today than we were on September 10, 2001,‖ he writes. ―A central reason for that can be 

summed up in one word: Iraq.‖ The invasion and occupation have diverted essential resources 

from the fight against Al Qaeda; allowed the Taliban to regroup in Afghanistan; fostered neglect 

of the Iranian nuclear threat; undermined alliances critical to preventing terrorism; devastated 

America‘s standing with the public in every country in Europe and destroyed it in the Muslim 

world; monopolized the time and attention of the President and his security team (for simple 

human reasons, an extraordinarily important factor); and, thanks to the cry-wolf falsity of the 

claims about Iraqi weapons systems, ―discredited the larger case for a serious campaign to 

prevent nuclear terrorism.‖ After the September 11th attacks, Condoleezza Rice said that no 

one had imagined planes being smashed into buildings. After Hurricane Katrina, President Bush 

said that no one had imagined the breach of the levees. These statements were untrue, of course, 

but Rice and Bush probably believed them at the time. What no one can say, or can have said 

in good faith for many years, is that no one has imagined nuclear terrorism, and not just 

onscreen (Herzberg, 2005).  

The Sum of All Fears (Movie, 2002) 

  According to Wikipedia, The Sum of All Fears is a 2002 American action film directed 

by Phil Alden Robinson and based on a book of the same name by Tom Clancy. Starring Ben 

Affleck and Morgan Freeman it was filmed in 1999, but not released by Paramount Pictures in 

the United States until May 31, 2002 The film begins with a sequence inspired by the novel's 

prologue set during the 1973 Yom Kippur War, in which a single Israeli A-4 jet carrying a 

nuclear weapon is shot down over the Syrian desert. The bomb, over time, is consumed by the 

sand and disappears. Eventually, after an ensuing geopolitical drama, the nuclear bomb arrives 

in a crate in Baltimore, Maryland, and is placed in an American football stadium disguised 

as a cigarette vending machine. After the detonation, it is eventually concluded that that the 

plutonium for the Baltimore bomb was manufactured in Savannah River nuclear plant in South 

Carolina in 1968, thus indicating that the original nuclear fissile material was of American 

origin (Wikipedia, 2010).  

 

The Sum of All Fear (Book, 1991)  

  According to Wikipedia, the Sum of all Fears is a geopolitical thriller written by Tom 

Clancy. The plot describes a group of Muslim extremists terrorists from Popular Front for 

the Liberation of Palestine come across a lost nuclear bomb. They eventually manage to 

recover it and construct their own version using the plutonium as fissile material with the help of 

a disenfranchised East German physicist named Manfred Fromm. With Fromm's expertise, the 

group is able to enhance the weapon and turn it into a thermonuclear device. The terrorists 

decide to use the weapon at the Super Bowl in Denver, Colorado. The terrorists' goal is to start 

a nuclear war between the U.S. and the Soviet Union (Wikipedia, 2010).  

 

Black Sunday (1977) 

  According to Wikipedia, Black Sunday, written in 1977, is an American thriller film 

based on the novel by Thomas Harris. Michael Lander (Bruce Dern) is an American blimp pilot 

deranged by years of torture as a prisoner of war in Vietnam, a failed marriage, and a bitter court 

martial. He longs to commit suicide and take as many people as possible with him, so he 
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conspires with Dahlia Iyad (Marthe Keller), an operative from a Palestinian terrorist group 

known as Black September, to launch a massive suicide bombing over the Miami Orange 

Bowl during the Super Bowl X between Pittsburgh and Dallas. American and Israeli 

intelligence agencies, led by Mossad agent David Kabakov (Robert Shaw) and FBI agent Sam 

Corley (Fritz Weaver), race to prevent the catastrophe (Wikipedia, 2010). 

       

                   The National Football League (NFL) & the Super Bowl 
 

NFL Timeline 

 

NFL Event            Date 

1
st
 NFL Super Bowl (I)         01/15/1967 

NFL awards Super Bowl XLIV (2010) to New York      03/23/2005 

NFL awards Super Bowl XLIV (2010) to Miami       10/06/2005 

NFL chooses Rodger Goodell for Commissioner      08/08/2006  

NFL  redesigns Official logo into 4 and 4 star design       08/31/2007 

NFL Union Chief Gene Upshaw unexpectedly dies of cancer in three days     08/20/2008 

Super Bowl XLIII (2009) was most ever with 98.7 million viewers    02/01/2009 

NFL wins exemption/immunity from terrorism lawsuits       03/10/2009 

NFL offices, sponsors, and media skip Miami and stay in Fort Lauderdale      01/12/2010 

XLIV first Super Bowl to be broadcast solely in digital format        02/07/2010 

XLIV first Super Bowl to be broadcast free online worldwide    02/07/2010 

44
th
 NFL Super Bowl, Miami, Florida (XLIV)       02/07/2010 

 

 

NFL Super Bowl  

  The Super Bowl is the championship game of the National Football League (since 1967), 

the premier association of professional American football. In most years, the Super Bowl is the 

most-watched American television broadcast (Wikipedia, 2010). Super Bowl XLIV will be 

the 44th annual edition of the Super Bowl in American Professional Football, and the 40th 

annual championship game of the modern-era National Football League (NFL), after its 1970 

merger with the American Football League (AFL, 1960-1969). The game will be played at 

Dolphin Stadium in Miami Gardens, Florida. Prior to this event, the stadium will be known as 

"Land Shark Stadium" until January 2010, at which time the name reverts to Dolphin 

Stadium, barring a new naming rights deal. This marks the tenth time a Super Bowl will have 

played in the South Florida area: five times the game has been held at Dolphin Stadium; the 

other five were played at the Orange Bowl. The game will be played on February 7, 2010. The 

game will be televised in the United States on CBS, which will celebrate coverage of its 50th 

NFL season (Wikipedia, 2010). 

Super Bowl XLIV, A National Special Security Event (NSSE) 

  According Wikipedia, a National Special Security Event (NSSE) ―Is an event deemed by 

the United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to be an attractive target for 

terrorists, due to the event's visibility or political connection. An NSSE designation puts the 

United States Secret Service in charge of event security, the Federal Bureau of Investigation in 
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charge of law enforcement activity, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency in charge 

of recovery management (Wikipedia, 2010). When an event is designated by the Secretary of 

Homeland Security as a National Special Security Event (NSSE), the Secret Service assumes 

its mandated role as the lead agency for the design and implementation of the operational 

security plan. The Secret Service has developed a core strategy to carry out its security 

operations, which relies heavily on its established partnerships with law enforcement and public 

safety officials at the local, state and federal levels (Secret Service, 2010). 

NFL Moves Super Bowl from New York to Miami 

  The league initially voted on March 23, 2005 that New York City host the game, 

contingent on the completion of the proposed West Side Stadium being built for the New York 

Jets by 2008. After New York state government officials declined to approve $300 million for 

the stadium, the NFL decided to reopen the bidding for the game's site. The league reconsidered 

the other, unsuccessful candidates for Super Bowl XLIII: Atlanta, Houston, and Miami. On 

October 6, 2005, the league selected South Florida as the host city. Miami will be the first 

city to host two Super Bowls designated as a National Special Security Event (Wikipedia, 2010).  

 

NFL Changes Logo 

  According to USA Today, the National Football League created a leaner, meaner version 

of the iconic logo. The revamped shield will be slightly taller and thinner, with a new football, 

fewer stars and darker colors, says Lisa Baird, the NFL's senior vice president of marketing. The 

redesign marks the first changes to the shield since 1980. The new shield features eight stars vs. 

25 on the current logo. Baird believes the cleaner, more modern symbol will "pop" better 

during TV telecasts (McCarthy, 2010).  

 

 
USA Today (2007). 

   

  Although some may argue that the NFL‘s logo change is benign, one cannot help but 

notice the four stars to the left of the football along with the four stars to the right of the football. 

The new 4 and 4 star logo could represent the 8 NFL divisions, the 44
th

 Super Bowl, the 44
th

 

President of the United States, Barack Obama, the 44
th

 Governor of Florida, Charlie Crist, 
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or all four, we just don‘t know yet. Should there be a terrorist attack at the Super Bowl, fans 

worldwide will be reminded of this attack every Sunday by the four and four stars that adorn the 

NFL logo. Considering that the NFL probably won‘t change their logo for another 25 plus years, 

this logo will no doubt be burned into the psyche of the NFL fans for generations to come, 

regardless of its true meaning.  

 

NFL Union Chief Gene Upshaw Dies  

  According to the New York Times, with his union preparing for another contract 

negotiation with owners, Gene Upshaw died on August 20, 2008, at age of 63 due to pancreatic 

cancer. The Union confirmed his death Thursday. His death stunned the NFL because almost 

nobody knew he had been ill. Upshaw was found to have cancer only three days prior, when his 

wife took him to the hospital while the family was on vacation. His death was so unexpected 

that earlier this week, the union had scheduled a news conference for him on Sept. 4 to 

discuss labor issues. Upshaw died with his wife and three sons beside him at his home in the 

Lake Tahoe region of California (Batista, 2008).  

 

Super Bowl – XLIII (2009) Most Watched Super Bowl Ever  

  Unlike many other championship sporting events which have declined over time, Super 

Bowl TV ratings have not only held up well, but after a generation of fairly flat results, have 

begun growing again in the past 4 years (Gorman, 2009). Nielsen Media Research now says that 

the February 1, 2009, Super Bowl between the Pittsburgh Steelers and Arizona Cardinals was 

the most-watched in history. Nielsen said 98.7 million [over 1/3 of the U.S. population] 

people, on average, were watching Pittsburgh's 27-23 victory Sunday night. That beats the 97.5 

million who watched the 2008 game, which held the record for the most popular Super Bowl. On 

Monday, Nielsen had reported that this year's game had 95.4 million viewers -- impressive but 

not a record-setter. Nielsen explained the discrepancy of more than 3 million viewers by saying a 

more complete check of their records revealed additional viewership on some digital tier 

networks. The company hadn't been aware that they were showing the game (NFL, 2009). 

NFL Exempt from Terrorism Lawsuits 

  On March 10
th
, 2009, the National Football League and dozens of other companies 

and organizations have won exemption from lawsuits under a post-9/11 law that prohibits 

them from being sued if terrorists attack a site they are protecting. The law, called the 

SAFETY Act (Support Anti-terrorism by Fostering Effective Technologies), aims to help 

security providers by guaranteeing they will not pay any claims that terror victims might file 

after an attack. The law was created in 2002 in response to multibillion-dollar lawsuits filed after 

the 9/11 attacks that left companies afraid they would be sued if security equipment failed to stop 

terrorists. The protection extends only to companies' services or equipment that the 

Homeland Security Department has approved as being effective in anti-terrorism. Among 

those with top-tier protection is the NFL, which in December received liability exemption 

against future claims stemming from an attack at any of the nation's football stadiums. The 

law requires a court to dismiss lawsuits against companies whose products have Homeland 

Security's highest reliability rating. The NFL got the protection after the government approved 

the league's nine-page stadium-security guidelines. The benefit to the NFL is "fairly obvious," 

said NFL security chief Milt Ahlerich. "An attack from a terrorist organization could put us 
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out of business." League guidelines, developed shortly after 9/11, include digital security 

cameras in stadiums, quick searches on entering spectators and barriers that keep cars and trucks  

100 feet from a stadium (Frank, 2009).  

 

NFL Expanding into Europe 

  On January 15
th
, 2009, the Associated Press announced that the San Francisco 49ers will 

play the Denver Broncos next season at Wembley Stadium, the fourth straight year the NFL 

will stage a regular-season game in the British capital. "For the past three years we have seen 

the extraordinary passion that exists for NFL football in the U.K.," NFL commissioner Roger 

Goodell said in a statement. "We want to continue to build on that passion by strengthening our 

ties to our existing U.K. fans and creating new ones." The game between the five-time Super 

Bowl champion 49ers and two-time winner Broncos may not be the only one in Britain next 

season. "The NFL will continue to explore the possibility of playing a second game in the UK in 

2010," the NFL said. The NFL has played games at Wembley for the last three seasons, with 

more than 80,000 fans at each game. Manchester and Glasgow, Scotland, are being looked at 

as potential venues to host NFL games. In October, before the New England-Tampa Bay 

game, Goodell said the idea of eventually putting an expansion team in London was of 

"tremendous interest" to the NFL. He gave no timeline when such a decision might be taken 

(Lehourites, 2010). It is clear that should the Super Bowl be attacked by a nuclear device, the 

entire world would have an interest in what happened, and the game would take on a whole new 

global identification. Everyone would relate nuclear terrorism with the Super Bowl, and it is hard 

to imagine a sole on earth that didn‘t know what American football was should this tragedy come 

to pass. When looking at motives for this attack, NFL expansion would be a prime one.  

NFL Offices and Media Move out of Miami to Fort Lauderdale 

  On January 13
th
, 2010, it was reported by the New York Times that Super Bowl sponsors 

and many of the journalists covering the game will be staying in Fort Lauderdale, 18 miles 

north of the stadium, rather than in Miami. The shift, according to Frank Supovitz, senior vice 

president for events at the National Football League, ―was a function of us just having been in 

South Florida three years ago‖ — when the 2007 Super Bowl was held in the same stadium. For 

at least two weeks before the game, that conference center will house temporary N.F.L. offices, 

and all of the hotel‘s 433 rooms have been reserved by the league (Bernstein, 2010).  

 

Wireless Provider AT&T Upgrades Network For Coverage Of Pro Bowl And Super Bowl 

  AT&T announced it has upgraded its South Florida network in preparation for the 

upcoming Pro Bowl and Super Bowl in Miami. Apart from enhanced coverage in and around 

Dolphin Stadium, the wireless provider indicated in Tuesday's announcement that it has 

expanded capacity in other key areas during the two events. The measures being implemented 

were made to insure that a repeat of what transpired at the recent Consumer Electronics Show 

will not happen. In that event, AT&T subscribers experienced poor service and lack of signal. In 

anticipation of increased voice and data traffic during the two events, three mobile cell sites on 

wheels will be brought in and will be parked in the stadium's parking lot. Inside the 

stadium, the wireless provider will install a new distributed antenna system (DAS). There will 

also be an increase of voice and data capacity of AT&T's 2G GSM network with the addition of 

a fourth layer of capacity to its cell site inside the venue. Places where people are expected like 
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hotels and resorts in Fort Lauderdale and South Beach, where Super Bowl activities will be 

staged, will also have increased cell site capacity. Another cell site on wheels will be allotted 

to Fort Lauderdale Hotels where teams are expected to stay. This year's Pro Bowl event will be 

held on Jan. 31 while Super Bowl XLIV will be played on Feb. 7 (Doria, 2010).  

  These so called antennas and mobile sites could be anything as far as the public is 

concerned. AT&T could be spying, videotaping, or even worse, preparing to send back data from 

the Super Bowl attack, should it transpire. AT&T, at the behest of the National Security 

Agency, had illegally installed secret computer gear designed to spy on internet traffic. But 

now it‘s been revealed by the New York Times that the spying program is vastly bigger and 

was directly authorized by President Bush (PBS, 2005). In 2003 AT&T built ―secret rooms‖ 

hidden deep in the bowels of its central offices in various cities, housing computer gear for 

a government spy operation which taps into the company's popular WorldNet service and the 

entire Internet. These installations enable the government to look at every individual message on 

the Internet and analyze exactly what people are doing. Documents showing the hardwire 

installation in San Francisco suggest that there are similar locations being installed in numerous 

other cities (PBS, 2005). Although we don‘t know what AT&T is up to, we can almost be certain 

it isn‘t something good.  

 

Super Bowl XLI (2010) Advertising  

  Despite the cost of a 30-second Super Bowl spot has more than quadrupled since 

1989, (Crupi, 2010). CBS is approaching a 90% sell-out for its Feb. 7, 2010, broadcast of 

Super Bowl XLIV, according to the network's head of sports sales, meaning the Tiffany 

network likely has only between six and 12 30-second ad spots left to sell from the 62 typically 

sold for this classic TV event. Sales have been "surprisingly good," said John Bogusz, CBS's 

exec VP-sports sales and marketing, who suggested CBS, was pacing ahead of Super Bowl ad 

sales for the 2007 Super Bowl telecast, the last time the network broadcast the game. CBS has 

sought between $2.5 million and $3 million for a 30-second ad, with the higher prices 

allocated to prime inventory, such as the first ad in a commercial break closer to the start of the 

pigskin skirmish (Steinberg, 2009). In a strange twist, Pepsi and FedEx, which were two of the 

larger advertisers on Super Bowl telecasts, have announced they will not be purchasing 

commercial time during February's gridiron championship game. Pepsi soda drinks, which 

had advertised in the Super Bowl since 1987, were among the most prolific spenders last year, 

when advertising time cost three million dollars for 30 seconds (Daily Telegraph, 2009). A lot of 

non-football fans watch the Super Bowl just for the commercials, so selling out the advertising 

space would potentially draws more people to watch the game. 

 

Super Bowl XLIV Firsts 

  Super Bowl XLIV will be broadcast on CBS, and will be the first year that the Super 

Bowl has been broadcast solely in digital format (NFL, 2010). CBS also wants to offer a live 

online video stream of next year's Super Bowl XLIV from Miami and the NFL just might say 

yes. This isn't your usual tech rumor, either; the announcement that CBS, the official 

broadcaster for Super Bowl XLIV, wants to stream the mega-popular sporting event comes 

from CBS Interactive President Quincy Smith, according to Business Week. In the same report, 

Brian Rolapp, the NFL's senior vice-president for media strategy, says the NFL "would be 

open" to CBS' proposal (Paul, 2009).  
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Super Bowl Halftime Show: The Who  

  The Who are an English rock band formed in 1964. The primary lineup consisted of 

vocalist Roger Daltrey, guitarist Pete Townshend, bassist John Entwistle, and drummer Keith 

Moon. They became known for energetic live performances including the pioneering spectacle 

of instrument destruction. The Who have sold about 100 million records and have charted 27 

top forty singles in the United Kingdom and United States with 17 top ten albums, 

including 18 Gold, 12 Platinum and 5 Multi-Platinum album awards in the United States 

alone. In 1990, their first year of eligibility, The Who were inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall 

of Fame by U2, Bono saying, "More than any other band, The Who are our role models." The 

Who's display at the Rock Hall describes them as prime contenders for the title of "World's 

Greatest Rock Band". Only The Beatles and The Rolling Stones receive a similar accolade at 

the Rock Hall (Wikipedia, 2010). Should something happen to The Who at the 2010 Super 

Bowl, the public outrage in Britain over the demise the countries legendary rock band, will 

likely light a flame of indignation, even if the United Kingdom don‘t care about American 

football. It‘s almost like a sick and twisted back-up plane if you will.  

Walmart & US Retailers Cut TV Prices 

   In what seems to be a concerted effort by the United States top television retailers, 

Wal-Mart, Sears, Best Buy, and Target are all simultaneously slashing their prices just 

prior to the Super Bowl. According to the article, Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is cutting prices on 

high-definition TVs ahead of the U.S. Super Bowl championship game, looking to entice 

shoppers to spend now that the holiday season has ended. Sears has also launched an ad 

campaign featuring Minnesota Vikings quarterback Brett Favre, and on its Website it is offering 

5 percent off LCD TVs $499 and over. Best Buy Inc. is cutting prices on TVs, offering a 

Samsung 46-inch 1080p LCD high-definition TV for $1,599.99, a price cut of $900. In a playful 

twist, Target Corp is promoting Super Valenbowl -- a celebration of the Super Bowl and 

Valentine's Day. Should a terror attack occur at the Super Bowl, these retailers will make 

sure that the American public is terrorized in HD and on the Big Screen (Maestri, 2010). 

         Authorities Responsible for Investigating a Super Bowl Terror Attack  

 
  If a nuclear terrorist attack does occur on February 7

th
, 2010, in Miami Gardens, a 

suburb of Miami, Florida, the U.S. Government and the media will surely need a ―hero‖ ala 

Rudy Giuliani, to parade in front of the cameras and paint a feel-good story for all of America to 

united around. On the flip side, the government must have individuals in key power positions 

that follow orders, fall in line, and don‘t ask too many questions about what actually 

transpired and who is truly responsible. The following authorities that would be responsible 

for investigating a nuclear terrorist attack on the Super Bowl, appear to be chosen by the 

establishment for such a day, and are associated with certain agencies, governments, 

corporations, and connections that are also implicated in the attacks of 9/11. Should a nuclear 

false-flag attack take place at Super Bowl XLIV, we can be 100% sure that a fraudulent 

investigation like 9/11 will take place by the powers that be. 
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NFL Commissioner Rodger Goodell  

  Goodell was born in Jamestown, New York, the son of the late United States Senator 

Charles E. Goodell, a Republican from New York (notable for coming into both offices 

under special circumstances following the deaths of his predecessors) and the late Jean Rice 

Goodell of Buffalo, New York. Goodell was heavily involved in the negotiation of the league's 

current collective bargaining agreement. He had worked extensively with Tagliabue since the 

latter became commissioner in 1989. Goodell has played an extensive role in league 

expansion, realignment, and stadium development, including the launch of the NFL Network 

and securing new television agreements as well as the latest collective bargaining agreement 

with the National Football League Players Association (Wikipedia, 2010).  

  Rodger‘s father Charles E. Goodell was a congressional liaison assistant for the 

Department of Justice in 1954–1955. He won a special election on May 26, 1959, as a 

Republican to the 86th United States Congress to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Daniel 

A. Reed. Goodell was re-elected in November 1960 to the 87th Congress, and re-elected three 

times thereafter. He resigned on September 9, 1968, to accept an appointment, effective 

September 10, made by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller to fill the vacancy caused by the 

assassination of Robert F. Kennedy (Wikipedia, 2010)  

  Rodger Goodell is married to  Fox News Channel anchor Jane Skinner and they have 

twin daughters. Rodger has four brothers; among them are Tim, who has recently transferred his 

employment to work at the Hess Corp. (a leading global independent oil/energy company 

based in New York City); and Michael, long-time partner of Jack Kenny, creator of the short-

lived NBC series The Book of Daniel. The Goodell family was the inspiration for the Webster 

family on the show. His wife Jane Skinner received her Bachelor‘s and Master‘s degrees from 

Northwestern University. Her father is Sam Skinner, former Secretary of Transportation 

and White House Chief of Staff under President George H.W. Bush.  

  Rodger Goodell‘s father-in-law is no other that Samuel Knox Skinner, an American 

politician, lawyer and businessman. Skinner was instrumental in developing President Bush's 

National Transportation Policy and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act 

(ISTEA), which served as the catalyst for the whole ITS industry. From 1977 to 1989, Skinner 

practiced law as a senior partner in the Chicago law firm Sidley & Austin, where he served 

on the firm's executive committee. From 1984 to 1988, while practicing law full-time, he also 

served as Chairman of the Regional Transportation Authority of northeastern Illinois, the nation's 

second largest mass transportation district. Also during that time, President Reagan appointed 

Mr. Skinner as Vice Chairman of the President's Commission on Organized Crime. From 

1968 to 1975, Skinner served in the office of the United States Attorney for the Northern District 

of Illinois and, in 1975, President Gerald Ford appointed Mr. Skinner United States 

Attorney. Skinner has held various sales and management positions with the IBM 

Corporation from 1960 to 1968, and in 1967, IBM selected him Outstanding Salesman of the 

Year. He was President of Commonwealth Edison, CEO of US Freightways, on the board of 

directors of Odetics ITS, and on the board of directors of Dade Behring. Skinner also practiced 

with the Chicago-based law firm Hopkins & Sutter. He is currently a shareholder (partner) with 

the law firm of Greenberg Traurig, LLP, and a Commissioner of the Department of Defense's 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission, as well as an Adjunct Professor of Management 

and Strategy at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University (Wikipedia, 

2010). 
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Florida Governor Charlie Crist 

  According to Wikipedia, Charles Joseph "Charlie" Crist, Jr. is an American politician 

who is the 44th and current Governor of Florida. A member of the Republican Party, Crist 

previously served as Florida State Senator, Education Commissioner, and Attorney General. As 

Florida Attorney General, an office he held from 2002 until his election as governor, Crist was 

noted for his efforts to expand the authority of the office to prosecute civil rights violations and 

protect the environment, as well as his involvement in the Terri Schiavo case, where he broke 

with the stance of governor Jeb Bush. As governor he has taken conservative positions on a 

broad range of social issues, including support for gun rights and capital punishment and 

opposition to elective abortion, same-sex marriage and adoption. He has diverged from 

Republican orthodoxy on fiscal management and environmental policy, particularly while 

working with the Obama administration on the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, 

opposing some forms of offshore oil drilling in the Gulf of Mexico and using state funds to 

purchase land in an effort to restore the Florida Everglades. He gained national prominence by 

taking an active role in the 2008 U.S. presidential election, both for endorsing and 

campaigning for Republican candidate John McCain and for a political controversy sparked 

when he signed a bill moving the presidential primary date in Florida to January 29, 2008. Crist 

announced May 12, 2009 that he will not run for re-election as governor and will instead 

run for the US Senate in 2010. Some opponents in the senate race include fellow Republican 

Marco Rubio and Democrat Kendrick Meek. During the 2008 election, Crist was also 

mentioned as a potential 2012 presidential candidate (Wikipedia, 2010). 

 

Florida Attorney General Bill McCollum 

  According to Wikipedia, Bill McCollum began his professional career on active duty 

with the United States Navy's Judge Advocate General Corps from 1969 to 1972. In 1992, he 

retired from the United States Naval Reserve as a Commander (O-5) in the US Navy JAG 

Corps, having served over 23 years as an officer. While in Congress, McCollum founded the 

House Republican Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare, chairing it for 

six years. He also served three terms on the House Permanent Select Committee on 

Intelligence, two of which as Chairman of its Subcommittee on Human Intelligence, Analysis 

and Counterintelligence. Additionally, McCollum served as Vice Chairman of the House 

Banking Committee and served on the Judiciary Committee, where he was Chairman of the 

Subcommittee on Crime. On May 18, 2009, McCollum announced his candidacy for 

Governor of Florida to succeed Charlie Crist who has entered the race for U.S. Senate In 

2008, McCollum served as the Florida Chairman for the Rudy Giuliani presidential 

campaign (Wikipedia, 2010). 

 

Florida Senator Bill Nelson 

   According to Wikipedia, Clarence William "Bill" Nelson is the senior U.S. Senator from 

Florida. Nelson is a member of the Democratic Party. In 1986, he became the second sitting 

member of the United States Congress to fly in space, as a Payload Specialist on the Space 

Shuttle Columbia. Nelson currently serves on the following: Committee on Armed Services, 

Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities (Chairman), Subcommittee on 

SeaPower, Subcommittee on Strategic Forces, Committee on the Budget, Committee on 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation, Subcommittee on Aviation Operations, Safety, and 
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Security, Subcommittee on Consumer Affairs, Insurance, and Automotive Safety, Subcommittee 

on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries, and Coast Guard, Subcommittee on Space, Aeronautics, and 

Related Sciences (Chairman), Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on Western 

Hemisphere, Peace Corps and Narcotics Affairs, Subcommittee on African Affairs, 

Subcommittee on International Operations and Organizations, Democracy and Human Rights 

Select Committee on Intelligence, and the Special Committee on Aging (Wikipedia, 2010). 

Florida Senator George S. LeMieux 

  According to Wikipedia, George S. LeMieux is currently the junior United States Senator 

from Florida. He was Chairman of the Florida-based law firm of Gunster Yoakley & Stewart, 

P.A. and served as Chief of Staff to Governor Charlie Crist, was former Deputy Florida 

Attorney General, and is credited with spearheading Crist's successful campaign for 

Governor. On August 28, 2009, Governor Crist announced that he would appoint LeMieux 

as senator, to replace Senator Mel Martinez. Among his civic and charitable commitments, 

LeMieux was the Chairman of the Broward County Republican Party, Chairman of the Jeb 

Bush Re-election campaign. LeMieux serves o the following: Committee on Armed Services, 

Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities (Ranking Member), Subcommittee on 

Personnel, Subcommittee on SeaPower, Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, 

Subcommittee on Aviation Operations, Safety, and Security, Subcommittee on Communications, 

Technology, and the Internet, Subcommittee on Competitiveness, Innovation, and Export 

Promotion (Ranking Member), Subcommittee on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries, and Coast 

Guard, and the Special Committee on Aging (Wikipedia, 2010). 

Florida U.S. House Representative Kendrick Meek  

  According to Wikipedia, Kendrick Meek has been a Democratic member of the United 

States House of Representatives since 2003, representing Florida's 17th congressional district of 

which Miami Gardens, which houses Dolphin Stadium, is a part of. He is a member of the New 

Democrat Coalition. He was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives on November 5, 

2002, succeeding his mother, Congresswoman Carrie Meek, who retired from the seat. 

Meek has won four elections and has yet to face an official opponent, with Republicans or third 

party candidates having yet to campaign for Meek's seat. He is a candidate in the 2010 Senate 

elections for the Senate seat. Born in Miami, Florida on September 6, 1966, Meek graduated 

from Miami Springs Senior High School in Miami, where he played football as a defensive 

lineman. He received a Bachelor of Science degree in Criminal Justice in 1989 from Florida 

A&M University. After graduating, he was sworn in as a trooper with the Florida Highway 

Patrol, eventually rising to the rank of captain. He was the first African-American to hold that 

rank. While a captain, Meek was assigned to the security detail traveling with Democratic 

Lieutenant Governor Buddy MacKay. Meek turned into an on-the-job student of state 

government, attending meetings with MacKay and former Governor Lawton Chiles Meek 

currently serves on the Committee on Ways and Means, Subcommittee on Income Security and 

Family Support, Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, NATO Parliamentary Assembly, 

Party Leadership and Caucus Membership, Democratic Steering and Policy Committee, 

Congressional Black Caucus, and the rogue Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 

Congressional Black Caucus Foundation (Wikipedia, 2010).  
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Mayor of Miami, Tomas Regalado  

  According to Tomas Regalado‘s website, he is no stranger to the White House and 

has interviewed Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, and became the 

first Cuban American member of the White House Press Corps. As a member of the Press Corps, 

Regalado traveled with Presidents Ronald Reagan, George Bush Sr. and Bill Clinton. 

Regalado accompanied the presidents on their foreign trips, including but not limited to summits 

from 1983 to 1993 and met such figures as Mikhail Gorbachev, Boris Yeltsin and Anwar Al 

Sadat. In this time period, Regalado also covered the presidential campaigns and national party 

conventions. In 1986, Regalado was approved as an applicant to NASA‘s Journalist in Space 

Program which was canceled after the Challenger explosion. While a full time News Director 

on Spanish language radio Regalado also worked for El Miami Herald as a weekly columnist. 

Regalado covered the civil war in Nicaragua and El Salvador and has visited over 78 countries 

throughout the world. Along with his wife Raquel, Tomas spoke several times before the 

Human Rights Commission of United Nations in Geneva Switzerland against human rights 

violations in Cuba (Tomas Regalado, 2010). 

Mayor of Miami Gardens, Shirley Gibson 

  According to Gibson‘s website, she is a sixteen year veteran of the Miami-Dade Police 

Department and the mayor the third largest city in Miami-Dade County. Shirley‘s skills as a 

community organizer and officer holder have been recognized by numerous organizations. Her 

honors include: American Jewish Congress Regional Outstanding Service Award (2007); 

NAACP Miami-Dade Branch Presidential Visionary Award (2008); St. Thomas University 

Leader for Life (2006); Public Official of the Year (2005); Phillip Brutus Diversity Award 

(2005); The Heart of Miami Award for Outstanding Leadership and Services (2003); FCAA 

Black Achiever of the Year (2005); Miami-Dade League of Cites Leader for Life Award (2006); 

Helen Miller Memorial Civic Award (2004); Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Woman of the Year (2006); 

Selected as one of six US Mayors to the 24th Jerusalem Conference of Mayors (2007); 

Miami Today‘s Governmental Leader of the Year (2003); Miami/Ft Lauderdale Emerging 

Leadership Award (2003); Concerned African Woman Sister-to-Sister Award for Excellence 

(2007) to name only a few. Shirley Gibson graduated from North-Dade Junior High School in 

the early 60‘s. An alumni of St Thomas University, she earned a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in 

Criminal Justice, a Master of Arts (M.A.) in Pastoral Ministry and an honorary Ph.D. in 

Scared Theology. She has earned numerous certificates of Completion for training, workshops 

and seminars (Shirley Gibson, 2010). Gibson apparently knows how to follow orders.  

                                           “Cui Bono” (Who Benefits) 

 

  When looking at a crime, it is always imperative to look at who benefits, or ―cui bono‖ in 

Latin. Should a false-flag nuclear terrorist attack actually transpire at the Super Bowl, there are a 

few individuals, corporations, NGO‘s (non-governmental agencies), and members of government 

that would ultimately benefit.  
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The NFL 

  Currently, American football is really only popular in America, although there is some 

interest in the United Kingdom. Should the Super Bowl be attacked on a grand scale which 

would ultimately be seen on television by millions, the NFL and the Super Bowl would 

become a household name globally overnight. Current NFL Commissioner Goodell has made 

no secret that he wants to expand to Europe and beyond, and a highly publicized terrorist attack 

would be the vehicle for this goal. His political connections through his father, wife, and father-

in-law, would not make this move surprising. NFL interest, fan base, revenue, and popularity 

would ultimately rise to unprecedented heights.   

 

Barack Obama 

  President Obama's job approval rating has fallen to 47 percent in the latest Gallup 

poll, the lowest ever recorded for any president at this point in his term. With his popularity 

in the toilet, we can only imagine what his handlers and puppet masters have in store for Obama. 

Obama‘s predecessor George W. Bush, also have terrible approval rating, but after the terror 

attacks of September 11th 2001, Bush‘s approval numbers skyrocketed (Sammon, 2009) It 

should be noted that Barack Obama is the New World Order‘s ―closer,‖ and should a nuclear 

terror attack occur, Obama will have the public support to basically attack, invade, and occupy 

any nation that fails to comply with the United States and the United Nations demands. The 

result: World Government, for at this point, national sovereignty will be a thing of the past. We 

know that Russia, China, Iran, Pakistan, and a few other nations will not concur, so we should 

expect nothing short of WWIII, should these events come to pass.  

Florida Politicians 

  According to Wikipedia and the politicians own websites, five out of seven Florida 

politicians that would be at the center of an alleged terrorist investigation surrounding Super 

Bowl are running for higher office. Governor Charlie Crist, announced May 12, 2009, that he 

will not run for re-election as governor, but will instead run for the US Senate in 2010. Crist 

was also mentioned as a potential 2012 presidential candidate. Florida Attorney General, Bill 

McCollum, who would prosecute the attack, has announced his candidacy for Governor of 

Florida to succeed Charlie Crist. Kendrick Meek, a 17
th

 Congressional U.S. House 

Representative is a candidate in the 2010 Florida U.S. Senate elections, while the Mayor 

Miami Gardens, Shirley Gibson, is running for the 17
th

  Congressional U.S. House 

Representative district that Kendrick Meek would vacate. Much like Rudy Giuliani after 9/11, 

these politicians are all looking to move up in life. A national tragedy with global implications 

would potentially be a serious career booster.  
 

Internet Takeover 

  The biggest thorn in the side of the elite and globalists is the internet, and are rumored to 

be in the process of going to Internet 2, a highly controlled internet with Chinese style 

censorship.  In 2009, Jay Rockefeller, stated that ―The internet never should have been 

invented‖ (YouTube, 2009). On January 15
th

, 2010, Paul Joseph Watson reported that the 

controversy surrounding White House information czar and Harvard Professor Cass 

Sunstein‘s blueprint for the government to infiltrate political activist groups has deepened, 

with the revelation that in the same 2008 dossier he also called for the government to tax or 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/US_Senate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_2012
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor_of_Florida
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor_of_Florida
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlie_Crist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Senate_election_in_Florida,_2010
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even ban outright political opinions of which it disapproved. Sunstein was appointed by 

President Obama to head up the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, an agency within 

the Executive Office of the President. On page 14 of  Sunstein‘s January 2008 white paper 

entitled “Conspiracy Theories,‖ the man who is now Obama‘s head of information technology 

in the White House proposed that each of the following measures ―will have a place under 

imaginable conditions‖ according to the strategy detailed in the essay. 

1) Government might ban conspiracy theorizing. (most of which occurs online) 

2) Government might impose some kind of tax, financial or otherwise, on those who disseminate 

such theories (which would most likely be levied based on online behavior) 

Watson went on to state, ―That‘s right, Obama‘s information czar wants to tax or ban 

outright, as in make illegal, political opinions that the government doesn‘t approve of‖ 

(Watson, 2010).    

  These statements shows the distain for the internet by the powers that be, because more 

and more people worldwide are tuning out of the mainstream media and onto the internet for 

their news and information, due to the corporate media‘s unwillingness to speak the truth about a 

number of issues, particularly, the North American Union, the New World Order, WMD‘s, 

9/11 Truth, vaccines, and countless other topics. Should China be implicated in a ―Cyber 

Attack‖ of some sort that enables the nuclear terrorism on February 7, 2010, or in the near future, 

we can say goodbye to the free internet as we know it.  

 

 The New World Order (World Government)  

  According to the Nuclear Threat Initiative, the threat of nuclear terrorism, therefore, is 

a global problem that demands global solutions. Nuclear weapons may offer terrorists the 

ultimate means of mass destruction, but a comprehensive global strategy can counter this threat. 

If the international community is to prevent nuclear materials and weapons from falling 

into the hands of terrorist organizations, it must secure and account for every weapon and 

every kilogram of HEU and plutonium. States also must look beyond their own borders and 

treat the global lockdown of nuclear weapons and materials as a diplomatic priority. Countries 

will need to work together to remove bureaucratic roadblocks, allocate additional funds, 

and accelerate implementation of programs. Effective counterterrorism efforts will require 

collaboration among countries to disrupt the few terrorist organizations (in particular Al Qaeda 

and related entities) that may have the motives and capabilities to engage in terror with nuclear 

explosives. As former Senator Sam Nunn has said, ―An acceptable level of accountability, 

transparency, safety and security must be established and maintained in every nation that 

has nuclear weapons or dangerous nuclear material‖ (NTI, 2010). The Global Warming 

Copenhagen Treaty and the Swine Hoax both fell apart for the Globalists and it is clear that they 

are desperate to establish a New World Order regardless of public opinion. Nuclear terrorism is 

their ―Ace up the Sleeve‖ so to speak, and desperate people do desperate things, so we 

cannot count out the real possibility that they will manufacture a crisis in order to achieve their 

goals. 

 

 

                                            

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID1084585_code254274.pdf?
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Delivery.cfm/SSRN_ID1084585_code254274.pdf?
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                                           Potential Nuclear Scenarios  

 

Missteps in the Bunker (Loose Nukes in America) 

  On the September 23
rd

, 2009, nearly a month after the actual incident took place, the 

Warrick and Pincus of the Washington Post reported the following:  Just after 9 a.m. on Aug. 29, 

a group of U.S. airmen entered a sod-covered bunker on North Dakota's Minot Air Force Base 

with orders to collect a set of unarmed cruise missiles bound for a weapons graveyard. 

They quickly pulled out a dozen cylinders, all of which appeared identical from a cursory glance, 

and hauled them along Bomber Boulevard to a waiting B-52 bomber. The airmen attached the 

gray missiles to the plane's wings, six on each side. After eyeballing the missiles on the right 

side, a flight officer signed a manifest that listed a dozen unarmed AGM-129 missiles. The 

officer did not notice that the six on the left contained nuclear warheads, each with the 

destructive power of up to 10 Hiroshima bombs. That detail would escape notice for an 

astounding 36 hours, during which the missiles were flown across the country to a Louisiana air 

base that had no idea nuclear warheads were coming. It was the first known flight by a 

nuclear-armed bomber over U.S. airspace, without special high-level authorization, in 

nearly 40 years. By 5:12 p.m., the B-52 was fully loaded. The plane then sat on the tarmac 

overnight without special guards, protected for 15 hours by only the base's exterior chain-link 

fence and roving security patrols.  

  Air Force rules required members of the jet's flight crew to examine all of the missiles 

and warheads before the plane took off. But in this instance, just one person examined only the 

six unarmed missiles and inexplicably skipped the armed missiles on the left, according to 

officials familiar with the probe. It would be another nine hours -- until 8:30 p.m. -- before a 

Barksdale ground crew turned up at the parked aircraft to begin removing the missiles. At 8:45, 

15 minutes into the task, a separate missile transport crew arrived in trucks. One of these airmen 

noticed something unusual about the missiles. Within an hour, a skeptical supervisor had 

examined them and ordered them secured. "It is more significant than people first realized, and 

the more you look at it, the stranger it is," said Joseph Cirincione, director for nuclear policy at 

the Center for American Progress think tank and the author of a history of nuclear weapons. 

"These weapons -- the equivalent of 60 Hiroshimas -- were out of authorized command and 

control for more than a day."  

  Last year, the Air Force eliminated a separate nuclear-operations directorate 

known informally as the N Staff, which closely tracked the maintenance and security of 

nuclear weapons in the United States and other NATO countries. Currently, nuclear and space 

operations are combined in a single directorate. Air Force officials say the change was part of 

a service-wide reorganization and did not reflect diminished importance of nuclear operations. 

Linton F. Brooks, who resigned in January as director of the National Nuclear Security 

Administration. Brooks, who oversaw billions of dollars in U.S. spending to help Russia secure 

its nuclear stockpile, said the mishandling of U.S. warheads indicates that "something went 

seriously wrong." A former Air Force senior master sergeant wrote separately that "mistakes 

were made at the lowest level of supervision and this snowballed into the one of the biggest 

mistakes in USAF history. I am still scratching my head wondering how this could [have] 

happened" (Warrick & Pincus, 2007). 
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The Mystery of Minot: Loose Nukes and a Cluster of Dead Airmen Raise Troubling Questions   

  On November 21, 2007, the Dave Lindorff of the Baltimore Chronicle published the 

following story regarding the so called ―loose nukes‖ and the subsequent death of six of the 

individuals involved. Why this has not made national headlines is quite disturbing, and may 

play into a nuclear terror attack should one happen. When this event occurred Bush and Cheney 

were still in the White House, and this was during a time when similarly like today, the current 

administration was beating the wars drums against Iran. We do not know if these missing nuclear 

weapons were ever fully recovered, and we probably will never know due to the death of these 

men. 

  Lindorff: The unauthorized Aug. 29, 2009 cross-country flight of a B-52H Stratofortress 

armed with six nuclear-tipped AGM-29 Advanced Cruise missiles, which saw these 150-

kiloton warheads go missing for 36 hours. So far, the Pentagon, which has launched two 

separate investigations into the incident, seems to be assuming that it is dealing with the comedy 

version, saying that some incredible ―mistake‖ led to nuclear weapons being taken 

inadvertently from a weapons-storage bunker, loaded into launch position on a bomber, and 

flown from North Dakota to Louisiana. Pentagon investigators have completely ignored a 

peculiar cluster of six deaths, during the weeks immediately preceding and following the 

flight, of personnel at the two Air Force bases involved in the incident and Air Force Commando 

Operations headquarters. The problem with this theory is that dummy warheads don‘t look the 

same as the real thing. The real warheads, called W80-1‘s, are shiny silver, which is clearly 

visible through postage-stamp-sized windows on the nosecone covers that protect them on the 

missiles. In addition, the mounted warheads are encased in a red covering as a second precaution. 

  Apparently the nukes (which can be set to explode at between 5 kilotons and 150 

kilotons) were easily spotted by a Barksdale AFB ground crew when they went out to the 

plane on the tarmac hours after it landed. If the Barksdale ground crew, which had no reason to 

suspect it was looking at nuclear-tipped missiles, easily spotted the ―error,‖ why did everyone at 

Minot miss it, as claimed? Clearly, whoever loaded the six nukes on one B-52 wing pod, and 

whoever mounted that pod on the wing, knew or should have known that they were dealing 

with nukes—and absend an order from the highest authority in Washington, loading such nukes 

on a bomber was against all policy. The odds of randomly putting six nukes all on one pod, 

and six dummies on the other, are 1:924. And how curious that the pilot, who is supposed to 

check all 12 missiles before flying, checked only the pod containing the dummy warheads. 

Various experts familiar with nuclear-weapons-handling protocols express astonishment at what 

happened on Aug. 29 and 30. After all, over the course of more than six decades, the 

protocols for handling nuclear arms have called for at least two people at every step, with 

paper trails, bar codes, and real-time computer tracking of every warhead in the arsenal. Nothing 

like this has been known to have happened before. Air Force Gen. Eugene Habiger, who served 

as US Strategic Command chief from 1996 to 1998, told the Post, ―I have been in the nuclear 

business since 1966 and am not aware of any incident more disturbing.‖ Philip Coyle, a 

senior advisor at the Center for Defense Information who served as assistant secretary of defense 

in the Clinton administration, calls the incident ―astonishing‖ and ―unbelievable.‖ He says, ―This 

wasn‘t just a mistake. I‘ve counted, and at least 20 things had to have gone wrong for this 

to have occurred.‖ 

  Meanwhile, there are those six deaths. On July 20, 1st Lt. Weston Kissel, a 28-year-old 

B-52 pilot from Minot, died in a motorcycle accident while on home leave in Tennessee. 
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Another Minot B-52 pilot, 20-year-old Adam Barrs, died on July 5 in Minot when a car he 

was riding in, driven by another Minot airman, Stephen Garrett, went off the road, hit a 

tree, and caught fire. Airman Garrett was brought to the hospital in critical condition and has 

since been charged with negligent homicide. Two more Air Force personnel, Senior Airman 

Clint Huff, 29, of Barksdale AFB, and his wife Linda died on Sept. 15 in nearby 

Shreveport, Louisiana, when Huff reportedly attempted to pass a van in a no-passing zone 

on his motorcycle, and the van made a left-hand turn, striking them. Then there are two 

reported suicides, which both occurred within days of the flight. One involved Todd Blue, a 

20-year-old airman who was in a unit that guarded weapons at Minot. He reportedly shot 

himself in the head on Sept. 11 while on a visit to his family in Wytheville, Virginia. Local 

police investigators termed his death a suicide. The second suicide, on Aug. 30, was John 

Frueh, a Special Forces weather commando at the Air Force‘s Special Operations command 

headquartered at Hurlburt AFB in Florida. Frueh, 33, a married father of two who had just 

received approval for promotion from captain to major, reportedly flew from Florida to 

Portland, Oregon, for a friend‘s wedding. He never showed up. Instead, he called on Aug. 29, the 

day the missiles were loaded, from an interstate pull-off just outside Portland to say he was going 

for a hike in a park nearby. (It is not clear why he was at a highway rest stop as he had no car.) A 

day later, back in Portland, he rented a car at the airport, again calling his family. After he failed 

to appear at the wedding, his family filed a missing person‘s report with the Portland police. The 

Sheriff‘s Department in remote Skamania County, Washington, found Frueh‘s rental car ten days 

later on the side of a road nearly 120 miles from the airport in a remote area of Badger Peak. 

Search dogs found his body in the woods. His death was ruled a suicide, though neither the 

sheriff‘s investigator nor the medical examiner would give details. What makes this alleged 

suicide odd, however, is that the sheriff reports that Frueh had with him a knapsack containing a 

GPS locator and a videocam—odd equipment for someone intent on ending his life. 

  Of course, it could be that all six of these deaths are coincidences—all just accidents 

and personal tragedies. But when they occur around the time six nuclear-tipped missiles go 

missing in a bizarre incident, the likes of which the Pentagon hasn‘t seen before, one would 

think investigators would be on those cases like vultures on carrion. In fact, police and 

medical examiners in the Frueh and Blue cases say no federal investigators, whether from DOD 

or FBI, have called them. Worse still, because the B-52 incident got so little media attention—no 

coverage in most local news—none of those investigating the accidents and suicides even knew 

about it or about the other deaths. ―It would have been interesting to know all that when I was 

examining Mr. Blue‘s body,‖ says coroner Mike Stoker, ―but no one told me about any of it or 

asked me about him.‖ ―If we had known that several people had died under questionable 

circumstances, it might have affected how we‘d look at a body,‖ says Don Phillips, the 

sheriff‘s deputy who investigated the Frueh death. ―But nobody from the federal government has 

ever contacted us about this.‖ ―Certainly, in a case like this, the suicides should be a red 

flag,‖ says Hans Kristensen, a nuclear-affairs expert with the Federation of American Scientists. 

It‘s wild speculation to think that there might be some connection between the deaths and the 

incident, but it certainly should be investigated‖ (Lindorff, 2007).  
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According to the Nuclear Threat Initiative (NTI): A terrorist organization can acquire a 

nuclear explosive only (1) by obtaining an intact nuclear weapon from a national stockpile 

or (2) by obtaining fissile material from stocks that were produced in highly advanced industrial 

facilities and then making the fissile material into a nuclear explosive (NTI, 2010).  

 

The greatest fears of the NTI came true on September 23
rd

, 2007, except that it has 

occurred within the United States, not an Islamic country.  

How these ―loose nukes‖ will be delivered is anyone‘s guess… 

 

                                             A Nuclear Armed Drone? 

 

  Should someone attack the Super Bowl, it will most likely come from a method that not 

many people suspect. The U.S. has not only lost multiple drones over Pakistan, but they have 

recently given the technology and drones to Pakistan. These drones can fly relatively 

undetected, and may ―slip‖ by security at the Super Bowl. A drone is Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle (UAV), which is an aircraft that flies without a human crew on board the aircraft. 

According to Wikipedia, UAVs were historically simple drones that were remotely piloted 

aircraft, but autonomous control is increasingly being employed in UAVs. UAVs come in two 

varieties: some are controlled from a remote location, and others fly autonomously based on pre-

programmed flight plans using more complex dynamic automation systems. Some drones, such 

as the HALE (high altitude, long endurance) can fly at over 30,000 with indefinite range, 

making an attack anywhere in the world possible (Wikipedia, 2010). 

U.S. Drone Shot Down in Pakistan 

  On September 23
rd

, 2008, the New York Times reported that an American drone was 

shot down over the volatile Pakistani tribal area, according to a local resident and a Pakistani 

intelligence official, though U.S. officials deny losing any aircraft. If true, it would the first time 

a spy plane has crashed over Pakistan after thousands of flights designed to target senior Al 

Qaeda and Taliban officials (ABC, 2008).  

 

US to Equip Pakistan With Low-Tech Drones 

  On January 22
nd

, 2010, U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates said that Washington is 

considering supplying Pakistan with unarmed drone aircraft in an attempt to boost the 

"war on terror."  "We are in partnership with the Pakistani military and we are working to give 

them their own intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance vehicles, both aircraft and drones," 

Gates said. According to the Friday edition of New York Times, the Shadow surveillance drone 

appears to be a compromise aimed at enticing Pakistan further into the war (Press TV, 

2010). This announcement comes after multiple drones have been shot down in Pakistan‘s tribal 

region, where alleged terrorists are hiding out.  

 

Pakistani Tribesmen 'Shoot Down' US Drone 

  On January 24
th
, 2010, the Telegraph reported that an unmanned US drone crashed 

after reportedly being shot down in Pakistan's lawless tribal area near the Afghan border. 

Local tribesmen in North Waziristan were reported on Sunday to have been seen congratulating 
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each other. Gunfire had been heard shortly before the drone crashed. The Pakistani army rejected 

similar claims after a drone crashed in neighboring South Waziristan in 2008, saying it was a 

technical problem (Telegraph, 2010). 

Second US Drone Shot Down 

  On January 26
th
, 2010, Pakistani tribesman shot down another US unmanned spy 

plane through anti-aircraft gun in North Waziristan region. According to sources, four US 

drone aircrafts were hovering over different parts of Waziristan when the tribesmen shot fire at 

them with anti-aircraft gun. As a result one of the aircrafts crashed in Miranshah area. According 

to an eyewitness, the plane‘s wreckage fell into Afghanistan‘s area. This was the second drone 

plane, which was shot down by tribesmen this week (The Nation, 2010). Although it could not 

be confirmed, internet rumors indicate that a U.S. Predator drone was shot down. This makes for 

an interesting scenario, for the Predator has a range of over 2300 miles (Wikipedia, 2010), 

making it quite possible for a potential attack from Mexico, Venezuela, the Caribbean, or 

another secluded location.  

 

                                                  Nuclear Predictions 

  Should the worst case scenario of a nuclear terrorist attack transpire at the Super Bowl on 

February 7
th

 2010, or in the near future, the following is most likely to occur due based on the 

New World Order‘s needs: 

 

A) Al Qaeda, directed from Pakistan by Osama bin Laden the boogieman himself, with the help 

of so called ―Home Grown‖ terrorists working in tandem with disgruntled white anti-government 

American veterans, will allegedly carry out the actual attack. After the nuclear attack patriots, 

gun owners, Constitutionalists, and intellectuals are likely to be rounded up and imprisoned in 

one of the 500+ FEMA concentration camps that have been built in every state.  

 

B) The nuclear device and technology used in the attack will be from Pakistan, and ultimately 

blamed on Pakistan the father of the Pakistani nuclear technology, A.Q. Kahn. Following the 

initial attack, is highly likely that multiple potentially nuclear false-flag attacks against India by 

alleged Pakistani terrorist groups will transpire. Secretary Robert Gates will then pressure India 

to retaliate with nuclear force, thus destroying both countries in the process knocking out two of 

China‘s allies.  

 

C) China, who allegedly gave Pakistan their nuclear technology, will allegedly launch a Cyber 

Attack allowing for the initial nuclear attack to occur in revenge for the Google/NSA cyber 

attack and subsequent fallout.  

D) After the attack, the United States, the EU, and the U.N. will argue that the world cannot 

allow Iran to develop nuclear weapons, and the pretext of disarming them will eventually cause 

the United States and allies to attack Iran.  

 

E) The Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) used in the nuclear attack will come from possibly 

Sudan or another African country, prompting the U.S. and its allies to rid Africa of terrorist 

materials, and give the Western powers a reason to kick the Chinese out of Africa, and solidify 

Africa‘s wealth of natural resources. 
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                                            The 2010 Winter Olympics 
 

U.S. Northern Command, Canada Command Establish New Bilateral Civil Assistance Plan  

  On February 14th, 2008, according to Global Research and NORTHCOM, Canada and 

the US signed an agreement which allows for the deployment of US troops inside 

Canada. There was no official announcement nor was there a formal decision at the 

governmental level. The agreement, which raises far reaching issues of national sovereignty, was 

not between the two governments. It was signed by military commanding officers. U.S. Northern 

Command (NORTHCOM) released a statement confirming that the agreement had been signed 

between US NORTHCOM and Canada Command, namely between the military commands of 

each country. Canada Command was established in February 2006.  

  NORTHCOM: U.S. Air Force Gen. Gene Renuart, commander of North American 

Aerospace Defense Command and U.S. Northern Command, and Canadian Air Force Lt.-Gen. 

Marc Dumais, commander of Canada Command, have signed a Civil Assistance Plan that 

allows the military from one nation to support the armed forces of the other nation during 

a civil emergency. ―This document is a unique, bilateral military plan to align our respective 

national military plans to respond quickly to the other nation's requests for military 

support of civil authorities,‖ Renuart said. ―Unity of effort during bilateral support for civil 

support operations such as floods, forest fires, hurricanes, earthquakes and effects of a terrorist 

attack, in order to save lives, prevent human suffering and mitigate damage to property, is of the 

highest importance, and we need to be able to have forces that are flexible and adaptive to 

support rapid decision-making in a collaborative environment.‖ 

  ―The signing of this plan is an important symbol of the already strong working 

relationship between Canada Command and U.S. Northern Command,‖ Dumais said. ―Our 

commands were created by our respective governments to respond to the defense and security 

challenges of the twenty-first century, and we both realize that these and other challenges are 

best met through cooperation between friends.‖ The plan recognizes the role of each nation's lead 

federal agency for emergency preparedness, which in the United States is the Department of 

Homeland Security and in Canada is Public Safety Canada. The plan facilitates the military-

to-military support of civil authorities once government authorities have agreed on an 

appropriate response (NORTHCOM, 2008). 

New Maritime Security Law will Deputize U.S. officers ―In Every Part of Canada‖ During 

Integrated Operations 

  According to Global Research, on November 27, 2009, Public Safety Minister Peter Van 

Loan and Justice Minister Rob Nicholson tabled legislation that would transform designated 

U.S. police and security agents into peace officers equal to the RCMP ―in every part of 

Canada‖ during joint maritime border operations. As if holding the RCMP accountable for 

its officers‘ actions isn‘t hard enough, nothing in the new legislation should make Canadians feel 

comfortable that any complaints against U.S. agents operating on Canadian territory will be dealt 

with swiftly or fairly. Bill C-60, the Keeping Canadians Safe (Protecting Borders) Act, is being 

sold by Van Loan and Nicholson as a way to ―strengthen cooperative bilateral policing efforts 

to stem the flow of cross-border criminal activity in shared waterways and further protect 

community safety and security in Canada.‖ It is the legislative face of a cross-border 

―Shiprider‖ agreement dreamed up by past governments under the now defunct Security and 

Prosperity Partnership and signed this May by Van Loan and U.S. Homeland Security czar Janet 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/opinions/the-man-who-confirmed-what-we-all-suspected-about-the-rcmp/article1395025/
http://www2.parl.gc.ca/HousePublications/Publication.aspx?Language=E&Parl=40&Ses=2&Mode=1&Pub=Bill&Doc=C-60_1&File=59#10
http://www.canadians.org/integratethis/insecurity/2008/Mar-20.html
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Napolitano. Bill C-60 will go further than coastal waters. Section 11 states: In the course of an 

integrated cross-border operation, every designated officer is a peace officer in every part of 

Canada and has the same power to enforce an Act of Parliament as a member of the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (Global Research, 2009). It appears that should a false-flag terror 

attack occur at the Super Bowl or at the Winter Olympics, the governments of Canada and the 

United States are expecting massive protests and demonstrations that may turn violent. Allowing 

U.S. police officials to act with impunity from Canadian laws seems to be the goal of this 

legislation.  

Canada to Suspend Parliament Until After Olympics  

  One December 30, 2009, the Canadian government will suspend Parliament until 

early March, 2010. That means Parliament won't resume on Jan. 25 as previously scheduled, 

and debate on hot-button topics will cease. "Postponing the reopening of Parliament until after 

the Winter Olympics in Vancouver means the government will be able to avoid persistent 

questions on the treatment of prisoners who were handed over to Afghan authorities by the 

Canadian military in 2006-07. The government will also be able to take control of committees in 

the upper house of Parliament, the Senate. The separatist Bloc Quebecois said Harper had shown 

"no legitimate reason" for paralyzing Parliament until March (Palmer, 2009). 

 

Terror Attack on Olympics Unlikely 

  In recent weeks, many people have advocated that a false-flag terror attack at the 2010 

Winter Olympics is a very real possibility. Realistically, an attack on all nations present would 

surely gain the attention of the world, and garner a real investigation that would be very hard to 

control, especially if it was a false-flag event. While the occurrences in the Canada raise red 

flags, it appears to be a preparation for the backlash from a real false-flag terror attack at the 

Super Bowl in Miami. The amount of demonstrator from America that would head north to 

Canada to voice that the Super Bowl was an ―inside job‖ could prove overwhelming for 

Canadian authorities, and it appears that the Canadian Government is planning ahead.  

                                  Counting Down to February 7
th

, 2010 

 

Jeb Bush Declares Martial Law in Florida on September 7, 2001 

  If indeed there is a terror attack on the Super Bowl in Miami, Florida, it is almost certain 

that martial law will be declared in Florida, if not the United States as a whole. Should this 

occur, it would be the second time that martial law was declared in Florida. Just prior to 9/11, 

brother to George W. Bush and son of George H.W. Bush, Jeb Bush, declared martial law on 

Friday, September 7, 2001, when he signed Florida Executive Order No. 01-261 which states, 

in part: "I hereby delegate to The Adjutant General of the State of Florida all necessary authority, 

within approved budgetary appropriations or grants, to order members of the Florida National 

Guard into active service, as defined by Section 250.27, Florida Statutes, for the purpose of 

training to support law-enforcement personnel and emergency-management personnel in the 

event of civil disturbances or natural disasters and to provide training support to law-

enforcement personnel and community-based organizations relating to counter drug operations. 

This Executive Order shall remain in full force and effect until the earlier of its revocation or 

June 30, 2003" (Prison Planet, 2001). 
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  Section 3, of Florida Executive Order No. 01-261, states that the Florida National Guard 

may order selected members on to state active duty for service to the State of Florida pursuant to 

Section 250.06(4), Florida Statutes, to assist FDLE in performing port security training and 

inspections. Based on the potential massive damage to life and property that may result 

from an act of terrorism at a Florida port, the necessity to protect life and property from such 

acts of terrorism, and inhibiting the smuggling of illegal drugs into the State of Florida, the use 

of the Florida National Guard to support FDLE in accomplishing port security training and 

inspections is "extraordinary support to law enforcement" as used in Section 250.06(4), Florida 

Statutes. The precedence and training for martial law in the state of Florida has already 

been implemented (Prison Planet, 2001). 

 

General Tommy Franks says Military Dictatorship in America if Attacked with WMD 

  In 2003, U.S. Gen. Tommy Franks says that if the United States is hit with a weapon of 

mass destruction that inflicts large casualties, the Constitution will likely be discarded in favor 

of a military form of government. The former commander of the military‘s Central Command 

warned that if terrorists succeeded in using a weapon of mass destruction (WMD) against the 

U.S. or one of our allies, it would likely have catastrophic consequences for our cherished 

republican form of government. Discussing the hypothetical dangers posed to the U.S. in the 

wake of Sept. 11, Franks said that ―the worst thing that could happen‖ is if terrorists acquire 

and then use a biological, chemical or nuclear weapon that inflicts heavy casualties. If that 

happens, Franks said, ―... the Western world, the free world, loses what it cherishes most, and 

that is freedom and liberty we‘ve seen for a couple of hundred years in this grand experiment 

that we call democracy.‖ Franks then offered ―in a practical sense‖ what he thinks would happen 

in the aftermath of such an attack.  ―It means the potential of a weapon of mass destruction and a 

terrorist, massive, casualty-producing event somewhere in the Western world – it may be in the 

United States of America – that causes our population to question our own Constitution and 

to begin to militarize our country in order to avoid a repeat of another mass, casualty-

producing event. Which in fact, then begins to unravel the fabric of our Constitution. Two steps, 

very, very important.‖ But Franks‘ scenario goes much further. He is the first high-ranking 

official to openly speculate that the Constitution could be scrapped in favor of a military form of 

government. Franks ended his interview with a less-than-optimistic note. ―It‘s not in the history 

of civilization for peace ever to reign. Never has in the history of man…I doubt that we‘ll ever 

have a time when the world will actually be at peace‖ (Newsmax, 2003). 

 

Nuclear Doomsday Clock 

  On January 15
th
, 2010, just 15 days before the 2010 Super Bowl, the infamous 

Nuclear Doomsday Clock was set back one minute, from 11:55 to 11:54, reversing a 

precipitous slide toward midnight, the zero hour, and ultimate self-destruction. The clock was 

reset to reflect a "more hopeful state of world affairs," the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 

announced at the New York Academy of Sciences and over a live feed on the Internet. Forty 

policymakers, scientists and Nobel laureates on the board of the Bulletin -- an online magazine 

that covers threats to humanity -- decided to move the clock after spirited debates about current 

trends in science and politics. "We are poised to bend the arc of history toward a world free 

of nuclear weapons," the board said in a statement. "For the first time since atomic bombs were 

dropped in 1945, leaders of nuclear weapons states are cooperating to vastly reduce their arsenals 

http://thebulletin.org/
http://www.turnbacktheclock.org/
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and secure all nuclear bomb-making material. And for the first time ever, industrialized and 

developing countries alike are pledging to limit climate-changing gas emissions that could render 

our planet nearly uninhabitable." The clock has been steadily ticking toward midnight since 

the mid-'90s, as increased terrorism destabilized regions of the world and India and 

Pakistan tested nuclear bombs. "I suppose we tend to be the eternal pessimists because the 

Bible says it's going to get worse. So any time they move [the Doomsday Clock] back, the 

general reaction is scorn." (Zak, 2010) 

Ron Paul: After ‗CIA coup,‘ Agency ‗Runs Military‘ 

  On January 21
st
, 2010, former 2008 Presidential candidate and current Texas 

Congressman, Ron Paul, stated that, ―There‘s been a coup, have you heard? It‘s the CIA coup. 

The CIA runs everything, they run the military. They‘re the ones who are over there lobbing 

missiles and bombs on countries…And of course the CIA is every bit as secretive as the Federal 

Reserve…And yet think of the harm they have done since they were established [after] World 

War II. They are a government unto themselves. They‘re in businesses, in drug businesses, they 

take out dictators …We need to take out the CIA‖ (Raw Story, 2010).  

 

Gates Links all Terrorists Groups and Watches Film about a Military Coup in the U.S. 

  On January 23
rd

, 2010, current Secretary of Defense, Robert Gates, returned home from a 

trip from Pakistan where he basically lumped all knows terrorist organizations together and 

stated that ―Al Qaeda, the Taliban in Afghanistan, Tariki Taliban in Pakistan, Lashkar-e-

Taiba, the Haqqani network — this is a syndicate of terrorists that work together,‖ he said. 

―And when one succeeds they all benefit, and they share ideas, they share planning. They don‘t  

operationally coordinate their activities, as best I can tell. But they are in very close contact. 

They take inspiration from one another, they take ideas from one another.‖ His final 

message delivered, he relaxed on the 14-hour trip home by watching ―Seven Days in May,‖ the 

cold war-era film about an attempted military coup in the United States (Bumiller, 2010). 

Should Obama decide not to go along with the CIA‘s plan, there is no doubt that Obama will 

become expendable, and a military coup will take place with the United States. The only back-up 

the American people have against this scenario is the 2
nd

 Amendment: The right to keep and bear 

arms. The Founding Fther‘s knew that guns were a last resort against a tyrannical and oppressive 

government, and their Wisdom is still shining through 234 years later.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                         

 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/l/lashkaretaiba/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/l/lashkaretaiba/index.html?inline=nyt-org
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                                                         Conclusion  

 

While only time will tell what will happen after kickoff on February 7
th

, 2010, the political 

framework to has already been put in place to eventually blame Pakistan for a nuclear terror 

attack,  sometime in the near future. If and when then happens, the world needs to know that 

same individuals responsible for the 6 ―loose nukes‖ and the 6 (some say it‘s now 12) murdered 

Minot airmen, are most likely responsible, not necessarily Pakistan.  

  

These traitors to America brought us the 1993 World Trade Center Bombing, the Oklahoma City 

Bombing, and 9/11. They will continue to carry out their false-flag terror attacks to manipulate 

American and global public opinion until WE as citizens of this world say enough is enough, and 

prosecute them for war crimes against humanity.  

 

Please take the time to research the claims made in this document. Do your part to stop false-

flag terrorism, and inevitable war that they bring by speaking truth to power regarding these 

covert and deadly operations. Dr. Martin Luther King said it best, ―Silence is betrayal.‖ 
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